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Non-GMO & Certified

All of our Peaceful Valley brand vegetable seed packs are CCOF and USDA Certified Organic 
 and non-GMO, in addition to being Open-Pollinated (with the exception of a few hybrid seeds). 

We’re also proud signers of the Safe Seed Pledge; a pledge that we will not knowingly  
buy, sell, or trade genetically engineered seeds or plants. It not only guarantees that your seeds  

will not be treated with harmful pesticides and fungicides, but it also means that you are  
supporting and encouraging seed farmers to stop using toxic chemicals. 

Grow something new this year or stick to traditional favorites to feed your family.  
Our Peaceful Valley brand vegetable seeds are guaranteed to germinate! If they do not,  

just contact us and we’ll be happy to replace them. Order by the pack or in bulk!

TERMS & RESTRICTIONS
APPLY Click for DetailsGUARANTEED TO GERMINATE

All Peaceful Valley Brand Seeds are
TERMS & RESTRICTIONS
APPLY See page 66 for details.
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Amaranth Seeds

Miriah Leaf 
25–50 Days. Annual . Beautiful red-veined 
green leaves . Red leaf backs add a unique 
color to salad . A heat tolerant spinach 
substitute that is popular in Asia and Latin 
America . Also good cooked or pickled . 
Makes good Kimchi! Sometimes called 
Callaloo in the Caribbean where it is used 
to make a popular dish of the same name .

SNV8370  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8370B  1 oz  177,185 seeds  $49.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Burgundy
100 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
The white seeds were an important 
grain in the Aztec diet . Gluten free and 
a complete protein, meaning it contains 
all the essential amino acids including 
lysine, which is lacking in cereal grains. 
Grow this as a nutritious, rice-like grain, 
or for the bright leaves to use in salads . 

SNV8457  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8457B  1 oz  47,249 seeds  $24.99

Elephant Head
75 Days. Tender Annual . Open Pollinated, 
Heirloom. This deep red flower is large 
and can be 10–12” on a 3–5’ tall plant . 
The seeds are edible and can be popped, 
cooked like a grain or ground into flour. 
Not only are the seeds edible, but the 
young leaves are nutritious greens .

SNV8546  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8546B  1 oz  182,900 seeds  $54.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Artichoke Seeds
NEW Wonder
110 Days. Annual, F1 Hybrid . Compact, 
vigorous plants produce pear-shaped, firm 
5” heads that are nearly spineless . Good, 
early yield .

SNV8598  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99

Seed & Plant Limitation of Remedy

We warrant, to the extent of the 
purchase price only, that the seeds 
and plants we sell are as described in 
our catalogs, website and/or labels 
within recognized tolerances. No other 
warranty is given, expressed or implied, 
of the merchantability or fitness of the 
seeds and plants that we sell for any 
particular purpose, or against loss due 
to any cause . We cannot accept any 
responsibility for the many growing and 
climactic conditions beyond our control 
(i.e. soil preparation, fertilization, weed 
and pest control, temperature control, 
irrigation, etc) that must be met to 
ensure the success of your crop(s) or 
plant(s). In no event shall we be liable 
for any direct or indirect damages or 
consequential losses arising out of the 
use or inability to use the seeds and 
plants that we sell, notwithstanding 
the failure of the essential purpose of 
any remedy .

F1 HybridF1 Hybrid

$3$39999
PER PACK

On  Brand Seed Packs

Mix & Match Discount

10+ 10%10%   OffOff
25+ 20%20%  OffOff
50+ 25%25%  OffOff

Toll Free (888) 784-1722   GrowOrganic.com          3



Bean Seeds

French Garden
40–50 Days. Tender Annual . Bush . Long, 
thin-podded, French bush bean . The 
vines produce 6–7” long, stringless pods . 
Very tender and sweet.

SNV8374  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8374B  ½ lb  2,493 seeds  $19.99

Blue Lake Bush
55–60 Days. Tender Annual . Bush . This 
is an excellent freezing and canning snap 
bean . The plant bears 5” long oval pods . 
Blue Lake is a heavy yielder, holds its 
condition well and remains stringless  
and tender over a long period of time . 
Great flavor. 

SNV8007  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8007B  ½ lb  623 seeds  $19.99

Fava Broad Windsor
70 Days. Hardy Annual . Bush . Heirloom . 
This is the classic, large-seeded English 
fava with strong, upright plants bearing 
3–5 very large, tender, light-green seeds 
for fresh shelling . The mature, light-
brown seeds are excellent in soups and 
hummus . 

SNV8341  Pack  10 seeds  $3.99
SNV8341B  ½ lb  140 seeds  $24.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Gold Rush Yellow Wax
55 Days. Tender Annual Bush . Early 
producing variety that yields 4–5” lemon-
yellow pods with green tips. Pods are 
produced in clusters near the main stem, 
making it easy to pick . This variety is 
resistant to bean common mosaic virus, 
NY15, and curly top virus .

SNV8597  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8597B  ½ lb  782 seeds  $19.99

FFresh Bean Seedsresh Bean Seeds

Kentucky Wonder 
68–72 Days. Tender Annual . Pole . 
Heirloom . Delicious, 7” long, round and 
stringless pods with a tender texture. 
Use fresh, shelled and dried . Introduced 
around 1864 in Kentucky, this heirloom is 
a longtime favorite .

SNV8012  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8012B  ½ lb  741 seeds  $14.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Provider
48–54 Days. Tender Annual . Bush . Early 
USDA shipper produces 5–8” medium-
green pods, straight, round with a crease 
in back. Clusters, low fiber, purple seed, 
widely adaptable.

SNV8207  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8207B  ½ lb  822 seeds  $19.99

Royalty Purple Pod 
50–60 Days. Tender Annual . Bush . 
Heirloom. Purple bushes with short 
runners and purple flowers. Bright-
purple stringless 5–6” pods cook to dark 
green . Buff colored seeds germinate in 
cold, wet soil. Bred by E.M. Meader at 
the University of New Hampshire and 
introduced in 1957 .

SNV8208  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8208B  ½ lb  751 seeds  $14.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Soybean – Edamame
90–100 Days. Tender Annual. Sweet, 
buttery . High yielding plant . Well-branched 
and stands well, producing a prolific set 
of large pods . This nutritious bean is 
great tasting and good for you . Contains 
about 38% protein and a ½ cup serving 
contributes 11 grams of protein .

SNV8357  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8357B  ½ lb  732 seeds  $24.99

Buy 8 or More  Seed Packs & Get

FREE SHIPPING
On Seed Pack Only Orders*   See page 66 for details
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Fresh Bean Seeds (Continued)

Tendergreen
72 Days. Tender Annual . Bush . Heirloom . 
Plants are strong, upright, and vigorous . 
The 6” pods are dark green, round, 
meaty, and stringless . This variety has an 
extended season and is a heavy yielder 
even in hot temperatures .

SNV8013  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8013B  ½ lb  516 seeds  $24.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Yard Long Green
70–80 Days. Tender Annual . Pole .  
Fast-growing, high-yielding vining 
bean that thrives in the heat . These 
sweet, crunchy pods are stringless and 
wonderfully unique. Legumes are a good 
source of calcium and iron, and add 
nitrogen to soil .

SNV8344  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8344B  ½ lb  1,148 seeds  $34.99

Yard Long Red 
85 Days. Tender Annual . Pole . The red 
pods grow to 24–26” and are tender to 
18 .” Pink red seeds . Very reliable, trouble-
free variety excellent for the home 
garden. The red color is retained with 
cooking . The pods are stringless and the 
flavor is similar to asparagus.

SNV8548  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8548B  ½ lb  1,131 seeds  $49.99

Seed & Plant Limitation of Remedy

We warrant, to the extent of the 
purchase price only, that the seeds 
and plants we sell are as described in 
our catalogs, website and/or labels 
within recognized tolerances. No other 
warranty is given, expressed or implied, 
of the merchantability or fitness of the 
seeds and plants that we sell for any 
particular purpose, or against loss due 
to any cause . We cannot accept any 
responsibility for the many growing and 
climactic conditions beyond our control 
(i.e. soil preparation, fertilization, weed 
and pest control, temperature control, 
irrigation, etc) that must be met to 
ensure the success of your crop(s) or 
plant(s). In no event shall we be liable 
for any direct or indirect damages or 
consequential losses arising out of the 
use or inability to use the seeds and 
plants that we sell, notwithstanding 
the failure of the essential purpose of 
any remedy .

Golden Dragon Garbanzo
100 Days. Tender Annual . Bush . Dry . 
Also called chickpeas, the garbanzo bean 
is a tender annual legume that produces 
1” pods that contains one to two seeds 
each . When cooked, the beans have a 
wonderful nutty flavor and are good in 
salads or for making hummus . 

SNV8528  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8528B  ½ lb  533 seeds  $34.99

Lima Jackson Wonder
65–76 Days. Tender Annual . Bush . Dry . 
Vigorous, up right plants are prolific 
producers of broad, flat and slightly 
curved 3” pods . Pods have 3–5 chestnut-
colored seeds that are splashed with 
purple-black and has a nice nutty flavor. 
Sets well in hot weather. 

SNV8544  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8544B  ½ lb  535 seeds  $14.99

Orca
90–100 Days. Tender Annual . Bush . 
Dry . Heirloom . Widely-adapted bean for 
baking and soups . Early yielding plant 
with 4–5 beans per pod. Mild flavor and 
creamy texture. Beans will double in size 
when cooked. Also known as Yin Yang 
or Calypso for its distinctive black and 
white pattern that is retained in cooking.

SNV8517  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8517B  ½ lb  428 seeds  $24.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Black Turtle
85–115 Days. Tender Annual . Bush . 
Dry . Heirloom . Tall, upright plants bear 
small, jet-black beans. Its mellow flavor 
is reminiscent of mushrooms . Great for 
soups and refried beans . Black beans are 
a staple of Latin American, Creole, and 
even Cuban cuisine . 

SNV8006  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8006B  ½ lb  1,358 seeds  $19.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Pinto
75-85 Days. Bush . Dry . Heirloom . This 
speckled bean is the most popular bean 
in the U .S . and is beloved by kids and 
adults alike . Pinto beans are perfect for 
frijoles refritos, mashed in burritos, or 
served whole. Mild flavor is the hallmark 
of this staple of Mexican cuisine . 

SNV8460  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8460B  ½ lb  565 seeds  $19.99

Dry Bean SeedsDry Bean Seeds

Mix & Match Discount

Buy in Bulk &

SAVE!
10+ 10%  10%  OffOff

25+ 20% 20% OffOff

50+ 25% 25% OffOff

— B R A N D S E E D S —

growOrganic.comgrowOrganic.com//Blogs/Growing-GuidesBlogs/Growing-Guides

• Download Bean Planting & Growing Guide

Organic Gardening 
Resource Center

Growing Guides, Solution Charts & More

Scan Me !Scan Me !

Toll Free (888) 784-1722   GrowOrganic.com          5



Beet Seeds

Early Wonder Tall Top
48–55 Days. Biennial . A favorite for 
home garden and market production, the 
attractive arching tops on these beets are 
tinged with maroon and make excellent 
greens . The beets are great for all uses, 
including borscht, slicing and pickling .

SNV8017  Pack  200 seeds  $3.99
SNV8017B  ¼ lb  11,454 seeds  $14.99

Detroit Dark Red
59–70 Days . Biennial . Heirloom . This 
is a fine mid-season variety with a rich, 
dark-red interior and uniform 3” shape . 
An early variety, Detroit Dark Red beets 
store well and are also good for canning 
and freezing . The dark-green leaves, 
striped with red, are wonderful braised 
or in salads . 

SNV8016  Pack  200 seeds  $3.99
SNV8016B  ¼ lb  8,308 seeds  $19.99

Bull’s Blood
35–60 Days. Biennial . Heirloom . Maturity 
to beet root in 55–60 and to baby leaf 
tops in 35 days . Exceptionally beautiful 
dark red-violet tops with sweeter flavor 
and heat resistance. This variety was 
selected for the darkest colored leaves 
from the French variety Crapaudine .

SNV8204  Pack  200 seeds  $3.99
SNV8204B  ¼ lb  9,861 seeds  $29.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Chioggia
55–65 Days. Biennial . Heirloom . The 
flesh of this unusual Italian heirloom has 
red-and-white alternating rings with an 
eye-catching scarlet skin . They have a 
sweet, peppery taste and are beautiful 
when sliced horizontally in a salad. The 
green tops are delicious and nutritious 
both raw and cooked. 

SNV8014  Pack  200 seeds  $3.99
SNV8014B  ¼ lb  7,436 seeds  $39.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Green Top Bunching
52–60 Days. Biennial. Bright red flesh 
on slightly flattened globes with slight 
zones, tender 15–18” tops hold bright 
green color . Excellent bunching and 
greens beet for home or commercial 
markets . First introduced in 1940 .

SNV8209  Pack  200 seeds  $3.99
SNV8209B  ¼ lb  9,734 seeds  $24.99

Golden Detroit
55–60 Days. Biennial . Heirloom . Golden 
orange roots don’t bleed when cooked, 
but instead turn a deep golden yellow. Its 
oval-shaped roots grow fast, yet retain 
sweet flavor even when quite large. 
Golden beets are tender and mild and an 
excellent choice for pickling . 

SNV8018  Pack  200 seeds  $3.99
SNV8018B  1 oz  1,916 seeds  $29.99

HeirloomHeirloom

HeirloomHeirloom

$3$39999
PER PACK

On  Brand Seed Packs

Mix & Match Discount

10+ 10%10%   OffOff
25+ 20%20%  OffOff
50+ 25%25%  OffOff

growOrganic.comgrowOrganic.com//Blogs/videosBlogs/videos

• Video Seed Germination

Organic Gardening 
Resource Center

Growing Guides, Solution Charts & More

Scan Me !Scan Me !
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Broccoli Seeds

Calabrese
60–90 Days. Hardy Annual . Heirloom . 
Delicious, bluish-green close-beaded 
heads can reach 8 .” Bears until frost 
producing several side shoots after the 
central head has been harvested . Brought 
by Italian immigrants in the late 1880’s . 

SNV8205  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99
SNV8205B  ¼ lb  27,931 seeds  $19.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Di Cicco
48–85 Days. Hardy Annual . Heirloom . 
Broccoli Di Cicco is a vigorous, light-
green plant of 1890 Italian origin . It 
produces a 3–4” bluish-green central 
head with many medium-sized side 
shoots for a prolonged harvest . This is a 
great choice for spring or fall planting . 

SNV8019  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99
SNV8019B  ¼ lb  33,157 seeds  $19.99

Rapini
60 Days. Annual . Heirloom . Rapini is 
a branching variety grown for its tops 
and tender flower shoots. This Italian 
heirloom produces no central head but 
an abundance of strap-leaves and side 
shoots. This cool weather plant does not 
overwinter well in colder climates. 

SNV8210  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99
SNV8210B  ¼ lb  40,499 seeds  $39.99

Romanesco
75–100 Days. Annual . Heirloom . The 
broccoli and cauliflower families both lay 
claim to this dramatic vegetable . Prized 
for its delicate, nutty flavor as well as 
its vivid, light green color . May reach 3’ 
before producing .

SNV8423  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99
SNV8423B  ¼ lb  40,499 seeds  $69.99

HeirloomHeirloom HeirloomHeirloom HeirloomHeirloom

Handheld Seeders & SpreadersHandheld Seeders & Spreaders
Helpful extrasHelpful extras

Seed Sower  
Inexpensive little 
hand seeder with an 
adjustable outlet that lets you 
control the flow and size of seeds. 
See-through cover removes easily 
for loading seeds .

GSE900  $4.99

Widger
This multi-purpose stainless 
steel tool with its convex shaped 
blade is ideal for picking out and transplanting delicate seedlings .

GP040  $9.49

Chapin Hand Crank Spreader 
Durable and adjustable for seed, fertilizer and 
salt/ice melt applications. The easy-crank, scoop 
design is lightweight, and easy to use and maintain. 
Features a poly hopper, trigger gate control, thumb 
gate adjustment, and enclosed gears .

GSP510  $17.99

 Warning: This product has a CA Prop 65 warning, see page 66 for details.

Buy 8 or More  Seed Packs & Get

FREE SHIPPING
On Seed Pack Only Orders*   See page 66 for details

Toll Free (888) 784-1722   GrowOrganic.com          7



Darkmar 21
180-260 Days. Biennial . One of the most 
reliable, easy-to-grow open pollinated 
Brussels sprout varieties out there . Firm, 
sweet, dark green sprouts form on plants 
that grow to 3½ ft.

SNV8376  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8376B  1 oz  9,844 seeds  $549

Cabbage Seeds 

Golden Acre
65 Days. Hardy Annual . Heirloom . This 
beautiful, early cabbage produces tender 
heads that are 5–7” in diameter . Golden 
Acre’s compact plants are ideal for small 
gardens and it can be planted closer 
together than other cabbage varieties . It 
is noted for its uniform, round and tightly 
folded heads .

SNV8377  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8377B  ¼ lb  26,250 seeds  $29.99

HeirloomHeirloom F1 HybridF1 Hybrid

Napa Bilko
65–70 Days. Hardy Annual . F1 Hybrid . 
Large, football-shaped savoyed 
heads with overlapping leaves. Wide 
adaptability. Slow-bolting heads have a 
good, mild, sweet taste. Resistant to club 
root, fusarium and downy mildew. Napa 
cabbage is a Chinese cabbage that can 
be eaten raw or cooked and is a favorite 
for pickling .

SNV8347  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99

NEW Kalibos
90 Days. Hardy Biennial . Conical shaped 
bright purple 2–3 lb head with a mild 
sweetness and crunch that lasts well 
into storage . This elegantly shaped, 
pointed red cabbage sheds winter 
weather and stores for extended eating 
and selling. Did you know? Red cabbage 
is rich in anthocyanins, which have anti-
inflammatory properties.

SNV8599  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99

Seed & Plant Limitation of Remedy

We warrant, to the extent of the 
purchase price only, that the seeds 
and plants we sell are as described in 
our catalogs, website and/or labels 
within recognized tolerances. No other 
warranty is given, expressed or implied, 
of the merchantability or fitness of the 
seeds and plants that we sell for any 
particular purpose, or against loss due 
to any cause . We cannot accept any 
responsibility for the many growing and 
climactic conditions beyond our control 
(i.e. soil preparation, fertilization, weed 
and pest control, temperature control, 
irrigation, etc) that must be met to 
ensure the success of your crop(s) or 
plant(s). In no event shall we be liable 
for any direct or indirect damages or 
consequential losses arising out of the 
use or inability to use the seeds and 
plants that we sell, notwithstanding 
the failure of the essential purpose of 
any remedy .

Brussels  
Sprout Seeds
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Carrot Seeds 

Cosmic Purple
60–70 Days. Biennial . Cosmic Purple 
carrots 7” roots have a lovely, spicy-
sweet flavor. This variety was developed 
by Dr . Philip Simon and staff at the 
USDA ARS in Madison, Wisconsin in 
2005. This showy variety has bright 
purple skin that contrasts beautifully 
with yellow-orange flesh.

SNV8379  Pack  500 seeds  $3.99
SNV8379B  1 oz  28,350 seeds  $49.99

Danvers
65–75 Days. Biennial Heirloom . 
Danvers is a vigorous, red-orange 
carrot, 7–8” long, with slightly tapered, 
broad shoulders . It is heat tolerant and 
performs consistently in different types of 
soils . Danvers’ strong top makes it easy 
to pull from the ground . A good keeper . 

SNV8023  Pack  500 seeds  $3.99
SNV8023B  ¼ lb  149,208 seeds  $29.99

Chantenay
75 Days. Biennial . Heirloom . Chantenay 
all-purpose carrots’ great flavor is a  
well-kept secret. The deep red-orange, 
5–6” roots are crisp and tender with  
wide-topped shoulders and a conical 
shape . Good choice for canning, juicing, 
freezing and root cellaring .

SNV8029  Pack  500 seeds  $3.99
SNV8029B  ¼ lb  118,123 seeds  $29.99

Little Finger
50–68 Days. Biennial . Little Finger is a 
gourmet baby carrot with 3” long and ½” 
diameter cylindrical, blunt roots . It has 
a very small core, smooth skin, and a 
deep-orange color. The tops are weak; 
harvest carefully and early . Developed in 
France for canning and pickling whole. 

SNV8026  Pack  500 seeds  $3.99
SNV8026B  1 oz  22,863 seeds  $14.99

Culinary Mix
60–70 Days. Biennial . Heirloom . This 
mix contains equal parts of Solar Yellow, 
Lunar White, and Nantes carrots . Try 
juicing Lunar Whites for a uniquely 
colored carrot juice. Solar Yellow and 
Nantes are replete with nutritious 
pigments such as xanthophyll and beta-
carotene . The seeds are not color coded .

SNV8380  Pack  500 seeds  $3.99
SNV8380B  1 oz  24,868 seeds  $29.99

HeirloomHeirloom HeirloomHeirloom HeirloomHeirloom

NEW Napoli
68–100 Days. Biennial . This long, 
excellent juicing carrot is sweet, tender, 
and has smooth sides . It has a red-
orange, 7–8” root. Grow best in mild 
climates and store well. Carrots are 
extremely high in vitamin A . They’re also a 
good source of vitamin C and potassium .

SNV8025  Pack  500 seeds  $3.99
SNV8025B  1 oz  19,167 seeds  $59.99

F1 HybridF1 Hybrid

growOrganic.comgrowOrganic.com//Blogs/growing-guidesBlogs/growing-guides

• Download Carrot Planting & Growing Guide

Organic Gardening 
Resource Center

Growing Guides, Solution Charts & More

Scan Me !Scan Me !

$3$39999
PER PACK

On  Brand Seed Packs

Mix & Match Discount

10+ 10%10%   OffOff
25+ 20%20%  OffOff
50+ 25%25%  OffOff

Toll Free (888) 784-1722   GrowOrganic.com          9



Parisian
50–68 Days. Biennial . Heirloom . Round, 
small and bursting with sweetness and 
cuteness . Eat these French heirlooms 
raw or give them a quick steam. Easy to 
grow even in compacted soil since they 
don’t have to put down deep roots. If you 
have not had luck with carrots, try these.

SNV8465  Pack  500 seeds  $3.99
SNV8465B  1 oz  32,965 seeds  $29.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Scarlet Nantes
65–75 Days. Biennial . Heirloom . This 
well-loved classic is crisp, sweet, and 
delicious with a high sugar content.  
The root matures quickly but is also 
good when harvested as a baby. Its  
6–7” long root is almost cylindrical  
and blunt-ended. The fine-grained,  
red-orange flesh is nearly core-less. 

SNV8028  Pack  500 seeds  $3.99
SNV8028B  ¼ lb  125,998 seeds  $24.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Solar Yellow
60–70 Days. Biennial . Heirloom . Solar 
Yellow carrots’ roots grow to 7” in a 
classic Danvers shape, that is broad 
throughout and tapering to a small point . 
The buttery-yellow roots are sweet and 
crisp. These carrots get their yellow 
color from the pigment xanthophyll 
which supports eye health.

SNV8383  Pack  500 seeds  $3.99
SNV8383B  1 oz  25,312 seeds  $19.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Carrot Seeds (Continued)

Seed Packs
―  AND GET ―

FREE
SHIPPING
ON SEED PACK ONLY ORDERS

*See page 66 for  detai ls

Buy 8or more

Snowball
52–70 Days. Annual . Heirloom . 
Snowball cauliflower’s large 6–7”  
snow-white heads are well protected  
by outer leaves . This reliable strain is 
heavy yielding and produces smooth 
white curds with a uniform appearance. 
It is downy mildew resistant. 

SNV8031  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8031B  ¼ lb  29,685 seeds  $39.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Cauliflower Seeds

Peaceful Valley DeLuxe Seed Packet Storage Box
Handy kit for storing your seed packets and comes with 
laminated index cards for easy organization .

Kit comes with the following:
• Plastic storage box with locking 

handles to keep your seeds safe and 
dry. Size is 97/16” L x 5” H x 5” W.

• 32 Laminated index cards to help you 
organize your seeds . Cards have helpful 
information about growing your own 
veggies or herbs from seed .

• Wooden plant labels (package of 24) .
• Handy seed sower.
• Carbon marking pencil .

GP3110  $20.99

Peaceful Valley Basic Seed Packet Storage Box
Kit comes with the following:

• Plastic storage box with locking handles to keep your 
seeds safe and dry. Size is 97/16” L x 5” H x 5” W.

• 32 laminated index cards to help you organize your 
seeds. Cards have helpful information about growing 
your own veggies or herbs from seed. 

GP3109  $15.74

Seed Packet Storage Seed Packet Storage 
Helpful extrasHelpful extras
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Cereal 
Grain 
Seeds

Amaranth – Burgundy
100 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
Amaranth grain is gluten free and a 
complete protein, meaning it contains 
all the essential amino acids including 
lysine, which is lacking in cereal grains. 
Grow this as a nutritious, rice-like grain, 
or for the bright leaves to use in salads . 

SNV8457  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8457B  1 oz  47,249 seeds  $24.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Amaranth – Elephant Head
75 Days. Tender Annual . Open Pollinated, 
Heirloom. This deep red flower is large 
and can be 10–12” on a 3–5’ tall plant . 
The seeds are edible and can be popped, 
cooked like a grain or ground into flour. 
Not only are the seeds edible, but the 
young leaves are nutritious greens .

SNV8546  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8546B  1 oz  182,900 seeds  $54.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Quinoa – Brightest Brilliant
90–120 Days. Annual . Heirloom . Produces 
colorful seed heads in a range of colors 
from orange, pink, burgundy, white and 
yellow. Use in an edible landscape for 
a blast of color . Leaves are edible and 
can be used like spinach or harvest seed 
heads at the end of the season . 

SNV8572  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8572B  ¼ lb  36,114 seeds  $49.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Celeriac – Prinz
95–110 Days. Hardy Biennial grown as 
an annual . Prinz gives you big, round, 
uniformly sized white roots with a  
celery-parsley flavor and high in 
fiber. Celeriac seeds are not robust 
germinators; expect less than 50% 
germination . Prinz is Septoria tolerant 
and resistant to hollowness.

SNV8427  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8427B  1 oz  70,874 seeds  $69 .99

NEW Celery – Cutting
80–85 Days. Biennial. Easy to grow leafy 
herb with a strong celery flavor. Used in 
soups, salads and many other dishes . 
Can use as a cut and come again . Also 
known as Leaf Celery or French Celery. 
Celery requires rich, loamy soil and 
heavy, consistent water and patience. 
Avoid overhead watering.

SNV8600  Pack  200 seeds  $3.99

NEW Celery – Pink Plume
90–100 Days. Biennial, Heirloom . 
Compact plants with an abundance of 
stalks and leaves . Dark purple blush of 
color on inner stalks and leaf tips . Thin, 
solid stalks are sweet with an intense 
fennel-like flavor. Introduced in 1894 by 
the Peter Henderson & Company Seed 
House of New York.

SNV8601  Pack  200 seeds  $3.99

Celery – Tall Utah
70–125 Days. Biennial . Tall Utah is a 
crisp, stringless green celery with tightly 
folded hearts and broad, thick, well-
rounded stalks. It is a vigorous grower 
without getting flimsy. This is a popular 
green celery for late use .

SNV8032  Pack  200 seeds  $3.99
SNV8032B  ¼ lb  298,416 seeds  $34.99

Celeriac & Celery Seeds

HeirloomHeirloom

Toll Free (888) 784-1722   GrowOrganic.com          11



Chard Seeds

Fordhook Giant
50–60 Days . Biennial . Heirloom . Truly 
superior green chard for farm and garden, 
used since the 1750s . Heavily crumpled, 
very dark glossy green leaves contrast 
nicely with broad white succulent stems. 
Receives top marks for fine flavor and 
texture, also makes a nice poultry feed . 

SNV8211  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8211B  ¼ lb  21,976 seeds  $19.99

Yellow
30–55 Days. Biennial . Heirloom . 
Beautiful green leaves with golden-
orange contrasting stem . Used in 
ornamental edible landscaping . Delicious 
raw as baby leaves, best steamed when 
larger . Chard contains vitamins A, C, E, 
and B6, as well as many minerals.

SNV8214  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8214B  ¼ lb  3,965 seeds  $49.99

Red Ruby
50–60 Days. Biennial . Heirloom .  
Red Ruby is a popular red-stemmed 
chard . The dark green leaves have 
crimson stalks and veins . Also called 
Rhubarb Chard, it makes a nice 
ornamental addition to any garden  
and has been in use since 1857 .  
Eat fresh or use like spinach .

SNV8165  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8165B  ¼ lb  6,966 seeds  $24.99

HeirloomHeirloom HeirloomHeirloom HeirloomHeirloom

$3$39999
PER PACK

On  Brand Seed Packs

Mix & Match Discount

10+ 10%10%   OffOff
25+ 20%20%  OffOff
50+ 25%25%  OffOff

Give them the gift of choice! 
Available in $10–$100 amounts . Gift cards are redeemable by phone, online, or at our retail 
location for the purchase of any item(s) from our vast selection of organic garden supplies .  
They cannot be redeemed for cash (except as required by law). Gift cards are delivered by email 
and contain instructions to redeem them . Our gift cards have no additional processing fees .

EGF  Digital Gift Card  $10, $25, $50, or $100

Looking for a Holiday gift ?
the perfect last minute gift idea!the perfect last minute gift idea!

Seed & Plant Limitation of Remedy

We warrant, to the extent of the 
purchase price only, that the seeds 
and plants we sell are as described in 
our catalogs, website and/or labels 
within recognized tolerances. No other 
warranty is given, expressed or implied, 
of the merchantability or fitness of the 
seeds and plants that we sell for any 
particular purpose, or against loss due 
to any cause . We cannot accept any 
responsibility for the many growing and 
climactic conditions beyond our control 
(i.e. soil preparation, fertilization, weed 
and pest control, temperature control, 
irrigation, etc) that must be met to 
ensure the success of your crop(s) or 
plant(s). In no event shall we be liable 
for any direct or indirect damages or 
consequential losses arising out of the 
use or inability to use the seeds and 
plants that we sell, notwithstanding 
the failure of the essential purpose of 
any remedy .
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Painted Mountain
70–90 Days. Tender Annual . Painted 
Mountain’s short, stout plants mature 
two weeks before other ornamental corn 
varieties. It grows sleek 7” ears in a full 
range of vivid colors. Eat as sweet corn, 
hominy, or save for flour. 

SNV8043  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8043B  ½ lb  713 seeds  $39.99

Glass Gem
110–120 Days. Tender Annual . Glass 
Gem grows 3–8” ears that are a rainbow 
of translucent colors . Corn can be used 
as decoration but is also good for eating . 
Can make cornbread, hominy, grits, or 
popcorn from the colorful kernels .

SNV8532  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8532B  ½ lb  1,955 seeds  $34.99

Corn Seeds

Dakota Black Popcorn
90 Days. Tender Annual . One of the 
earliest maturing and easiest to grow 
popcorns . 4–6” ears have beautiful 
purple-black kernels and grow on sturdy 
6–7’ plants . The pointy kernels pop 
bright white with a small black hull 
attached, with a rich and hearty flavor.

SNV8557  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8557B  ¼ lb  753 seeds  $29.99

Tom Thumb Popcorn
80–90 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
Tom Thumb is an extra early, open-
pollinated popcorn which succeeds even 
in cold climates. The dwarf, 3’-tall plants 
with ears 3–4” long are a fun crop for 
children to grow.

SNV8044  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8044B  ¼ lb  997 seeds  $24.99

HeirloomHeirloom

NEW My Fair Lady
78 Days. Tender Annual, F1 Hybrid . 
Elegant, long slender ears are 1¼” wide 
at the center . Single-stalked plants 
grow 5’ tall. High-class corn with tender 
texture and very good sweet flavor. 
Sugar enhanced (se), 7–8” ears .

SNV8603  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99

NEW Seneca Red
100 Days. Tender Annual. Flint corn with 
highly ornamental purple-red stalks and 
husks. Plants grow 7’ tall with large 8–9” 
ears of multicolor kernels . Can be ground 
for corn meal. Did you know? This seed 
is a selection out of a variety from the 
Seneca Indians and promoted by Robson 
Seed Farms of Hall, New York.

SNV8605  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99

NEW Mirage
79 Days. Tender Annual, F1 Hybrid . 
Very sweet (syn) white corn with an 
average of two 8–9” ears per plant with 
16 rows of kernels. Ears start 2½’ from 
the ground for easy harvest and are 
well wrapped in dark green husks. High 
resistance to Common Rust . 

SNV8602  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99

F1 HybridF1 Hybrid F1 HybridF1 Hybrid

Dry Corn SeedsDry Corn Seeds

Sweet Corn SeedsSweet Corn Seeds

Buy 8 or More  Seed Packs & Get

FREE SHIPPING
On Seed Pack Only Orders*   See page 66 for details

NEW New Mama Super Sweet
80–90 Days. Tender Annual. Very sweet 
(syn) white corn with an average of two 
8–9” ears per plant with 16 rows of 
kernels . Ears start 2½’ from the ground 
for easy harvest and are well wrapped 
in dark green husks . High resistance to 
Common Rust .

SNV8606  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99

Toll Free (888) 784-1722   GrowOrganic.com          13



Who Gets Kissed
78–84 Days. Annual. Excellent flavor and 
sweetness (se), tender texture; good cool 
soil emergence. Compact plants with 
7–8” ears with bi-colored kernels. Good 
tip fill and husk coverage. Intermediate 
resistance to rust and smut .

SNV8581  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8581B  ¼ lb  578 seeds  $24.99

Definitions of Corn SweetnessDefinitions of Corn Sweetness
Note: the sweetness of corn comes about from plant 
breeding and not genetic modification.

Su: Normal sweet corn;  
narrow harvest window. 
Se: Sugar enhanced sweet corn; flavor 
holds better than Su, tender texture . 
Sh2: Supersweet or shrunken-2;  
sweeter than Se, with a crunchy texture.
Syn: Synergistic; supersweet  
with a tender texture.

off to a great startoff to a great start
Seed starting kitsSeed starting kits

ExclusiveExclusive  Peaceful Valley Seed Starting Kits
Both kits were developed by our expert staff to provide everything you need to get your garden 
off to a great start! We’ve assembled the best collection of products along with our own blends 
of premium organic potting mix and fertilizer, complete with instructions. Our mini greenhouse 
will hold up to 32 2¼” coco fiber pots. Just add your favorite Peaceful Valley seeds!

Peaceful Valley Seed Starting Kit
Kit comes with the following:

• Seed Starting Tray
• 7” Ventilated Greenhouse Dome
• 36 Coco Fiber 2¼” Pots (3 packs of 12)
• Wooden Plant Labels (24 pack)
• “Starting Seeds Indoors” book
• Peaceful Valley Organics  

Organic Quickroot (2 Gal)
• Peaceful Valley Organics  

Liquid Fish 2-3-0 .5 (1 pt)
• Widger

GP9100  $64.99

Peaceful Valley  
Deluxe Seed Starting Kit
Kit comes with the same items  
as the original kit PLUS:

• 2 ft Grow Light System  
with Timer

• Seedling Heat Mat  
(1 flat size)

GP9110  $164.99

kits include 
kits include free shipping!

free shipping!

Sweet Corn Seeds (Continued)

Seed Packs
―  AND GET ―

FREE
SHIPPING
ON SEED PACK ONLY ORDERS

*See page 66 for  detai ls

Buy 8or more
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Cucumber Seeds

Marketmore 76
58–75 Days. Tender Annual . Produces 
8–9” long fruits varying in diameter from 
2–2½.” Dark green even in hot weather 
with a sweet mild flavor. The fruit is 
blocky but tapers at both ends, covered 
in white spines with no stippling. Likes 
cool climate areas .

SNV8216  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8216B  ¼ lb  4,686 seeds  $29.99

Lemon
58–64 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
Almost round and yellow-skinned, this 
cucumber resembles a lemon but has 
the classic flavor and sweetness of a 
cucumber. Use it while green and young, 
or when yellow and fully mature.

SNV8049  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8049B  ¼ lb  3,938 seeds  $49.99

Muncher
59–65 Days. Tender Annual . Smooth, 
medium green 9” long fruits . Strong 
vigorous vines produce an abundant 
supply of tender, burpless cucumbers . 
They are also well suited to pickling if 
they are picked at 4–6” long .

SNV8219  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8219B  ¼ lb  3,566 seeds  $29.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Homemade Pickles
55–60 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
Heavy-yielding variety that produces 
small, crisp, green cucumbers . The fruit 
grows to 5–6” with white spines and 
medium green skin . The solid cored 
cucumbers should be harvested regularly 
to maintain good production throughout 
the season . Plants are disease resistant .

SNV8388  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8388B  ¼ lb  4,050 seeds  $49.99

Green Finger
60 Days. Tender Annual . Persian-type 
slicer (Beit Alpha-type) . Produces 
straight 8–10” long cucumbers with thin, 
tender skin, and exceptional flavor. Has a 
small seed cavity, crisp flesh, and stores 
well. Very productive. Green Finger was 
developed by Cornell University and 
shows resistance to powdery mildew.

SNV8515  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8515B  1 oz  1,020 seeds  $29.99

Double Yield
50–60 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
Very productive variety, good to grow for 
gherkins, dills, or fresh eating . Dark green 
slender fruits, 5–6” long by 2” diameter . 
High percent of sets produce two fruits 
at each leaf joint .

SNV8561  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8561B  ¼ lb  3,857 seeds  $54.99

HeirloomHeirloom HeirloomHeirloom

F1 HybridF1 Hybrid

Slicing Manny’s
55 days. Tender Annual . F1 Hybrid . 
Cucumbers have a thin, lightly ribbed 
skin . Crisp 5–7” fruits are great for 
snacking. Plants are resistant to powdery 
mildew and cucumber vein yellow virus. 
A parthenocarpic plant . Plants do not 
require pollination, allowing for early 
heavy yields even under stress .

SNV8582  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99

$3$39999
PER PACK

On  Brand Seed Packs

Mix & Match Discount

10+ 10%10%   OffOff
25+ 20%20%  OffOff
50+ 25%25%  OffOff

Straight Eight
62 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
Straight Eight is a smooth, straight 
cucumber up to 8” long with rounded, 
blunt ends and deep-green skin . This 
cucumber is vigorous, early, prolific, and 
of excellent quality for home use . It is 
mosaic-tolerant and free from stippling .  
A 1935 All-American Selections winner.

SNV8050  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8050B  ¼ lb  4,465 seeds  $44.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Toll Free (888) 784-1722   GrowOrganic.com          15



Suyo Long
60–70 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
Remarkable Asian variety produces 
quantities of long, curvaceous fruits, 
10–16” long . Spiny skin protects the 
delicious, non-bitter flesh. Almost 
seedless, the fruits are burpless, crisp, 
and tender .

SNV8349  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8349B  1 oz  1,020 seeds  $24.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Striped Armenian
60–70 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
This unusual and attractive 12–18” 
cucumber is always sweet and crispy, 
even when fruit is large. Thin-skinned, 
green with ridges, has a dense flesh, few 
seeds, and a pleasant, mild flavor, it is 
perfect for the fresh market . Thrives in 
hot weather.

SNV8348  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8348B  ¼ lb  3,544 seeds  $49.99

Sweet Green Armenian
50–75 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
Light-green, heavily ribbed fruit that 
grows 24–36” long with a 3–4” diameter, 
best eaten at 12–18.” Mild, sweet  
flavor with non-bitter skin. Thrives in  
hot weather.

SNV8560  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8560B  ¼ lb  3,278 seeds  $49.99

HeirloomHeirloom HeirloomHeirloom

Cucumber Seeds (Continued)

Ladbrooke Soil Blockers
A GP048  Makes twelve 2” blocks. Overall size is 6” x 7½” x 31” 

tall including the handle. Comes with ⅝” seed pins.  $303.49
B  GP047  Makes one 4” block . Overall size is 4” x 4” x 12” 

tall. Handle is 6¾” wide. Comes with a 2” removable 
depression-maker .  $177.49

C  GP045  Makes twenty ¾” blocks. Overall size is 3⅞” x 3⅝” x 
3½” tall, including the handle .  $46.49

D  GP044  Makes four 2” blocks . Overall size is 2” x 8” x 9” tall, 
including the handle. Comes with ⅝” seed pins.  $57.99

Ladbrooke Insert Pins
E  GP046  ¾” Insert pins . Set of four .  $8.99
F  GP042  1” Insert Dowel pins. Set of four.  $6.99
G  GP041  ⅝” Insert seed pins. Set of four.  $5.49

Portable Potting Tray 
Plant, work with seedlings or re-pot in 
this deep tray and stop getting your 
workbench or counters messy. Has a 
built-in shelf for your tools and pots 
plus easy grip handles for portability!

GP2005  27” L x 22” W x 8” H  $15.99

CC

Trays & soil BlockersTrays & soil Blockers
Helpful extrasHelpful extras

AA

D

E

B

GG

FF

Mix & Match Discount

Buy in Bulk &

SAVE!
10+ 10%  10%  OffOff

25+ 20% 20% OffOff

50+ 25% 25% OffOff

— B R A N D S E E D S —

Organic Quickroot 
Perfect for soil blocks! Our own 
specially formulated, organic soil-
less germination mix was originally 
developed for use in seed starting 
trays, and 6-packs .

PSO309  2 Gal  $7.99
PSO310  1 Cu Ft  $16.49
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Eggplant Seeds

HeirloomHeirloom

Black Beauty
72–90 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
This bushy, spreading 24–30” plant 
bears purplish-black, smooth, oval 6” by 
5” fruit . Blunt and broad at the blossom 
end, the eggplants retain their color well. 
Black Beauty bears 1–3 lb of fruit . This 
very popular variety holds well with high 
quality and fine flavor.

SNV8053  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8053B  1 oz  6,300 seeds  $14.99

NEW Diamond
70 Days. Tender Annual . Dark purple 
slender fruit hang in clusters for easy 
picking. Fruit has mild flavor with no 
bitterness and a fine, creamy texture. 
Good short season variety produces 
6–8” fruit. Did you know? Eggplants can 
also used as a trap crop for cucumber 
beetles .

SNV8647  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99

NEW Listada de Gandia
85 Days. Tender Annual . Stunning 
magenta-striped Italian eggplant for a 
beautiful display . Very productive plants 
produce abundant tender, delicious fruits 
with unusually thin skin. Egg-shaped 
3–5” petite fruits fit in the palm of your 
hand and are great for smaller portions . 
Holds its color even at large sizes . 
Container compatible plants .

SNV8609  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99

Mixed Fingers
55–65 Days. Tender Annual . An equal 
combination of prolific green, white, and 
purple slim varieties . Eggplant is native  
to Asia and can be prepared grilled, 
baked, roasted, pickled, mashed, or dried 
for rich complex flavors. The seeds are 
not color coded .

SNV8390  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8390B  1 oz  7,621 seeds  $29.99

NEW Ping Tung Long
70 Days. Tender Annual. Easy-to-grow 
Asian eggplants are long (12–14”) and 
slender (1–2”) with tender magenta 
skin– no peeling required . Productive 
plants yield up to 20 fruits each . 
Compact habit, excellent for containers . 

SNV8610  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99

Rosa Bianca
80–90 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . A 
gorgeous Italian variety with a delicate, 
mild flavor, creamy consistency, and no 
bitterness . Considered one of the best by 
gourmets and gardeners alike . Fruits are 
about 4–6” long and 4–5” in diameter .

SNV8350  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8350B  1 oz  7,621 seeds  $29.99

HeirloomHeirloom

growOrganic.comgrowOrganic.com//Blogs/growing-guidesBlogs/growing-guides

• Download Eggplant Planting & Growing Guide

Organic Gardening 
Resource Center

Growing Guides, Solution Charts & More

Scan Me !Scan Me !

Buy 8 or More  Seed Packs & Get

FREE SHIPPING
On Seed Pack Only Orders*   See page 66 for details
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Greens Seeds

HeirloomHeirloom

Arugula
35–50 Days. Hardy Annual . Heirloom . 
These gourmet greens thrive in cool 
weather. It will be one of the first greens 
of spring if left in the garden to reseed . 
Arugula’s oak leaf-shaped leaves grow 
in a loose bunch and taste peppery . The 
edible flowers make an attractive garnish 
and add flavor.

SNV8060  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8060B  ¼ lb  57,856 seeds  $14.99

Braising Mix
28 Days. Hardy Annual . A mix of Tatsoi, 
Mizuna, Red Giant Mustard, Mibuna, 
and Red Russian Kale . This tangy mix of 
greens is sure to spice up your stir-fries . 
Tatsoi, Mizuna, and Mibuna are favorites 
in Japan where they have been grown for 
centuries . Seeds are not color coded .

SNV8395  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8395B  1 oz  14,765 seeds  $14.99

Chicory – Catalogna Emerald
52–83 Days. Biennial. Also known  
as Italian Dandelion . Chicory greens  
have long, broad, dandelion-like leaves 
with an asparagus-like flavor. A rapid 
grower, the leaves and tender spring 
stalks of Catalogna Emerald can be  
used for early greens .

SNV8218  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8218B  1 oz  24,868 seeds  $29.99

Amaranth – Miriah Leaf 
25–50 Days. Annual . Beautiful red-veined 
green leaves . Red leaf backs add a unique 
color to salad . A heat tolerant spinach 
substitute that is popular in Asia and Latin 
America . Also good cooked or pickled . 
Makes good Kimchi! Sometimes called 
Callaloo in the Caribbean where it is used 
to make a popular dish of the same name .

SNV8370  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8370B  1 oz  177,185 seeds  $49.99

Collard – Champion
60–78 Days. Biennial . Heirloom . Tolerate 
more heat and frost than any other 
cabbage . The dark green leaves a have a 
delicious cabbage flavor. A great variety 
for over-wintering and holds up to two 
weeks longer than many other collards. 
The leaves have a waxy coating that is a 
natural protection from cabbage worms.

SNV8385  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8385B  1 oz  21,477 seeds  $19.99

Chicory – Sugarloaf
80 Days. Hardy Annual . Heirloom .  
Tall, green romaine-like “loafs” are  
sweet and crunchy. Very winter hardy. 
The sweet, blanched interior leaves  
are great on salads, braised in soups, 
or grilled . Will tolerate temperatures 
down to 20°F with a peak harvest from 
October to early December .

SNV8535  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8535B  1 oz  19,964 seeds  $64.99

HeirloomHeirloom HeirloomHeirloom

Claytonia
40 Days. Annual. Also known as Miner’s 
lettuce, this is a cold-hardy salad green 
with crunchy, juicy texture. Plant has 
pretty heart-shaped leaves on tender 
stems with tiny white flowers. Plant is 
frost tolerant and will tolerate multiple 
cuttings. Can be grown all winter in mild 
regions or in cold greenhouses .

SNV8435  Pack  500 seeds  $3.99
SNV8435B  1 oz  46,500 seeds  $49.99

NEW Collard – Old Timey Blue
60–80 Days. Hardy Biennial, Heirloom . 
Plants grow to 2’ tall with blue-green 
leaves and purple stems/veins. Very 
good eating qualities . Donated by R . 
Blackwell of Alabama. The family grew 
this variety for over a hundred years and 
his mother used it to make a dish similar 
to sauerkraut .

SNV8611  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99

HeirloomHeirloom

$3$39999
PER PACK

On  Brand Seed Packs

Mix & Match Discount

10+ 10%10%   OffOff
25+ 20%20%  OffOff
50+ 25%25%  OffOff
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Greens Seeds (Continued)

Endive – Batavian
85–90 Days. Biennial . Also called 
escarole, Batavian endive’s large broad, 
slightly twisted lettuce-like leaves form 
round, tight-packed heads . They are 
well-blanched, with creamy-white deep 
hearts and a bulky texture . The leaves 
are slightly bitter. Endive is delicious raw 
in salads, braised, or steamed .

SNV8055  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8055B  1 oz  18,651 seeds  $14.99

Endive – Très Fine
45–70 Days. Biennial . Très Fine is a 
quick growing miniature French endive 
with narrow, finely curled leaves and 
cream-colored hearts . Its mild, slightly 
bitter taste adds just the right amount 
of texture and bite to salads . Endive is 
extremely high in vitamin A and rich in 
vitamin C, calcium, and iron .

SNV8056  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8056B  1 oz  24,025 seeds  $14.99

Endive – Frisée
50 Days. Biennial . A bushy, leafy green 
in the Chicory family, this endive has 
pale, greenish-yellow, curly leaves with a 
mild, slightly-bitter flavor for eating fresh 
or cooked and as an accent in salads . 
Endive is native to India, but is widely 
cultivated in Europe and United States .

SNV8391  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8391B  ¼ lb  82,173 seeds  $29.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Mesclun Mix
24–28 Days. Hardy Annual . Heirloom . 
Salad mix contains arugula, mizuna, red 
kale, and tatsoi. Mix with gourmet salad 
blend for a delicious salad . These greens 
are a good source of vitamins A and C as 
well as beta-carotenes and minerals. The 
seeds are not color coded .

SNV8239  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8239B  1 oz  14,175 seeds  $19.99

Mâche
50 Days. Hardy Annual . A longtime 
favorite winter green in France, in most 
cold climates mâche (rhymes with 
“wash”) will grow throughout the winter 
under row cover. Productive plants 
produce many thick leaves to eat raw in 
salads or to sauté. Resistant to mildew.

SNV8474  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8474B  1 oz  14,175 seeds  $24.99

Mesclun Spicy Mix
50 Days. Hardy Annual . This is a spicy 
mix that makes a piquant, colorful salad . 
It contains Arugula, Cardinal Swiss 
Chard, Mibuna Mustard, Mizuna Mustard, 
Giant Red Mustard, Tres Fine Endive, 
China Rose Radish, Watercress, Freckles 
Lettuce, and Little Gem Lettuce . The 
seeds are not color coded .

SNV8088  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8088B  1 oz  17,718 seeds  $24.99

Thermostat 
Provides constant temperature 
by adjusting heat levels as 
the ambient air and your soil 
temperature changes . Invaluable 
if your mat lacks temperature 
control capabilities . Digital 
display, 3-prong ground plug . 
Compatible with all heat mats. 
Temperature range 68–108°F, 
precise to +/-2°F.

GP964  $48.49

Seedling Heating Mat 
Warm the root area up to 10–20°F over the ambient temperature 
using heat mats. Available in sizes to accommodate one, two or four 
planting flats. Light, watering and planting information printed on 
mat. Waterproof construction, 6’ power cord, UL listed.

A  GP969  4 Flat Size, 20” W x 48” L  $84.99
B  GP968  2 Flat Size, 20” W x 20” L  $57.99
C  GP967  1 Flat Size, 9” W x 19½” L  $34.99

keep your seeds warmkeep your seeds warm
seed startingseed starting

Heating Cable
Looped 4–6” below the soil 
surface, this cable works like 
an underground sun to heat the 
soil and speed germination and 
seedling growth with gentle bottom 
heat . Works best in an enclosed, 
insulated and covered planting box . 
Not designed to work in outdoor beds.

GP904  48’  $46.49

AA

BB

CC
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Purslane
50 Days. Annual . Heirloom . Tangy 
flavored succulent leaves add a nice 
touch to a salad and loaded with Omega 
3s . Leaves are light green, oval shaped 
on golden yellow stems. Leaves have a 
mucilagenous quality like Okra, so you 
can use in soups .

SNV8507  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8507B  1 oz  74,604 seeds  $49.99

Pak Choi – Baby Shanghai
35–45 Days. Biennial grown as an Annual. 
Heirloom . The most popular Baby Pak 
Choi, for its flavor and tenderness. Vase-
shaped heads grow quickly with juicy 
dark green leaves and pale green ribs . 
Heat tolerant but it will bolt in high heat, 
or if the temperature drops below 50°F.

SNV8476  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8476B  ¼ lb  53,999 seeds  $49.99

HeirloomHeirloom HeirloomHeirloom

Spinach – Verdil
50 Days. Hardy Annual. Fast-growing 
large leaf variety with an aromatic 
flavor. Very cold tolerant. Good for either 
overwintering or an early spring crop. 
Use fresh in salads or for steaming . 
Moderate bolt resistance . A half cup of 
cooked spinach contains 10% of your 
RDA of iron .

SNV8526  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8526B  ¼ lb  10,235 seeds  $24.99

Watercress
50–60 Days. Tender Perennial . Crisp and 
wonderful in salads and sandwiches, 
This member of the brassica family has 
been eaten and cultivated for over three 
millennia . Like its mustard cousins, it has 
crisp leaves with a tangy flavor. Grows 
in USDA Zones 1–5 as an annual and in 
USDA Zones 6–9 as a perennial .

SNV8417  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99
SNV8417B  1 oz  141,748 seeds  $49.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Spinach – Bloomsdale
39–60 Days. Hardy Annual . Heirloom . 
This large, spreading spinach has deep-
green, curled leaves . It’s a good yielding, 
dependable home garden variety that 
is fairly resistant to bolting . Spinach is 
delicious steamed, fresh in salads and in 
soups and casseroles .

SNV8149  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8149B  ¼ lb  7,621 seeds  $19.99

NEW Spinach – Space
25–40 Days. Hardy Annual, F1 Hybrid . 
Medium-green leaves are upright and 
glossy, smooth to slightly savoyed .  
High resistance to bolting and to  
downy mildew. Pre-soaking spinach 
seeds overnight in filtered water can  
help with germination.

SNV8630  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99

F1 HybridF1 Hybrid

Greens Seeds (Continued)

Pak Choi
45–60 Days. Annual . This Chinese non-
heading cabbage has clusters of 8–12” 
white celery-like stalks with large, nearly 
round, smooth, glossy leaves . Pak Choi 
has a mild, mustard flavor. The young 
leaves make a wonderful addition to 
soups, noodle dishes and stir-fries . 

SNV8109  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8109B  ¼ lb  51,545 seeds  $19.99

Orach – Red
30–40 Days. Hardy Annual . Also called 
Mountain Spinach . The magenta-red 
leaves will not change color when 
cooked . Use this nutritious green in 
salads (small, raw leaves) or cook the 
larger leaves. The flavor is a nuttier 
version of spinach. Orach grows well in 
warm weather when spinach bolts.

SNV8064  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8064B  1 oz  7,087 seeds  $19.99

Mustard Greens – Tatsoi
42 Days. Hardy Annual . Heirloom . Tatsoi 
is a Chinese non-heading mustard, a 
great green to add to salad or stir-fry . 
Dark, round spoon-shaped leaves grow 
on broad, tender, crisp white stalks, with 
a large celery-like base . They have a 
tangy, mild mustard flavor.

SNV8065  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8065B  ¼ lb  74,999 seeds  $19.99

Mustard Greens – 
Southern Giant Curled
40–65 Days. Hardy Annual . Heirloom . 
Large, wide bright green leaves, curled 
and fringed on the edges . Upright, 
vigorous hardy plants with a mild 
mustardy flavor. Cold resistant, slow  
to bolt .

SNV8222  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8222B  ¼ lb  46,097 seeds  $49.99

HeirloomHeirloomHeirloomHeirloom

Mustard Greens – Giant Red
25–65 Days. Hardy Annual . Heirloom . 
Giant Red is a full-flavored mustard 
green . The dramatic purple-tinted leaves 
and green midribs add color and zest to 
salads and sandwiches. Mustard greens 
are very popular in the southern US where 
they are generally slow-cooked with ham 
hocks or other smoked-pork products .

SNV8061  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8061B  ¼ lb  99,472 seeds  $34.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Mustard Greens – Mizuna
20–50 Days. Hardy Annual . Mizuna is 
an ornamental and edible mustard green 
with a sweet, mild flavor. Its deeply cut 
leaves are outstanding in salads . This 
slow-bolting mustard keeps producing 
when cut and stays mild. Flavor is rich 
when cooked.

SNV8062  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8062B  ¼ lb  69,999 seeds  $24.99
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Kale Seeds

Lacinato
62 Days. Biennial . Heirloom . This kale is 
heavily savoyed (bumpy) with dark green, 
almost black, leaves . The strap-shaped 
leaves are not curly like regular kale and 
add an interesting texture and color to 
salads . If using in soup, add kale at the 
end to avoid overcooking .

SNV8067  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8067B  ¼ lb  40,499 seeds  $24.99

Red Russian
50–65 Days. Biennial . Heirloom . This 
rare, gourmet variety has red-purple 
veins on slate-green, wavy-margined 
leaves. Cool weather intensifies its color. 
Steamed lightly, the frilly leaves make an 
attractive garnish . If using in soup, add 
kale at the end to avoid overcooking .

SNV8070  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8070B  ¼ lb  30,815 seeds  $19.99

White Russian
30–65 Days. Hardy Biennial . White 
Russian is a white-ribbed cousin of the 
heirloom Red Russian kale. Grow both 
these sweetest of kales for colorful 
salads . White Russian is the best kale for 
wet soils. The word Russian in its name 
means that it’s cold hardy . Pick this as 
baby or adult kale .

SNV8471  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8471B  1 oz  9,643 seeds  $14.99

Siberian
60–70 Days. Biennial . Heirloom . This 
hardy, fast-growing kale is in the canola 
family . Siberian Kale has huge blue-
green, ruffled leaves on non-heading 
plants . This is a tender kale variety 
making it an excellent choice for eating 
raw in salad or in stir fry. If using in soup, 
add kale at the end to avoid overcooking .

SNV8069  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8069B  ¼ lb  48,461 seeds  $29.99

HeirloomHeirloom HeirloomHeirloom

HeirloomHeirloom

HeirloomHeirloom

Curly Roja
55 Days. Biennial. Heirloom. Ruffled leaf 
edges with deep purple stems can be 
used as an ornamental or in your edible 
landscape. Cold weather will sweeten 
the kale leaves .

SNV8493  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8493B  1 oz  9,844 seeds  $69.99

NEW Marrowstem
55–65 Days. Biennial, Heirloom . Noted 
in an 1863 book, Field and Garden 
Vegetables of America, this kale reaches 
up to 30” tall with an abundance of 
leaves which can be eaten raw or cooked 
and are especially tender when young. 
The stem is edible and tasty .

SNV8612  Pack  seeds  $3.99

HeirloomHeirloom

growOrganic.comgrowOrganic.com//Blogs/videosBlogs/videos

• Video How to Grow Kale

Organic Gardening 
Resource Center

Growing Guides, Solution Charts & More
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White Vienna
50–60 Days. Hardy Biennial . Heirloom . 
Kohlrabis have a juicy, cabbagey flavor. 
Grow White Vienna kohlrabi along with 
Purple Vienna for colorful combos of 
these unusual vegetables raw in salads, 
or cooked . White Vienna is slightly 
smaller and slightly faster maturing than 
Purple Vienna, with a milder flavor.

SNV8433  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99
SNV8433B  1 oz  27, 794 seeds  $44.99

Purple Vienna
55–65 Days. Annual . Heirloom . Kohlrabi 
is a little known yet delightful vegetable 
with mild broccoli-like flavor. Texture 
is of a juicy radish. Can be eaten raw, 
pickled, or cooked . Purple Vienna is a 
productive variety that dates back to the 
1860’s . Rich in potassium and vitamin C .

SNV8351  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99
SNV8351B  ¼ lb  28,069 seeds  $44.99

Kohlrabi
Seeds

HeirloomHeirloom HeirloomHeirloom

Leek Seeds
Varna
130 Days. Biennial . Varnas have mild, 
sweet oniony flavor. The plant has hardy 
blue-green leaves and thick, 7–10” stems 
which blanch snowy white. These leeks 
are good for fall and winter harvesting 
and grow quickly. Use in soups, stews, 
and stir-fries . 

SNV8330  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99
SNV8330B  1 oz  10,018 seeds  $19.99

American Flag
130 Days. Biennial . Heirloom . A perfect 
variety for the home gardener . American 
Flag has thick blue-green leaves with 
large white stems. This variety is good 
for fall and winter harvesting and will 
grow quickly from seed. Delicious in 
soups, stir fries, and stews.

SNV8072  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99
SNV8072B  1 oz  8,915 seeds  $14.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Want more variety in your garden?
Veggie, Herb and Edible flower Seed Tin CollectionsVeggie, Herb and Edible flower Seed Tin Collections

A Garden To Dye For  
Make your own organic 
botanical fabric dyes .

DP410  $34.99  $23.44

Crafter’s Delight
A fun collection of 
harvest decorations .

DP402  $34.99  $23.44

Edible Front Yard 
Get ready to grow food 
and not a front lawn.

DP409  $34.99  $23.44

Frost Kissed
Plant vegetables  
in cooler weather.

DP407  $34.99  $23.44

Garden Bouquet 
Grow an attractive  
cut flower garden.

DP408  $34.99  $23.44

Garnish With Style
Edible flowers to jazz up 
your food presentation .

DP406  $34.99  $23.44

Gourmet Flavors
Perfect for starting or 
adding to a herb garden .

DP405  $34.99  $23.44

Grandma’s Root Cellar
Keep you or your favorite 
gardener well stocked.

DP400  $34.99  $23.44

My First Garden
A variety of classic seeds 
for the novice gardener .

DP404  $34.99  $23.44

Salsa Fiesta
Everything you need to 
make organic salsa .

DP403  $34.99  $23.44

Short Season 
Seeds that mature in 
less than 100 days .

DP411  $34.99  $23.44

Sun Splash
A variety of heat loving 
summer vegetables .

DP401  $34.99  $23.44
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Lettuce Seeds

Dark Lolla Rosa
45–75 Days. Hardy Annual . Heirloom . 
One of the most deeply curled loose-leaf 
lettuces. Beautiful magenta leaves with 
light green bases, mild flavor, cut and 
come again, sow spring or fall. 

SNV8236  Pack  500 seeds  $3.99
SNV8236B  ¼ lb  141,748 seeds  $29.99

Black Seeded Simpson
40–65 Days. Hardy Annual . Heirloom . 
This leaf lettuce with large, loose,  
light-green, lightly crumpled leaves is 
a popular standard among green-leaf 
lettuces . Its inner leaves blanch nearly 
white. The plant is large and upright 
and is slow to bolt. It withstands heat, 
drought, and frost .

SNV8083  Pack  500 seeds  $3.99
SNV8083B  ¼ lb  115,712 seeds  $49.99

NEW Anuenue
50 Days. Annual . A Batavian or Crispleaf 
type lettuce that can be used as a 
cut-leaf or allow to grow to a full head 
for salads or sandwiches. Bright glossy 
green leaves, heat-tolerant, non-bitter and 
bolt-resistant. Anuenue is Hawaiian for 
“rainbow” (pronounced “ah-nu-ee-nu-ee”).

SNV8613  Pack  500 seeds  $3.99

Green Salad Bowl
45–68 Days. Hardy Annual . Heirloom . 
This leaf lettuce has light-green, long, 
wavy, deeply notched leaves with a large, 
fast-growing rosette. It is heat resistant; 
it will not get bitter in hot weather and 
is slow to bolt. It was an All-American 
Selections winner in 1952.

SNV8092  Pack  500 seeds  $3.99
SNV8092B  ¼ lb  145,382 seeds  $39.99

Freckles
50–70 Days. Hardy Annual . Heirloom . 
This romaine lettuce has green leaves 
splashed with red. The red darkens as 
the lettuce matures . Freckles is a tender 
and long standing heirloom . It makes a 
beautiful addition to any salad! 

SNV8078  Pack  500 seeds  $3.99
SNV8078B  ¼ lb  120,636 seeds  $59.99

HeirloomHeirloom HeirloomHeirloom HeirloomHeirloom

HeirloomHeirloom

$3$39999
PER PACK

On  Brand Seed Packs

Mix & Match Discount

10+ 10%10%   OffOff
25+ 20%20%  OffOff
50+ 25%25%  OffOff

Jericho
28–58 Days. Hardy Annual . Heirloom . 
Grow Jericho as a baby or mature lettuce 
head. Heat tolerant romaines are always 
handy and Jericho is renowned for its 
sweet flavor. Resistant to heat stress, tip 
burn, and mosaic virus. Jericho is not 
particularly susceptible to mildews.

SNV8473  Pack  500 seeds  $3.99
SNV8473B  ¼ lb  145,382 seeds  $49.99

HeirloomHeirloom

growOrganic.comgrowOrganic.com//Blogs/growing-guidesBlogs/growing-guides

• Growing Guide Lettuce & Greens Growing Guide
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NEW Magenta
48 Days. Hardy Annual . Shiny, slightly 
puckered, red-tinged leaves form a 
whorled, conical head with a crispy green 
heart. Holds well in the summer heat, 
resisting turning bitter and bolting better 
than other varieties . High resistance 
to downy mildew and intermediate 
resistance to lettuce mosaic virus .

SNV8615  Pack  seeds  $3.99

NEW Nevada
55 Days. Annual . Excellent summer 
variety forms large, open heads of 
thick, glossy green ruffled leaves 
with a crunchy texture and buttery 
smoothness . Excellent bolt resistance 
and intermediate resistance to Downy 
Mildew and Lettuce Mosaic Virus. 

SNV8616  Pack  500 seeds  $3.99

Lettuce Seeds (Continued)

Mirlo Butter
52 Days. Hardy Annual . The bright 
green color makes this variety look 
fresher than the traditional light green 
Boston types . Widely adaptable and 
performs well in spring, summer, and 
fall. High resistance to downy mildew, 
intermediate resistance to lettuce 
mosaic virus .

SNV8585  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99

Parris Island Cos
50–80 Days. Hardy Annual . Heirloom . 
This romaine lettuce is an old favorite . 
Upright, dark gray-green 8–12” head with 
a neatly folded, slightly savoyed creamy-
white heart. This variety has good 
heart production and vigorous growth. 
It transplants well under stressful 
conditions . Tip burn and mosaic-tolerant . 

SNV8090  Pack  500 seeds  $3.99
SNV8090B  ¼ lb  109,037 seeds  $34.99

HeirloomHeirloom

NEW Pirat
55 Days. Annual . One of the best 
butterheads in combined resistance 
to downy mildew, white mold, tip burn 
and bacterial head rot . Tender heads 
with notably superior flavor and texture, 
blanched hearts and red-tinged outer 
leaves . Heat tolerant . 

SNV8618  Pack  500 seeds  $3.99

Labels for organizationLabels for organization
A Must!A Must!

A Garden Marker
This pen works much better on wood or plastic labels than  
other markers and its ink is UV-resistant and xylene-free .  
Will not fade like other standard office markers.
GP543  $5.49

B White Plastic Labels
Keep track of your plants and planting dates with these  
white labels. Made from recycled, industrial, scrap plastic.
GP541  ⅝” x 6”  labels, Pack of 24  $3.99
GP542  ⅝” x 6”  labels, Case of 1,000  $57.99

Wood Labels
These biodegradable labels are made from untreated, New 
England White Birch, which is longer lasting and smooth to write 
on . Use to identify your seed or other propagation starts . 

C  GP546  ⅝” x 6” labels, Pack of 24  $3.99
GP547  ⅝” x 6” labels, Case of 1,000  $68.49

D  GP577  1” x 12” labels, Pack of 100  $34.99

Tee Stakes
A thick, sturdy plant label with a large area to write.  
Enough room to clearly identify seedlings or other starts .

E  GP535  5” White  $0.29

Botanical Plant Labels
Provide an attractive, reusable, permanent label . Smooth surface 
for easy writing. These are the same markers you see in many 
botanical gardens. Etches easily with a ball point pen. These are 
the same markers you see in many botanical gardens

F  GP572  Copper, 10”  $0.59
GP576  Copper, 20”  $0.79

G  GP570  Zinc, 10”  $0.49
GP575  Zinc, 20”  $0.69

E

F

G
A

D

B

C

Little Gem
45–80 Days . Hardy Annual . Heirloom . 
This romaine lettuce grows 6” high 
with a thick, sweet heart. It’s perfect for 
individual salads and sandwiches. This 
popular variety is easy to grow and holds 
well for a prolonged harvest. Lettuce is a 
good source of vitamin A and C .

SNV8079  Pack  500 seeds  $3.99
SNV8079B  ¼ lb  118,123 seeds  $29.99

HeirloomHeirloom
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Red Salad Bowl
45–50 Days. Hardy Annual . This leaf 
lettuce grows large, upright plants with 
long, deeply lobed, burgundy-red leaves 
which form a large rosette for an early 
harvest . The inner leaves have a bronze 
glow. Red Salad Bowl is mild and not 
bitter . Plant it in spring, summer, and fall . 
It was introduced in 1955.

SNV8093  Pack  500 seeds  $3.99
SNV8093B  ¼ lb  157,497 seeds  $24.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Red Oakleaf
50–68 Days. Hardy Annual . Heirloom . 
Leaves turn a deep burgundy as they 
mature. Grow in full sun for deep-red 
color and best growth. Shows some  
heat resistance, unappealing to slugs  
and snails . 

SNV8241  Pack  500 seeds  $3.99
SNV8241B  1 oz  35,437 seeds  $54.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Lettuce Seeds (Continued)

Silvia Red Romaine
65–70 Days. Hardy Annual . Useful, 
colorful, tart addition to salad . Gourmet 
variety crop . Color varies from deep 
green to deep red to bronze; dark color 
develops best in cool weather. 

SNV8243  Pack  500 seeds  $3.99
SNV8243B  1 oz  35,437 seeds  $19.99

Superior Iceberg
80–90 Days. Hardy Annual . Iceberg 
produces compact, large heads with 
crisp hearts and light green leaves .  
With unrivaled crunch, this lettuce is  
one of America’s favorite vegetables . 
Iceberg is heat resistant, but also does 
well in cool temperatures. Superior is 
tipburn resistant .

SNV8273  Pack  500 seeds  $3.99
SNV8273B  1 oz  26,250 seeds  $49.99

Tango
40–52 Days. Hardy Annual . Heirloom . 
The attractive plants of this leaf lettuce 
form tight, up right rosettes with deeply 
cut leaves and frilly edges giving it the 
appearance of endive . It’s tangy and 
tender . Tango is a darker green than 
most varieties and is vitamin rich . This 
plant bolts in hot weather.

SNV8075  Pack  500 seeds  $3.99
SNV8075B  ¼ lb  141,748 seeds  $49.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Royal Oakleaf
48–50 Days. Hardy Annual . This heat-
resistant, long-standing leaf lettuce 
produces large rosettes (indistinct 
heads) of oak leaf-shaped, dark-green 
leaves with thick midribs. Its tender 
leaves resist turning bitter even in hot 
temperatures . 

SNV8073  Pack  500 seeds  $3.99
SNV8073B  ¼ lb  157,497 seeds  $49.99

Peaceful Valley Quick Start Growing Kit  
Q-Plugs which are pre-shaped spongy plugs made of stabilized rooting 
media that is made of coco fiber and small amount of a synthetic 
polymer, provides the optimum growing environment. The kit comes 
with a tray and a 55-cell Styrofoam liner filled with Q-plugs.  
Note: Q-Plugs may not be acceptable for all organic certifiers.

GP374  $35.99

Q-Plugs Refills
Stabilized rooting media that, made of coco 
fiber and small amount of a synthetic 
polymer, provide the optimum growing 
environment. Refill for Peaceful Valley 
Quick Start Growing Kit (GP374).

GP371  55 plugs  $22.99

Ventilated Greenhouse Dome Lids
Create a mini greenhouse to get your seeds started during cool 
weather. Pair this with our Quick Start Growing Kit for a great seed 
starting system. Fits the Peaceful Valley Quick Start Growing Kit 
(GP374) or Greenhouse Tray (GP360) .

A  GP361  2”  $3.99
B  GP362  7”  $7.99

A

B

start seeds quicklystart seeds quickly
germination kitgermination kit
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Melon Seeds

Honeydew Green
105–115 Days. Tender Annual . Smooth, 
hard creamy white rind without netting or 
sutures . Averaging 8–7” in diameter and 
weighing 6 lb. Ripens to light gold, thick 
lime-green flesh with high sugar. Good 
for storage and shipping, small cavity .

SNV8225  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8225B  ¼ lb  3,035 seeds  $24.99

Haogen
80–85 Days. Tender Annual . Translates 
in Hebrew as ‘the anchor’, thick pale 
green flesh with hints of salmon color 
around the seed cavity, unique flavor, 
vigorous vines bear 10 or more fruit, 3–4 
lb round melons with smooth skin and 
no netting. Sweet honey flavor. 

SNV8522  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8522B  ¼ lb  4,000 seeds  $54.99

Crenshaw
100–105 Days. Tender Annual . 
Heirloom. Crenshaw melons produce 
oblong shaped fruit, with a reddish-
orange flesh that is sweet and spicy all 
at once . The vigorous vines love the heat 
and do very well in the coastal regions of 
Southern California . 

SNV8399  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8399B  ¼ lb  3,211 seeds  $49.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Hearts Of Gold
70–97 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
Aromatic, sweet, deep-orange flesh. The 
fruit is thick and firm with a small cavity. 
It is heavily netted with medium ribbing. 
The fruit grows nearly round to 6” in 
diameter, weighing up to 4 lb. The plant 
is vigorous, extremely productive and 
blight resistant . 

SNV8097  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8097B  ¼ lb  4,580 seeds  $24.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Honeyrock
74–88 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
Grow up to 6” in diameter and 3–4 lb. 
Tough gray-green skin with a coarse 
open net protects thick, sweet deep-
salmon flesh. Resistant to fusarium wilt. 
Expect 5–7 melons per plant, for home 
garden and local market in northeast US 
and southern Canada . 

SNV8228  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8228B  ¼ lb  4,838 seeds  $49.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Noir Des Carmes
75 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
Also called the Black Rock, this French 
heirloom is very easy to grow. Produces 
sweet, aromatic orange flesh. Fruit will 
change colors from almost black to 
orange when ripe. 

SNV8537  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8537B  1 oz  989 seeds  $19.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Rocky Ford Green
94 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
Introduced in 1881, this heirloom variety 
is a green-fleshed melon. It’s also called 
Nutmeg due to its spicy flavor and 
outstanding aroma . Early vines produce 
fruits over 5” in diameter, weighing  
2–3 lb . A great variety for backyard and 
market gardens .

SNV8099  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8099B  ¼ lb  7,326 seeds  $24.99

NEW Sivan
70–75 Days. Tender Annual, F1 Hybrid . 
This Charentais-type gourmet melon is 
a reliable producer of 1½–2 lb melons 
with netted ribbed skin. Deep orange 
flesh that is very sweet. Resistance to 
powdery mildew. The modern Charentais 
was developed in Poitou-Charentes 
region of western France, around 1920.

SNV8331  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8331B  ¼ lb  1,714 seeds  $49.99

HeirloomHeirloom F1 HybridF1 Hybrid

$3$39999
PER PACK

On  Brand Seed Packs

Mix & Match Discount

10+ 10%10%   OffOff
25+ 20%20%  OffOff
50+ 25%25%  OffOff
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A Hortiblock Transplant Trays
Reusable polystyrene tray with individualized cells that virtually eliminate 
transplant shock . Bottom of tray is exposed to air . The trays are 26½” x 13½” 
with slight variance on the height.
GP007  32 round cells  $14.99
GP010  72 pyramid cells  $10.49  (pictured)
GP006  128 square cells  $14.99 

B Drain Tray
Designed to be used with air circulation space beneath to  
“air prune” plant roots .
GP012  31” L x 16” W x 2” D  $14.99

C Plantel Tray
Alternative to styrofoam trays, these stackable trays are made of heavy plastic 
and are very sturdy and durable . Trays 26½” L x 9” W and cells are 1” W x 2½” H .
GP022  192 Cells  $12.99

D Seed Starting Tray 98 Cells  
Rigid design allows these flats to be used without a carrying tray.  
Square cells (1¼” sq x 2” deep) per sheet .
GP030  98 cells  $2.99

E Seed Starting Tray with Excel Plugs (50 Cells)
Pre-filled seed starting trays are ready to use. 
GP375  50 cells  $17.99

F Phoenix Seed Starting Tray 1020
A high strength, reinforced polyolefin tray.  
Resistant to cracking, reusable,  and watertight. 
GP349  10.8” W x 21” L x 2½” H  $2.49

G Floating Seed Starting Systems — 1020 Tray
Recyclable and made from BPA-free plastic . 
Durable, reusable, long lasting, and watertight.
GP360  10½” W x 22” L x 2.½” H  $4.49

Burgundy
49–65 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
Burgundy okra has green leaves with 
burgundy stems, leaf ribs, and branches . 
The burgundy-colored 6–8” long pods 
turn green when cooked. Okra is used 
as the thickening agent in many dishes . 
Use dried pods in flower arrangements! 
Flower is edible.

SNV8101  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8101B  ¼ lb  1,997 seeds  $14.99

Clemson Spineless 80
50–64 Days. Tender Annual . This 
spineless variety of okra is the most 
popular . The 4–5’ tall plants produce 
medium-green pods measuring 3–9” 
long . Clemson 80 is earlier and higher 
yielding than Clemson Spineless .  
Okra is used as the thickening agent  
in many dishes .

SNV8102  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8102B  ¼ lb  1,942 seeds  $14.99

Okra Seeds
HeirloomHeirloom

Seed Starting TraysSeed Starting Trays
A Must!A Must!
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 Warning: This product has a CA Prop 65 warning, see page 66 for details.
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Onion Seeds

Cortland
105–110 Days. Biennial . F1 Hybrid . 
Cortland is the new onion on the block, 
developed from Prince and Copra for 
even longer storage. Orange-yellow, thick 
skin on large, uniform, round onions, 
3–4” diameter . Tolerant of pink root and 
fusarium . Long day length onion .

SNV8439  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99
SNV8439B  1 oz  7,123 seeds  $64.99

Cabernet
105 Days. Biennial . F1 Hybrid . Globe-
shaped medium red onion with a nice 
internal color . Colorful red rings makes 
this a great sliced onion for burgers . 
Late-intermediate day onion that finishes 
earlier than long-day reds . Will store  
4–6 months .

SNV8512  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99
SNV8512B  1 oz  8,194 seeds  $59.99

F1 HybridF1 Hybrid

Evergreen Bunching
60–120 Days. Biennial. Also known as 
scallions, Evergreen’s clusters of 4–9 
leek-like stalks are non-bulbing and 
versatile . Crisp and tasty, this onion 
continues to grow and form new shoots 
throughout the growing season.

SNV8106  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99
SNV8106B  1 oz  13,500 seeds  $24.99

NEW Red Geneva
75 Days. Biennial . An attractive red 
Cipollini-type onion with excellent flavor. 
Slightly slower to mature than yellow 
varieties, but with comparable shape 
and size. Excellent flavor for eating raw 
or cooking . Long day variety, producing 
2½–3½” flattened bulbs that stores 
about 4–5 months .

SNV8619  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99

NEW Red Savonese
90 Days. Biennial . Italian red salad 
onions with fine growth rings that create 
delicate slices for topping summer 
salads. Mild sweet flavor, beautiful 
lavender color inside. These will reach 3” 
diameter for storage, but you can plant 
closer for 2” bulbs . Long-day onion .

SNV8620  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99

NEW Scallion Red Baron
115 Days. Biennial Deep red skin and 
royal purple inner rings with good color 
throughout. Grow as beautiful purple 
scallions or allow to bulb for mid-sized 
onions (3” bulbs) . Long-day onion . 
Did you know? Red onions contain 
compounds called flavonoids which are 
great antioxidants .

SNV8621  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99

Yellow Cipollini
80 Days. Biennial . Short Day . Cipollini 
are an excellent Italian onion with solid 
white flesh and sweet, mild flavor. Their 
name means “Little Onion” in Italian . True 
to their name, these little onions grow 
button-shaped bulbs 3–4” wide. Cipollini 
are perfect for braiding and store well. 

SNV8401  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99
SNV8401B  1 oz  7,580 seeds  $49.99

NEW Sedona
108 Days. Biennial, F1 Hybrid . A Spanish 
globe variety that produces large 3–4” 
bulbs with attractive rosy-brown skins. 
Sedona F1 is noted for high yields and 
long storage potential . This variety 
performs well in the Northeast and also 
has excellent tolerance of hot weather. 
Long day variety .

SNV8622  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99

F1 HybridF1 Hybrid

F1 HybridF1 Hybrid

Buy 8 or More  Seed Packs & Get

FREE SHIPPING
On Seed Pack Only Orders*   See page 66 for details
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Pea Seeds

Sugar Daddy
60 Days. Hardy Annual . Heirloom . Snap . 
Sugar Daddy was the very first stringless 
snap pea. This pea will grow two pods  
on each node that set on the top of the 
plant making it easy to harvest . This 
variety freezes and cooks well without 
splitting open .

SNV8402  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8402B  ½ lb  1,070 seeds  $14.99

Sugar Snap
50–70 Days. Hardy Annual. Snap. Sweet 
and crunchy edible pods and peas grow 
on short vines . Pods are 2½–3” long 
and bear over a short period . Peas are 
a good source of Riboflavin, Vitamin 
B6, Magnesium, Potassium, and dietary 
fiber. Peas are legumes which add 
nitrogen to the soil .

SNV8353  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8353B  ½ lb  766 seeds  $19.99

Mammoth Melting
62–75 Days. Hardy Annual . Heirloom . 
Mammoth Melting snap pea pods are 
used like snow pea pods. The thick, 
stringless, 4–5” flat edible pods encase 
creamy-white peas. A high-yielding, early, 
uniform and wilt resistant variety. 

SNV8114  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8114B  ½ lb  886 seeds  $14.99

Oregon Sugar Pod II
58–70 Days. Hardy Annual . Heirloom . 
Oregon Sugar Pod is the most popular 
snow pea. Its productive, dwarf vines 
have stringless, edible pods which  
keeps producing after three pickings!  
It’s tolerant of short hot spells . 

SNV8115  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8115B  ½ lb  772 seeds  $14.99

Green Arrow
68 Days. Annual . Heirloom . Heavy 
yielding gourmet shelling pea which 
gives up to 5” pods containing 8–11 
petite, emerald green peas . Pods are 
usually borne in doubles . Variety resists 
wilt and mildew. The pea is green 
because it is picked when still immature. 
A fully ripe pea is more yellow in color. 

SNV8513  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8513B  ½ lb  1,157 seeds  $19.99

Pea Shoots
10–14 Days. Annual . Heirloom . Pea 
shoots are easy to grow and a fun 
project to do with your kids. They have 
a crunchy texture and taste like fresh 
peas. Use on sandwiches, pasta, salads, 
or stir-fry. Best flavor and texture when 
harvested at about 3” tall .

SNV8514  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8514B  ½ lb  1,758 seeds  $14.99

Progress #9
58–65 Days. Hardy Annual . Heirloom . 
Its vigorous dark-green plants produce 
4–5” pods with 6–9 large, wrinkled dark-
green peas. It is an early producer with 
consistently heavy yields. A dwarf variety, 
needs no staking and is easy to grow.  

SNV8116  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8116B  ½ lb  1,101 seeds  19.99

HeirloomHeirloom HeirloomHeirloom HeirloomHeirloom

HeirloomHeirloom HeirloomHeirloom HeirloomHeirloom

Golden Sweet
65 Days. Hardy Annual . Tall 6’ vines 
will climb any fence or trellis system 
and produce beautiful purple bi-colored 
flowers. When the bright lemon-yellow 
pea pods are picked very young (before 
seed formation), they are perfect for 
eating raw, steamed, or in stir-fry. 

SNV8589  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8589B  ¼ lb  443 seeds  $14.99

$3$39999
PER PACK

On  Brand Seed Packs

Mix & Match Discount

10+ 10%10%   OffOff
25+ 20%20%  OffOff
50+ 25%25%  OffOff
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Turga
100–110 Days. Hardy Annual . Heirloom . 
An amazingly vigorous parsnip, far 
out-yielding the market standards . Large, 
heavy roots with outstanding sweet,  
nutty flavor. They are an excellent source 
of fiber, vitamin C, and folic acid. Also a 
very good source of magnesium, niacin, 
and potassium .

SNV8352  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99
SNV8352B  1 oz  4,830 seeds  $29.99

HeirloomHeirloom

NEW Kral Russian
90–100 Days. Hardy Annual . A heritage 
Russian variety with a beet-shaped, 
bulbous root . Extremely cold hardy and 
also produces well in shallow or heavy 
soils. Smooth off-white skin and good 
sweet flavor. Original seed given to The 
Seed Ambassadors Project in 2007 by 
the Heritage Seed Library in England .

SNV8623  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99

Parsnip 
Seeds

Give your Plants a boostGive your Plants a boost
added nitrogenadded nitrogen

Feather Meal 12-0-0 
Slow release nitrogen from hydrolyzed, ground feathers, 
high in protein. High N (11–14%) that is slowly released 
(6–9 months or longer). Plants that like a slow release 
of N include corn, leafy greens, trees, shrubs, and many 
other vegetables. F026 also certified by OMRI.

F026  5 lb  $16.99 (Pictured) 
F935  25 lb  $29.49 
F940  50 lb  $59.49

Bloodmeal 12-0-0 
Kiln-dried bloodmeal is a rendering industry 
by-product and has been used for many 
years by organic growers as a natural, 
mid-release source of nitrogen plus trace 
minerals. F013 also certified by OMRI.

F013  12-0-0  5 lb  $18.49 (Pictured) 
F100  13.6-0-0  25 lb  $41.99
F101  13.6-0-0  50 lb  $82.99

Myco Marine 5-5-4
A high quality all-purpose fertilizer enriched with 
mycorrhizae and beneficial fungi which are a key 
component to vigorous soils . The ocean-based 
ingredients are formulated to stimulate the 
biology in your soil and increase nutrient uptake, 
leading to bigger, more lush plants .

F5010  4 lb  $9.99
F5015  25 lb  $39.99

Bat Guano Hi N 7-3-1 (2 Lb)
Rich in nitrogen, phosphorus and potash  
and provides essential plant nutrition for 
vigorous vegetative growth and prolific fruit 
and flower development. Highly effective mixed 
into soils, applied as a side dress or steeped  
to make a potent guano tea or foliar spray . 
Note: Excess application may burn your plants.

F012  $15.99

Phytamin Fish Plus 4.5-2-1  
This high quality organic  
fertilizer is excellent for 
both foliar feeding and soil 
application . The 4 .5-2-1 
formula is an excellent balanced 
natural fertilizer for general use 
throughout the growing season. 
Use on vegetables, fruit and nut 
trees, berries, grapes, nursery  
and container plants .

F1888  5 gal  $82.99

Fish Meal (Not Pictured)
Fish meal contains 
9 .6% N, 3% P, 0% K 
(average analysis as 
it fluctuates, your bag 
label will always state 
the actual analysis) 
and trace minerals . The 
fish meal is derived 
from catfish. Lasts 6–8 
months per application .

F1055  50 lb  $78.99

Corn Gluten Meal 
Fast release nitrogen source of 9-10% 
nitrogen which is purely derived from 
vegetable protein. Caution must be used 
when applying this product, as it has 
germination inhibiting effects on seeds. 
Corn gluten is especially good for lawns 
and tends to be fast acting and inhibits 
root formation of germinating plants.

F755  50 lb  $47.49
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Red Habanero
90–100 Days. Tender Annual . This 
extremely hot pepper has thin, wrinkled, 
1–2” long fruits which ripen from light 
green to a lovely golden orange to red 
when mature. It has a 200,000 Scoville 
heat rating (about 1,000 times hotter 
than the Jalapeño.)  

SNV8123  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8123B 1 oz  7,460 seeds  $54.99

Early Jalapeño
72 Days. Tender Annual. Jalapeño Early 
is similar to Jalapeño, but is earlier  
and better adapted to cool conditions . 
Dark-green, thick-walled, 3” cone-shaped 
fruits ripen to red . These peppers are 
hottest when fully ripe (4,000 to 6,000 
Scoville units), but can be eaten at their 
green stage .

SNV8124  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8124B  1 oz  6,136 seeds  $19.99

Anaheim
70–90 Days. Tender Annual . Has a milder, 
fresher, flavor than most chilies, with 
thick meaty walls and large peppers up 
to 8” long. A popular chili in southwestern 
cuisine and you will see it roasted, fresh, 
dried, and canned . It is most often used 
when it is dark green, but it will become 
hotter and turn bright red as it matures .

SNV8405  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8405B  1 oz  3,432 seeds  $49.99

Black Hungarian
70–80 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
Black Hungarian Peppers yield 4–6,” 
tapered fruit that starts out glossy  
black and ripens to red . The fruit has  
a mild, smoky flavor. This tasty pepper  
is also highly ornamental . The plants 
grow to about 36” tall and stands well 
without support.

SNV8407  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8407B  1 oz  4,050 seeds  $34.99

Cayenne Slim
70–85 Days. Tender Annual . A long, thin, 
fiery, hot pepper which grows 5–6” long. 
Its wrinkly skin turns from dark green to 
bright red. Thin walls make drying easy. 
The large, spreading plants produce a 
bountiful harvest . This pepper is good for 
hot sauces, pickles, drying, and making 
ground cayenne . 

SNV8119  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8119B  1 oz  7,307 seeds  $24.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Pepper Seeds

NEW Hot Fish
80 Days. Tender annual, Heirloom . The 
3” long, colorful, striped medium-hot 
peppers of this variety are borne on 2’-tall 
plants with beautiful variegated foliage. 
Can be grown in containers. Traditionally 
used in oyster and crab houses around 
Chesapeake Bay, this African-American 
heirloom can be traced back to the 1940s 
from West Chester, Pennsylvania .

SNV8625  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99

NEW Hungarian Hot Wax
59–84 Days. Tender Annual . Long (up to 
5½”), banana-shaped waxy pepper used 
for frying, stuffing, and pickling. Ripens 
from pale yellow to deep golden orange 
and finally cherry red, but traditionally 
harvested light green and used for pickling . 
Harvest at any stage, but heat intensifies 
as peppers mature . Very productive even 
in cool weather. SHU 10,000.

SNV8626 Pack  50 seeds  $3.99

Hot Pepper SeedsHot Pepper Seeds

HeirloomHeirloom

Buy 8 or More  Seed Packs & Get

FREE SHIPPING
On Seed Pack Only Orders*   See page 66 for details

New Mexico Joe Parker
65–85 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
A heavy-yielding plant that produces 
tapered 6–7” pods with a mild, lively 
flavor. This productive Anaheim type is 
usually harvested green and used for 
stuffing, roasting, or grilling.

SNV8127  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8127B  1 oz  3,884 seeds  $49.99

HeirloomHeirloom
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Shishito
60–75 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
Very prolific, small, mild Japanese pepper, 
great for roasting, grilling or frying . 
Typically mild but one or two might be 
hot. Usually harvested when green about 
2–4” long, but will become sweeter when 
left to mature to its red color .

SNV8524  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8524B  1 oz  4,375 seeds  $79.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Padron
60 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
Originating from Spain, pick these thin-
skinned peppers when they are small, 
about 1–1½” long . Most are mild but you 
might get one or two that are quite spicy. 
But if left to grow to maturity, the fruit 
will be hot. 

SNV8523  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8523B  1 oz  3,740 seeds  $59.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Golden Cal Wonder
68–78 Days. Tender Annual . Golden  
Cal Wonder is a very sweet, blocky-
shaped, 4-lobed bell pepper with thick 
flesh and almost 4” in diameter. Fruits 
ripen from medium green to golden 
yellow to deep orange. This sturdy, 
upright plant is ever-bearing . 

SNV8122  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8122B  1 oz  4,543 seeds  $34.99

Alma Paprika
90 Days. Tender Annual . Perfect for 
drying and grinding into tasty paprika . 
The hardy, vigorous bushes produce 
high yields of uniform red peppers that 
start out creamy white, then ripen from 
orange to bright red when fully mature. Is 
thick-walled, sweet with a bit of warmth. 

SNV8409  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8409B  1 oz  4,500 seeds  $44.99

Nardello
65–75 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
Delightful fresh or fried, this pepper is 
also a sweet, non-bell pepper when ripe. 
An Italian heirloom preserved by the 
Nardello family. Red when ripe, these 
6–8” peppers have shiny, wrinkled skins. 
Sweet peppers are loaded with vitamins 
C and A . 

SNV8354  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8354B  1 oz  5,269 seeds  $64.99

Marconi Red
70–85 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
This sweet red pepper from Italy has 
somewhat elongated fruit up to 12” long 
and 3” across at the shoulders . Ideal for 
frying and tasty green as well as red. An 
early variety known for its high yields. 

SNV8126  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8126B  1 oz  4,709 seeds  $14.99

Pepperoncini – Italian
62–75 Days. Tender Annual . Mildly 
warm, conical fruits grow to about 4” 
long . They are often picked green at 
2–3” and pickled . Peppers are also very 
tasty fresh, with thin walls and a lovely 
pendant shape. Grows on small bushes.  

SNV8233  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8233B  1 oz  5,670 seeds  $44.99

Purple Beauty
70–75 Days. Tender Annual . This bell 
pepper grows on compact plants which 
produce a good yield of blocky, deep-
purple peppers. Their mild, sweet flavor 
and unique color make them a perfect 
addition to a salad .

SNV8131  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8131B  1 oz  4,709 seeds  $69.99

HeirloomHeirloom HeirloomHeirloom

Sweet Bell King of the North
57–73 Days. Tender Annual . Improved 
for a higher percentage of blocky, thick-
walled, early ripening peppers each with 
three to four lobes. Known for its ability 
to produce good sized peppers in short, 
cool seasons . Strong plants support 
heavy yields . 

SNV8590  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8590B  1 oz  4,341 seeds  $49.99

NEW Sheepnose Pimento
70–80 Days. Tender annual, Heirloom . 
An heirloom from Ohio dating back 
to at least 1940. Thick-walled, very 
sweet pepper with great flavor. Very 
meaty, good for canning or fresh 
eating . Keeps for an extended period 
when refrigerated. Peppers are 3–4” in 
diameter . 

SNV8627  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Hot Pepper Seeds (Continued)

Sweet Chocolate
58–86 Days. Tender Annual . This rare, 
early bell pepper ripens from glossy 
green to dark-brown chocolate. Its mild 
taste and unusual color are a great 
addition to salads or stir fries . The 
fruit has blunt ends, thick flesh and 
is medium in size . A good source of 
Vitamins A and C .

SNV8133  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8133B  1 oz  4,375 seeds  $44.99

Sweet Cal Wonder
65–89 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
Cal Wonder forms large, blocky,  
thick-walled peppers with 3–4 large  
lobes perfect for stuffing. The glossy,  
deep-green peppers turn red at  
maturity . Cal Wonder’s upright plants  
are prolific producers.

SNV8117  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8117B  1 oz  4,219 seeds  $39.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Sweet Pepper SeedsSweet Pepper Seeds
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Sweet Pepper Seeds (Continued)

Sweet Mini Bell Mix
90 Days. Tender Annual . Miniature 1” 
red, yellow, and brown bell peppers with 
sweet firm thick flesh. Sets many tiny 
peppers on 24” plants. Sweet peppers 
are loaded with vitamins C and A. Red 
peppers contain twice the vitamin C and 
eleven times the beta carotene of green 
peppers . Seeds are not color coded .

SNV8571  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8571B  1 oz  5,081 seeds  $49.99

Sweet Pickle
65–85 Days. Tender Annual . This pepper 
looks like it’s decked with Christmas 
lights when it’s covered with red, orange, 
yellow and purple peppers all at the 
same time . The bush produces heavy 
yields of 2” long, 1” wide sweet peppers 
that grow in clusters.  

SNV8410  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8410B  1 oz  6,190 seeds  $34.99

A Sunblaster LED Light
A full spectrum 6400K light driven by advanced LED technology . 
Light output is 2,550 Lumens. Interconnect up to 8 lighting fixtures, 
daisy chaining, and run them from a single power cord. Included 
in the box are a LED Strip Light, 6’ Power cord with rocker on/off 
switch, Link cord 14,” 2 flush mount clips, and 2 hanging clips.
GP661  2 ft  $88.49 GP662  4 ft  $145.99

B Sunblaster T5HO Light Kit Combo
Includes the T5HO Electronic ballast, 6400K lamp, power cord with 
on/off switch, and jumper plug with both hanging and flat surface 
mounting clips. The T5 NanoTech Reflector increases the light 
output as much as 48% without consuming any additional power. 
GP665  2 ft  $60.99 GP666  4 ft  $68.49

Sunblaster Universal Strip Light Hanger
Make mounting lights, a snap! Add as much light as your crop desires, 
up to seven T5HO’s or LED’s with this simple easy to use, and easy 
to suspend, lighting accessory . These light strip hangers can also 
be wall mounted or back to back to provide optimal 
supplemental side lighting between your rows.  
Each kit includes two strips and two V 
Hooks. Can be used with Sunblaster 
Universal Light Stand (GP663) . 

GP664  $16.99

Sunblaster Light Grip/Suction Mount
A strip light securing accessory that makes your seed starting just  
a little easier. Two suction cups secure the lighting 
brackets to a humidity dome or any other 
smooth surface that you wish to mount your 
light to . A strip light simply slides in through 
the brackets to your desired position .

GP667  $15.99

AA

BB

Sunblaster Universal Light Stand
Simple adjustment makes setting the 
correct height quick and easy . Made of 
durable injection molded plastic and 
rust proof, powder coated aluminum. 
Note: Sunblaster LED Light (GP661)  
pictured is not included with stand.

GP663  $57.99

Provide perfect lightingProvide perfect lighting
Grow lightsGrow lights

Mix & Match Discount

Buy in Bulk &

SAVE!
10+ 10%  10%  OffOff

25+ 20% 20% OffOff

50+ 25% 25% OffOff

— B R A N D S E E D S —

Seed & Plant Limitation of Remedy

We warrant, to the extent of the 
purchase price only, that the seeds 
and plants we sell are as described in 
our catalogs, website and/or labels 
within recognized tolerances. No other 
warranty is given, expressed or implied, 
of the merchantability or fitness of the 
seeds and plants that we sell for any 
particular purpose, or against loss due 
to any cause . We cannot accept any 
responsibility for the many growing and 
climactic conditions beyond our control 
(i.e. soil preparation, fertilization, weed 
and pest control, temperature control, 
irrigation, etc) that must be met to 
ensure the success of your crop(s) or 
plant(s). In no event shall we be liable 
for any direct or indirect damages or 
consequential losses arising out of the 
use or inability to use the seeds and 
plants that we sell, notwithstanding 
the failure of the essential purpose of 
any remedy .
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Seed & Plant Limitation of Remedy

We warrant, to the extent of the 
purchase price only, that the seeds 
and plants we sell are as described in 
our catalogs, website and/or labels 
within recognized tolerances. No other 
warranty is given, expressed or implied, 
of the merchantability or fitness of the 
seeds and plants that we sell for any 
particular purpose, or against loss due 
to any cause . We cannot accept any 
responsibility for the many growing and 
climactic conditions beyond our control 
(i.e. soil preparation, fertilization, weed 
and pest control, temperature control, 
irrigation, etc) that must be met to 
ensure the success of your crop(s) or 
plant(s). In no event shall we be liable 
for any direct or indirect damages or 
consequential losses arising out of the 
use or inability to use the seeds and 
plants that we sell, notwithstanding  
the failure of the essential purpose of 
any remedy .

Pumpkin Seeds

Big Max
110–120 Days. Tender Annual . Perfect 
for Halloween carving with defined ribs 
and nice handles . The fruit is 17–18” 
in diameter and tends to be round with 
rough, red-orange skin and bright, yellow-
orange 3–4” thick flesh. As an exhibition 
pumpkin, it can grow to over 100 lb. It’s 
also good for pies and canning .

SNV8136  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8136B  ¼ lb  435 seeds  $29.99

Fall Rainbow Mix
60–105 Days. Tender Annual . Plant a 
beautiful variety of pumpkins . Casper’s 
white color will surely haunt the patch, 
Cinderella has a lovely coach-shape 
and bright-orange skin, Dickinson is 
the smooth-fleshed variety most widely 
grown for pie filling and excellent carving 
pumpkins . Seeds are not color coded .

SNV8364  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8364B  1 oz  208 seeds  $14.99

Cinderella
105 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
Also known as Rouge Vif D’Etampes. 
The coach-shaped fruits vary from 
20–40 lb with distinctive, heavy ribs and 
a uniform shape. The flat, shiny, red-
orange pumpkins are beautiful and have 
excellent flavor.

SNV8137  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8137B  1 oz  115 seeds  $14.99

Howden
105–115 Days. Tender Annual . This 
pumpkin has a symmetrical, rich orange, 
hard rind with thick-fleshed fruits. The 
plant offers high yields of 15–25 lb 
pumpkins that are smooth-skinned, tall 
in shape, and easy to carve . It’s a good 
keeper and an excellent choice for home 
gardens and market growers. 

SNV8140  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8140B  ¼ lb  733 seeds  $44.99

Casper
90–105 Days. Tender Annual . White-
skinned ornamental pumpkin with thick 
orange flesh of excellent eating quality. 
Casper’s skin has less bluing than many 
other white varieties. Handle is tan with a 
corky texture . 8–12” diameter, 10–20 lb, 
use like squash or for pies . 

SNV8230  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8230B  1 oz  101 seeds  $14.99

Jack Be Little
90–95 Days. Tender Annual. Grow 
your own mini pumpkins. These bright 
orange, ribbed cuties are just 2” tall and 
3–4” wide. Use for decor, crafts, or as 
individual serving dishes . Short days to 
maturity and short 5’ vines make them 
easy to grow up trellises. They store well 
too, up to 1 year .

SNV8440  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8440B  ¼ lb  1,629 seeds  $34.99

Small Sugar
80–118 Days. Tender Annual . A 
standard since the 1800s, Small Sugar 
is the classic pumpkin for pies and 
canning . The dark orange, deeply ribbed 
rind has fine-grained, stringless, sweet, 
thick, yellow flesh. Fruit grows 6–9” in 
diameter, weighing 5–8 lb each. 

SNV8141  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8141B  ¼ lb  918 seeds  $29.99

HeirloomHeirloom

$3$39999
PER PACK

On  Brand Seed Packs

Mix & Match Discount

10+ 10%10%   OffOff
25+ 20%20%  OffOff
50+ 25%25%  OffOff
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Radish Seeds

Easter Egg Mix
25–40 Days. Annual . A colorful Easter 
Egg basket of radishes makes harvesting 
fun for the whole family! Grow cheery 
red Cherry Belle, tangy Purple Plum, cute 
Pink Beauty, and White Beauty . Radishes 
are a great source of vitamin C . Seeds 
are not color coded .

SNV8365  Pack  200 seeds  $3.99
SNV8365B  ¼ lb  13,500 seeds  $29.99

Cherry Belle
20–30 Days. Annual . Cherry Belle 
radishes are round and bright, cherry 
red, 1” in diameter, with 2–3” tops. The 
flesh is crisp, firm and white. It’s a good 
keeper and can be planted all summer 
long . This variety is a fast maturing, 
early-season radish .

SNV8142  Pack  200 seeds  $3.99
SNV8142B  ¼ lb  14,175 seeds  $19.99

Daikon
40–45 Days. Hardy Annual . Heirloom . 
The big roots of the Daikon radish make 
it a clod-busting cover crop, but it’s also 
a tasty table radish with a mild flavor. 
The flowers are popular with chefs as 
edible garnishes on soups and salads . 

SNV8480  Pack  200 seeds  $3.99
SNV8480B  ¼ lb  8,188 seeds  $49.99

Black Spanish
53–70 Days. Hardy Annual . Large turnip 
shaped 3–4” diameter globes, deep 
black skin, solid crisp pungent pure white 
flesh, tall tops. Good for winter storage, 
if sown in July or August, radishes will 
keep all winter stored in moist sand.

SNV8573  Pack  200 seeds  $3.99
SNV8573B  ¼ lb  12,000 seeds  $29.99

French Breakfast
25 Days. Annual . Heirloom . French 
Breakfast is a mild, tasty radish . The  
2” long, bright, scarlet-red roots with 
white tips make an eye-catching snack.  
This top-quality variety is good for the 
farmer’s market .

SNV8144  Pack  200 seeds  $3.99
SNV8144B  ¼ lb  11,937 seeds  $24.99

China Rose
40 Days. Annual . Heirloom . The radishes 
have a rose white-colored skin with a 
white color inside. They grow 6–8” long 
with a diameter averaging 2.” The spicy 
flesh is delicious sliced fresh and the 
radish tops are wonderful cooked in 
chicken broth until tender and seasoned 
with butter and pepper.

SNV8143  Pack  200 seeds  $3.99
SNV8143B  ¼ lb  11,812 seeds  $19.99

HeirloomHeirloom HeirloomHeirloom

HeirloomHeirloom

Sparkler
24–28 Days. Annual . Bright scarlet skin 
with white on lower third, round-shape, 
up to 1½” in diameter, sweet, juicy, 
white flesh, medium tops, for home or 
market gardens, snappy flavor. The name 
“radish” comes from the Greek word for 
“fast appearing”, aptly reflecting the way 
radishes grow!

SNV8235  Pack  200 seeds  $3.99
SNV8235B  ¼ lb  12,886 seeds  $44.99

Watermelon
55 Days. Hardy Annual . Heirloom . A 
uniquely colored and very large radish, 
the watermelon radish grows to about 
4,” causing it often to be mistaken for a 
turnip . It has green shoulders that fade 
to brilliant white on the exterior and 
bright pink inner flesh. The white part is 
hotter and the interior is peppery-sweet.

SNV8411  Pack  200 seeds  $3.99
SNV8411B  1 oz  3,240 seeds  $19.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Buy 8 or More  Seed Packs & Get

FREE SHIPPING
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Joan
90–100 Days. Hardy Biennial . Also 
called “swedes,” short for Swedish 
Turnip. This refined “American Purple 
Top” rutabaga has smooth, round roots 
and dense yellow flesh that is rather hard 
and crispy with a sweet, mild flavor that 
improves after frost . Highly uniform and 
has good field resistance to club root. 

SNV8356  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8356B  1 oz  10,272 seeds  $24.99

Gilfeather Turnip
85 Days. Biennial . Heirloom . The plant 
has leaves with the shape and color of 
a rutabaga and a nice kale-like flavor. 
The shape of the root is that of a small 
football that has white flesh. When 
cooked the flavor is mild and is great 
served like a mashed potato .

SNV8545  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8545B  1 oz  10,500 seeds  $24.99

Rutabaga 
Seeds

Hot House Heated Seed Starting Tray
Give gentle warmth to your plants and by 
controlling humidity under the dome . Includes a UL 
listed waterproof heating mat (17 watt, 120 volt), 
a dome top (7” tall), a 11” x 22” watertight base 
tray, a 72 cell seedling insert (1½” square x 2¼” 
deep cells) and instructions with growing 
tips . Use Peaceful Valley Organics 
Quickroot or Q-Plugs (GP371 on page 26) 
as a easy, stabilized rooting media .

GP650  $47.49

Get those seeds growingGet those seeds growing
Germination StationsGermination Stations

Organic Jiffy 7 Peat Pellets
Biodegradable peat pellets swell 
up when water is applied to form 
round pre-dibbled growing pots. 
Greatly reduce transplant shock by 
planting the entire pot and mesh .

GP077  13/16” D  $0.19 each
GP078  1½” D   $0.49 each

Organic Quickroot 
Our own specially formulated, 
organic soil-less germination 
mix was originally developed 
for use in seed starting trays, 

and 6-packs .

PSO309  2 Gal  $5.49
PSO310  1 Cu Ft  $17.49

Only At

Fiber Grow Greenhouse Kit
There’s no need for seed starting soil 
with this easy way to start seedlings 
while being environmentally friendly! 
Measures 10” L x 8”W x 3”H with the 
dome in position . Kit includes a reusable 
greenhouse tray, a reusable greenhouse 
dome cover, and 20 Fiber Grow Pellets.

GP381  $11.99

Sunblaster LED Mini Greenhouse Kit
The starting point for growing fresh 
microgreens, herbs or seeds started ready 
for transplant. Start flower or vegetable 
seedlings, propagate fresh cuttings, or 
grow fresh herbs right in your kitchen. Kit 
includes a SunBlaster 18” LED Grow Lamp, 
a NanoTech Reflector, a 6’ power cord 
with on/off switch, a SunBlaster 7” Vented 
NanoDome, and a Heavy Duty 1020 Tray .

GP660  $93.49
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Squash Seeds

Dark Green Zucchini
45–65 Days. Tender Annual . Produces 
small, uniform, high-quality fruit usually 
found only in hybrids . An excellent 
producing plant, the skin is dark green 
with light flecks. Tiny baby squash can 
be used as appetizers or leave whole and 
sauté with other vegetables.

SNV8157  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8157B  ¼ lb  854 seeds  $29.99

Black Beauty
50–60 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
This zucchini produces semi-upright, 
open plants with glossy, black-green 
fruits 6–8” long and 2” in diameter . The 
flesh is tender, firm, and creamy white 
with excellent flavor.

SNV8152  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8152B  ¼ lb  775 seeds  $24.99

Fordhook
57–85 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
Fordhook variety was introduced in 1890. 
Vigorous, prolific bush produces deep, 
blackish-green fruits . The attractive, 
smooth fruits have a creamy-white flesh. 
Squash blossoms are edible flowers, raw 
or cooked . Harvest only male blossoms 
unless trying to reduce production .

SNV8262  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8262B  ¼ lb  918 seeds  $29.99

Cocozelle
51–60 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
This beautiful fruit is dark green striped 
with light green. This Italian heirloom 
has a pleasing, slightly nutty flavor. The 
compact bush type vines are ideal for 
small gardens . 

SNV8413  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8413B  ¼ lb  1,002 seeds  $29.99

Early Crookneck
50–60 Days. Tender Annual . This is the 
best summer squash for buttery, rich 
flavor and tender but firm texture. The 
plants are highly productive and produce 
semi-open, smooth, light-yellow fruits 
with a curved neck.

SNV8150  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8150B  ¼ lb  1,492 seeds  $24.99

Early Straightneck
42–56 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
Uniform lemon-yellow lightly warted 
club-shaped fruits are best harvested at 
4–7” long. Firm fine-grained thick flesh, 
excellent quality, popular in Northeast 
and Northern areas . All American 
Selection winner in 1938.

SNV8245  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8245B  ¼ lb  1,331 seeds  $29.99

HeirloomHeirloom HeirloomHeirloom

HeirloomHeirloom HeirloomHeirloom

Jaune Et Verte
50 Days. Tender Annual . Unique tulip-
shaped patty pan . Attractive light green 
fruits with dense, flavorful flesh are 
perfect for stuffing. Mature fruits are 
cream and green-striped and can be 
used as ornamentals .

SNV8592  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8592B  ¼ lb  1,146 seeds  $49.99

NEW Yellow Bush Scallop
50 Days. Tender Annual, Heirloom . 
Scallop Yellow Bush is a bush type 
squash that produces nice yields of 
flat, round fruit. Also called Patty Pan 
Squash. Delicious when harvested at 
the 2–3” size when they are delicate and 
tender. They are very easy to grow and 
extremely flavorful. 

SNV8631  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99

Summer Squash SeedsSummer Squash Seeds

$3$39999
PER PACK

On  Brand Seed Packs

Mix & Match Discount

10+ 10%10%   OffOff
25+ 20%20%  OffOff
50+ 25%25%  OffOff
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Y-Star
50 Days. Tender Annual . F1 Hybrid . 
Prolific yielder of shiny, yellow, scalloped 
fruits, with light green on the blossom 
end . Amount of green may vary 
depending on the level of head and plant 
stress . Widely adaptable . Open plant for 
easy harvest .

SNV8593  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8593B  1 oz  398 seeds  $54.99

F1 HybridF1 Hybrid

Squash Seeds (Continued)

Banana Pink Jumbo
110 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
Vining plant, nearly cylindrical fruit tapered 
at blossom end and slightly curved . The 
fruit is 30–48” long by 1–12” in diameter, 
and 70–75 lb . The thin, brittle, smooth skin 
turns pink-orange at maturity. Yellow-
orange flesh is thick, firm, dry, and sweet 
and not stringy. Productive and keeps well.

SNV8527  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8527B  ¼ lb  541 seeds  $49.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Butternut
75–110 Days. Tender Annual . This is 
the only northern-friendly butternut . The 
10–12” buff-colored fruit is uniform and 
the semi-bush plants produce extensive 
runners that are quite productive . Its dry, 
fine-grained flesh has a good, sweet, 
squash flavor.

SNV8156  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8156B  ¼ lb  1,217 seeds  $29.99

Delicata
76–100 Days. Tender Annual . Vining . 
Delicata’s 7–9” oblong fruit has ivory-
colored skin striped with green. Its flesh 
has a rich, sweet-potato-like flavor which 
is ideal for baking or stuffing. Its short 
vines are prolific.

SNV8339  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8339B  1 oz  463 seeds  $14.99

Delicata – Candystick
90 Days. Tender Annual . Vining . 
Candystick has the honey sweet, maple 
flavor but richer than other delicatas. 
Candystick has extremely thick flesh and 
a sweet date-flavor. Fruit has tan skin 
with green stripes and keeps well. 

SNV8543  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8543B  1 oz  405 seeds  $34.99

Harvest Mix
70–110 Days. Tender Annual . Burgess 
Buttercup are flattened turban-shaped 
squash with a hard, dark green rind and 
sweet, orange, stringless flesh. Spaghetti 
squash is yellow and oblong with stringy, 
spaghetti-like flesh. Butternut is the 
classic, sweet and nutty. The seeds are 
not color coded .

SNV8369  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8369B  ¼ lb  988 seeds  $34.99

Honey Butternut
110 Days. Tender Annual . Adorable, 
serving size mini butternut with dark 
tan skin and great sweet flavor. Simply 
cut in half and bake! Field resistance to 
powdery mildew.

SNV8595  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8595B  1 oz  313 seeds  $19.99

NEW Red Kuri
92 Days. Tender Annual. Also known 
as ‘Orange Hokkaido’, the Red Kuri has 
an appealing color and shape . Flesh is 
smooth in texture and great for pies and 
purées . Compact 4–6’ vines produces 
3–5 lb squash even in cool or short-
season climates. ‘Kuri’ is Japanese for 
chestnut, a tribute to its nutty flavor.

SNV8632  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99

Spaghetti
90 Days. Tender Annual . Vining . 
Spaghetti squash has medium-size, 
oblong yellow fruit with mildly sweet, 
stringy flesh. Bake or boil and then  
fork out the “spaghetti” and top with  
a favorite sauce, or combine it with  
other vegetables .

SNV8340  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8340B  ¼ lb  846 seeds  $24.99

Winter Squash SeedsWinter Squash Seeds

Table Queen Acorn
58–90 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
Ribbed fruit is 6” by 4,” 1–2 lb with a 
small seed cavity and hard, green rind . 
Sweet flesh is light-yellow to deep-
orange. The plant grows as a bush 
about 3’ across and 10–12” high; very 
vigorous and prolific. Withstands poor 
soil conditions .

SNV8251  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8251B  ¼ lb  1,238 seeds  $49.99

Winter Kabocha Black Forest
85–95 Days. Annual . F1 Hybrid . 
Developed for its rich, nutty flavor, 
disease resistance and excellent keeping 
qualities. Hugely popular in Japan and 
well-known on the West Coast of the U.S. 
The 3 lb, round, winter squashes have 
dark green skins striped with light green, 
covering orange flesh.

SNV8481  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8481B  ¼ lb  568 seeds  $79.99

F1 hybridF1 hybridHeirloomHeirloom

NEW Thelma Sanders
85–95 Days. Tender Annual, Heirloom . 
Sweet chestnut flavor, cream-colored 
acorn shaped fruits weigh about one 
pound. Vines are loaded with fruits that 
store well. Thelma described this good 
keeper as ‘better than sweet potatoes.’ 
Seed was originally from Thelma 
Sanders of Kirksville, Missouri .

SNV8633  Pack  seeds  $3.99

HeirloomHeirloom
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Tomato Seeds

Chadwick
70–90 Days. Tender Annual . 
Indeterminate . Heirloom . This is a truly 
tasty cherry tomato . Large, disease 
resistant vines set abundant crops of 1” 
fruits borne in clusters . A perfect cherry 
for salads and snacking . 

SNV8337  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8337B  1 oz  11,340 seeds  $54.99

Black Cherry
64 Days. Tender Annual . Indeterminate . 
F1 Hybrid . Characteristic dark purplish 
colored round 1” fruit with a sweet, rich 
flavor. Very productive, nice addition 
to the garden . Cooking tomatoes in oil 
increases the absorption of lycopene in 
the intestines .

SNV8500  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8500B  1 oz  19,964 seeds  $44.99

F1 hybridF1 hybrid

Bi-Color
70–80 Days. Tender Annual . 
Indeterminate . Heirloom . Look for the 
flush of red on the blossom end of 
these orange fruits . They range in size 
from 1–2” and offer juicy, exceptional 
sweetness on a vigorous plant.

SNV8449  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8449B  1 oz  14,464 seeds  $49.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Gardener’s Delight
50–80 Days. Tender Annual . 
Indeterminate . Heirloom . This German 
cherry tomato is so sweet it used to be 
called Sugar Lump; in fact it is said to be 
the best tasting cherry tomato . Cute 1½”, 
red fruit borne in clusters of 6–12 . This 
variety is container adaptable . 

SNV8190  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8190B  1 oz  11,431 seeds  $29.99

Cherry Tomato SeedsCherry Tomato Seeds

HeirloomHeirloom HeirloomHeirloom

Gold Nugget
65–85 Days. Tender Annual . 
Determinate . A lovely early cherry 
tomato, Gold Nugget’s bright yellow, 
1” fruit grows prolifically in clusters. 
Its vines continue to produce in high 
nighttime temperatures making it a  
good selection for hot climates .

SNV8277  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8277B  1 oz  15,242 seeds  $109.99

Grape Riesenstraube
60–65 Days . Tender Annual . Semi-
determinate . Heirloom . The vine 
produces long clusters of 12–16 bright 
red 1” tomatoes, weighing about an 
ounce each. They are very sweet which 
has made them a favorite of people 
everywhere.

SNV8359  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8359B  1 oz  16,293 seeds  $49.99

HeirloomHeirloom

NEW Gardener’s Sweetheart
65 Days. Tender Annual . Indeterminate . 
Cute, heart-shaped fruit are large for a 
cherry with a really good firm texture and 
a lovely sweetness to match. Vigorous 
plants that produce long trusses (20–25 
per truss) of split-resistant fruit . Bred 
by Will Bonsall in Maine from a cross 
between a cherry and a paste, and 
released in 2014 .

SNV8636  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99

Matt’s Wild Cherry
55–60 Days. Tender Annual . 
Indeterminate . Heirloom . A native of 
Mexico, this robust and sprawling cherry 
tomato is loved for the rich flavor of its 
sweet ½” fruits. An early producer, Matt’s 
is resistant to early blight and has some 
resistance to late blight .

SNV8485  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8485B  1 oz  27,259 seeds  $64.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Buy 8 or More  Seed Packs & Get

FREE SHIPPING
On Seed Pack Only Orders*   See page 66 for details
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Beefsteak
80 Days. Tender Annual . Indeterminate . 
The vigorous vines of this popular 
beefsteak produce flat, meaty, juicy, red, 
medium-size fruit ranging from 10 oz to 
2 lb . This great slicing or canning tomato 
has rough, ribbed skin with a richly 
flavored flesh. 

SNV8186  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8186B  1 oz  10,738 seeds  $24.99

Slicing Tomato SeedsSlicing Tomato Seeds

Big Rainbow
80–90 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
Indeterminate . A tomato that lives up to 
its name with big 1–2 lb fruits. It keeps 
producing for the big finish to your 
harvest . Resistant to cracking and foliar 
diseases: blight, septoria leaf spot, gray, 
and leaf mold; and bacterial spot, speck, 
and canker .

SNV8450  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8450B  1 oz  9,513 seeds  $49.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Cherry Tomato Seeds (Continued)

NEW Midnight Pear
60 Days. Tender Annual . Dark purple, 
small pear fruits have a wonderful 
tomato flavor. Bred by Phillip Griffiths of 
Cornell University, these little fruits may 
look like your average black pear, but 
their outstanding flavor profile clearly 
earns them a place among the stars .

SNV8640  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99

NEW Pink Bumble Bee
70 Days. Tender Annual . Red cherry 
tomato with stripes of yellow to gold 
with a bright sweet flavor. Indeterminate 
vigorous growth that produces fruit 
which resists cracking. Lycopene is 
highest in organically grown tomatoes.

SNV8634  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99

Rainbow Mix
50–80 Days. Tender Annual . A colorful 
mix of sweet, candy-like cherry tomatoes. 
Sweetie (Red), Bi Color (orange and red), 
White, and Yellow cherry tomatoes will 
provide a rainbow of flavors all summer 
long . Tomatoes are rich in vitamins C, 
A, and K . They also contain a potent 
antioxidant, lycopene .

SNV8368  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8368B  1 oz  18,173 seeds  $39.99

Sweetie
50–79 Days. Tender Annual . 
Indeterminate. Sweetie’s large vines 
produce very sweet, red, round, cherry-
type tomatoes up to 1” in diameter . This 
variety’s high sugar content makes the 
fruit a good choice for juice or preserves . 
It is resistant to alternarium stem canker .

SNV8199  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8199B  1 oz  15,407 seeds  $54.99

White Cherry
59–65 Days. Tender Annual . 
Indeterminate . Heirloom . These creamy 
white to pale yellow 1” cherry tomatoes 
have a mild flavor. Early fruiting and 
unusual color make them a standout 
for summer meals. Perfect to grow in 
containers on their own or planted with 
other colors of cherry tomatoes . 

SNV8454  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8454B  1 oz  17,500 seeds  $39.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Black Krim
75 Days. Tender Annual . Indeterminate . 
Heirloom . Hailing from Russia, Black 
Krim beefsteak gains more fans every 
year with its deep, slightly salty flavor. 
The plant produces 3–4” fruits in dark 
red and green colors . A good choice for 
containers or small gardens . 

SNV8446  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8446B  1 oz  12,115 seeds  $54.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Brandywine – Black
80–120 Days. Tender Annual . 
Indeterminate . Heirloom . The fuzzy 
“potato” leaves show that this is the 
desirable Black heirloom, not a more 
recent cross . Sought after for its 
luscious “tomato” taste . The tomatoes 
are the typical flattened-oval Brandywine 
shape and fruits weigh up to a pound.  

SNV8451  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8451B  1 oz  10,500 seeds  $34.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Brandywine – Red
80 Days. Tender Annual . Indeterminate . 
Heirloom. Brandywine has large (up to  
16 oz), semi-flattened, deep-red fruit on 
large vines . Its yield is moderate and 
the fruit is often variable, but the flavor 
is excellent . This Amish heirloom dates 
from the 1880s .  

SNV8187  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8187B  1 oz  8,750 seeds  $44.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Brandywine – Pink
76–100 Days. Tender Annual . 
Indeterminate . Heirloom . The original 
Brandywine. Fuzzy potato leaf vines, 
large fruit can weigh up to two pounds, 
excellent flavor, delicious creamy 
texture, exceptional quality . Extreme 
temperatures can affect fruit shape . 

SNV8249  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8249B  1 oz  10,988 seeds  $39.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Cherokee Purple
72–90 Days. Tender Annual . 
Indeterminate . Heirloom . The short vines 
of Cherokee Purple produce purple-pink-
brown flattened globes weighing 10–12 
oz. The tomatoes are delicious with a 
pleasantly sweet, rich flavor.  

SNV8188  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8188B  1 oz  9,643 seeds  $39.99

HeirloomHeirloom
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Slicing Tomato Seeds (Continued)

NEW Get Stuffed!
75 Days. Tender Annual . Indeterminate . 
Fruits are shaped like bell peppers 
and are hollow; perfect for stuffing. 
Indeterminate vines produces 5–7 ounce 
bright red fruit with bold golden stripes 
and a classic tomato taste . 

SNV8638  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99

NEW German Johnson
75 Days. Tender Annual, Heirloom . 
Indeterminate . A highly productive  
pink heirloom which can produce  
30–40 fruits per plant . Wonderful  
eating qualities–rich and full flavored. 
Typical fruits weight 8–16 ounces. 

SNV8637  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99

NEW Fireworks
65 Days. Tender Annual . Indeterminate . 
One of the earliest medium-size slicing 
tomatoes . Produces high yields of 8–10 
ounce bright red fruits with great flavor. 
More tolerant of cooler temperatures 
than most tomatoes . 

SNV8635  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99

Green Zebra
60 Days. Tender Annual . Indeterminate . 
Green Zebra’s small, round, yellow-green 
fruits have dark-green, vertical stripes, 
and emerald flesh. Vines produce up 
to 2½” fruits which are tangy and well 
balanced . Developed in 1985 by an 
heirloom tomato breeder .  

SNV8173  Pack 50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8173B  1 oz  12,220 seeds  $49.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Mortgage Lifter
82–95 Days. Tender Annual . 
Indeterminate . Heirloom . Plant produces 
1–2 lb tomatoes that are meaty and full 
of flavor. Mortgage Lifter tomato was 
bred by Marshall Byles in West Virginia in 
the 1930’s. Mr. Byles was able to pay off 
his mortgage using proceeds from his 
tomato sales!

SNV8502  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8502B  1 oz  13,372 seeds  $54.99

Homestead
80–85 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
Strong semi-determinate plant, big 
leaves, firm, meaty, bright-red medium-
sized fruit. Fusarium wilt and crack 
resistant. Performs well in warm 
and humid regions as well as more 
temperate regions . 

SNV8576  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8576B  1 oz  9,844 seeds  $14.99

Heirloom Mix
60–85 Days. Tender Annual . 
Indeterminate. Heirloom. Brandywine 
Red, Cherokee Purple (deep red and 
purple stripes on upper portion of fruit), 
Green Zebra (bright green with darker 
green stripes), Old German (an orange 
beefsteak), and San Marzano (a favorite 
red paste) . The seeds are not color coded .

SNV8367  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8367B  1 oz  10,988 seeds  $49.99

HeirloomHeirloom HeirloomHeirloom HeirloomHeirloom

Prudens Purple
65–85 Days. Tender Annual . 
Indeterminate . Heirloom . This 
rediscovered early vine produces fruit up 
to 1 lb with dark-pink skin and crimson 
flesh. It has a delicious flavor, a firm, 
meaty flesh, and few seeds. The vines, 
with leaves similar to a potato’s, are 
vigorous and productive . 

SNV8193  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8193B  1 oz  15,080 seeds  $39.99

HeirloomHeirloom

NEW Rosso Sicilian
80 Days. Tender Annual . Indeterminate . 
Heirloom . An Italian heirloom from 
Sicily, can be used as a slicer, for sauce 
or paste . 6 oz deeply ribbed fruits are 
beautiful when sliced and served with 
fresh mozzarella, basil, olive oil and 
balsamic vinegar .

SNV8641  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99

NEW Pink Berkeley Tie-Dye
70 Days. Tender Annual . Compact 
indeterminate plants yield 8–12 ounce 
fruits which are port wine colored with 
metallic green stripes . Outstanding  
flavor is sweet and complex–like the 
finest heirlooms. 

SNV8643  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99

Siletz
52–75 Days. Tender Annual . 
Determinate . Recommended for early 
peak yields; setting fruit in cold weather, 
it is the earliest true slicer in trials . Its full-
flavored, large fruit ranges from 10–12 oz. 
This variety is resistant to verticillium 
wilt, fusarium wilt, and cracking. 

SNV8197  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8197B  1 oz  10,904 seeds  $49.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Mix & Match Discount

Buy in Bulk &

SAVE!
10+ 10%  10%  OffOff

25+ 20% 20% OffOff

50+ 25% 25% OffOff

— B R A N D S E E D S —
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Slicing Tomato Seeds (Continued)

Valencia
55–59 Days. Tender Annual . 
Indeterminate . Heirloom . Valencia is 
an Indiana heirloom which bears large 
orange fruit weighing 8–10 oz. The fruit 
is firm with few seeds and has a great 
old-time tomato flavor. The plant is 
vigorous and requires staking . 

SNV8338  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8338B  1 oz  8,100 seeds  $49.99

Silvery Fir Tree
55 Days. Tender Annual . Determinate . 
Heirloom . The tomato ornaments  
put on a show when they all ripen at 
once. Early ripening works with short 
growing seasons. 

SNV8447  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8447B  1 oz  11,250 seeds  $64.99

White Wonder
80–90 Days. Tender Annual . 
Indeterminate. Heirloom. This ivory-white 
beefsteak is an easy one to grow and it 
produces medium-size fruits with super-
sweet flavor and low acid. A delicious, 
knockout addition to your sliced tomato 
platters and sandwiches. Good canner 

SNV8455  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8455B  1 oz  11,074 seeds  $39.99

HeirloomHeirloom HeirloomHeirloom

HeirloomHeirloom

Black Prince
74 Days. Tender Annual . Indeterminate . 
Heirloom. Siberian heirloom variety with 
medium size juicy fruit that has deep, 
brownish-red flesh. The lovely round 
fruits grow in small clusters of two to 
three and are the perfect size for salads .

SNV8169  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8169B  1 oz  10,125 seeds  $34.99

Small Tomato SeedsSmall Tomato Seeds

HeirloomHeirloom

Indigo Apple
70 Days. Tender Annual . Indeterminate . 
Early variety with heavy fruit set. Almost 
black color develops as the fruit ripens 
and changes on the shoulders first. 
Fruit will ripen to an almost black color 
and has a sweet tomato flavor. Variety 
resists cracking and sun scald and some 
resistance to late blight .

SNV8541  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8541B  1 oz  10,578 seeds  $99.99

NEW Virginia Sweets
80 Days. Tender Annual . Indeterminate . 
Bi-color beefsteak size (1 lb) tomatoes 
with a sweet, rich flavor. Beautiful fruit 
that is dark yellow with red stripes and 
a red mottled interior . Heavy yields . 
Did you know? Lycopene is highest in 
organically grown tomatoes.

SNV8645  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99

NEW Speckled Roman
85 Days. Tender Annual . Indeterminate . 
An elongated red paste tomato with 
golden yellow streaks. Meaty 6–8 ounce 
fruit with red flesh, few seeds and little 
juice, is good for fresh eating, and cooks 
quickly into sauce . Very productive plant . 

SNV8642  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99

San Marzano
70–90 Days. Tender Annual . 
Indeterminate . Heirloom . Large 
indeterminate vines produce elongated 
fruit. The fruit grow to about 4” long  
and 2” in diameter and are borne in 
clusters. Holds well on vine or in storage, 
crack resistant, excellent for paste, 
puree, or canning . 

SNV8254  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8254B  1 oz  10,904 seeds  $69.99

Rutgers
73–86 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom 
More compact, strong vigorous 
determinate vines, bright red 6–8 ounce 
fruit with excellent flavor. Early variety for 
canning and juicing. Fusarium wilt and 
Verticillium wilt resistant. 

SNV8577  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8577B  1 oz  11,715 seeds  $19.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Amish Paste
75–85 Days. Tender Annual . 
Indeterminate . Heirloom . Amish Paste 
tomatoes are an acorn-shaped, deep-red, 
paste-type fruit . The vines produce 
medium-sized, 8–12 oz fruit . This Amish 
heirloom has thick flesh and few seeds.  

SNV8184  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8184B  1 oz  8,591 seeds  $64.99

Burbank
70 Days. Tender Annual . Determinate . 
Heirloom. Burbank is an heirloom which 
produces medium-sized red, round fruit 
perfect for slicing or canning . Very tasty, 
Burbank tests very high in amino acids . 
Perfect for drier climates . 

SNV8336  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8336B  1 oz  10,738 seeds  $49.99

Paste Tomato SeedsPaste Tomato Seeds

HeirloomHeirloom HeirloomHeirloom

Seed Packs
―  AND GET ―

FREE
SHIPPING
ON SEED PACK ONLY ORDERS

*See page 66 for  detai ls

Buy 8or more

HeirloomHeirloom
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Stupice
55–85 Days. Tender Annual . Semi-
determinate . Heirloom . Stupice is a 
popular, vigorous plant which yields 
abundant, early 3–6 ounces red fruit . Its 
good, potato-leaf foliage results in high 
quality, round, crimson fruit . This vine has 
exceptional flavor and ripens very early.

SNV8198  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8198B  1 oz  10,347 seeds  $34.99

Siberia
40–75 Days. Tender Annual . 
Determinate. This extremely dwarfed, 
thick-stemmed plant is able to set fruit 
in very cool weather (reports of 38°F). 
The bright red, juicy fruit ranges from 
3–7 ounces depending on thinning of its 
abundant fruit set . Siberia is suitable for 
containers and extreme climates .

SNV8196  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8196B  1 oz  8,144 seeds  $49.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Small Tomato Seeds (Continued)

Pink Boar
75 Days. Tender Annual . Indeterminate . 
Lovely port wine color with striking  
green stripes . Very productive and 
vigorous plant . Fruit has a dark red 
interior with a sweet and rich flavor.  
2–4 ounces fruits are a favorite of chefs  
and a good market tomato .

SNV8542  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8542B  1 oz  11,431 seeds  $54.99

NEW Japanese Trifele
74 Days. Tender Annual, Heirloom . 
Indeterminate . One of the best Russian 
black heirloom tomatoes with an unusual 
pear shape, burgundy color with greenish 
shoulders and rich flavor. Good yields 
of 4–6 ounce fruit which is resistant to 
cracking. Did you know? Lycopene is 
highest in organically grown tomatoes.

SNV8639  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99

HeirloomHeirloom

expand your Knowledge Baseexpand your Knowledge Base
Gardening booksGardening books

NEW Saving Vegetable Seeds
By Fern Marshall Bradley
Everything you need to know to successfully 
save seeds from 20 popular garden vegetables . 
Learn how each plant is pollinated, where to 
store your collected seeds, and how to test their 
replanting viability . 

BF750  92 pages, softcover   $8.95

NEW Starting Seeds
By Barbara W. Ellis
How to start a variety of vegetables, herbs, and 
flowers from seed. Simple, proven techniques 
for sowing seeds, managing indoor plants, and 
creating proper growing conditions. Expert 
advice suitable for beginners to experts .

BF680  122 pages, softcover  $8.95

Week By Week Vegetable  
Gardener’s Handbook
By Ronald Kujawski & Jennifer Kujawski
Take the guesswork out of gardening with 
detailed weekly to-do lists. Precisely customized 
to your own growing season. Breaks gardening 
down into simple and manageable tasks. When 
to start seeds, fertilize, harvest .

BF132  200 pages, spiral bound  $19.99

NEW The Healthy Vegetable Garden
By Sally Morgan
How to use natural approaches to cope with 
the challenges of a changing climate through 
regenerative gardening, agroecology, and 
permaculture; all to help your green space thrive.

BF140  216 pages, softcover  $29.95

NEW The New Gardener’s Handbook
By Daryl Beyers
Learn about soil, plant selection, propagation, 
planting and mulching, watering and feeding, 
pruning, and weeds, pests, and diseases for 
ornamental and edible plants .

BF950  239 pages, softcover  $24.95

The New Organic Grower
By Eliot Coleman
One of the most influential farming books 
since 1989 . In this revised and updated 30th 
anniversary edition, pioneering farmer Eliot 
Coleman returns to his seminal book that 
launched the organic revolution and inspired  
a generation of farmers to work with the land 
and not against it .

BF900  288 pages, softcover  $31.49

The Vegetable Gardener’s Bible
By Edward C. Smith
Utilizing wide rows, organic methods, raised 
beds, and deep soil, Ed Smith provides step-by-
step techniques to create a bountiful garden . 
Also covers pest and diseases with some 
organic controls .

BF130  309 pages, softcover  $24.99

The Vegetable Gardener’s Container Bible
By Edward C. Smith
Grow on the deck, in the garden, or even on 
a sunny balcony . Ed Smith chose, planted, 
tested, and tasted dozens of vegetables in all 
kinds of containers to show you how simple 
and rewarding it is to grow a backyard garden 
without a backyard.

BF133  263 page, softcover  $24.49
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Tomatillo Seeds

Pineapple Ground Cherry
70–95 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
Tomatillos and ground cherries 
are closely related members of the 
nightshade family . This distinctive, 
cherry sized tomatillo has the sweetness 
of pineapple along with tomato flavor, all 
wrapped up in a paper shell. 

SNV8470  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8470B  1 oz  40,499 seeds  $54.99

Verde
68–70 Days. Annual . Heirloom . Husked 
fruit 2–3” diameter, does not keep as 
long as purple variety. Grow tomatillos 
like you would tomatoes, though they 
do not require staking and are more 
resistant to pests and diseases . They are 
the main ingredient in salsa verde and 
other Mexican dishes .

SNV8248  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8248B  1 oz  16,676 seeds  $24.99

Purple
68–70 Days. Annual . Heirloom . Rare 
variety, smaller 1” fruit has sweeter flavor 
than green tomatillo . Makes attractive 
purple salsa. Easy to grow, less sticky. 
They do not require staking and are more 
resistant to pests and diseases . They are 
the main ingredient in salsa verde and 
other Mexican dishes .

SNV8252  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8252B  1 oz  17,500 seeds  $44.99

HeirloomHeirloom HeirloomHeirloom HeirloomHeirloom

Seed & Plant Limitation of Remedy

We warrant, to the extent of the 
purchase price only, that the seeds 
and plants we sell are as described in 
our catalogs, website and/or labels 
within recognized tolerances. No other 
warranty is given, expressed or implied, 
of the merchantability or fitness of the 
seeds and plants that we sell for any 
particular purpose, or against loss due 
to any cause . We cannot accept any 
responsibility for the many growing and 
climactic conditions beyond our control 
(i.e. soil preparation, fertilization, weed 
and pest control, temperature control, 
irrigation, etc) that must be met to 
ensure the success of your crop(s) or 
plant(s). In no event shall we be liable 
for any direct or indirect damages or 
consequential losses arising out of the 
use or inability to use the seeds and 
plants that we sell, notwithstanding 
the failure of the essential purpose of 
any remedy .

$3$39999
PER PACK

On  Brand Seed Packs

Mix & Match Discount

10+ 10%10%   OffOff
25+ 20%20%  OffOff
50+ 25%25%  OffOff

Biodegradable pots & Reusable toolsBiodegradable pots & Reusable tools
start seeds sustainablystart seeds sustainably

Paper Pot Kit 
Grow in soil blocks without the time, hassle, and expense 
of a soil blocker . The 72 cell paper pots come attached as 
a honeycombed strip . Easily pull the 1 .9” square by 2” deep 
pots apart when it is time to plant. Plant pots into 
the ground where they will decompose. Hold 
open the paper pots on the 12” by 24” drain 
trays with simple plastic clips. Kit includes 
2 strips of paper pots, 2 reusable drain 
trays, and one set of reusable clips .

GPK061  $49.99

GP062  Paper Pot Strip  $2.99
GP063  Paper Pot Opening Clips  $19.49
GP064  Paper Pot Drain Tray  $9.49
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Golden Globe
45–65 Days. Biennial. Yellow 3–4” 
diameter globes are sweet with tender 
with mild deep golden-yellow flesh. 
Medium-sized . Cut leaf tops and this 
turnip keeps well. Good to cook for 
mashing, tastes more like a rutabaga 
than an early summer turnip, excellent  
for home gardens .

SNV8255  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8255B  ¼ lb  89,999 seeds  $19.99

NEW Scarlet Ohno Revival
50 Days. Biennial . Hot pink, rounded 
roots with pink-streaked white interiors 
and mild, crunchy taste; great for 
pickling . Greens have long strap-shaped 
leaves and are smooth with magenta 
midribs. 2” round turnips are best grown 
in spring or in late summer for fall 
harvest .

SNV8646  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99

Purple Top White Globe
45–65 Days. Biennial . Heirloom . Purple 
Top White Globe is a fast growing, crisp, 
fine-grained turnip. It is purple above 
ground and white below. It keeps its mild, 
sweet flavor and tenderness yet grows 
larger than other turnips and stores well. 
An excellent source of vitamins A, C, E, 
B6, and folate .

SNV8200  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8200B  ¼ lb  61,629 seeds  $24.99

Turnip Seeds

HeirloomHeirloom

Seed & Plant Limitation of Remedy

We warrant, to the extent of the 
purchase price only, that the seeds 
and plants we sell are as described in 
our catalogs, website and/or labels 
within recognized tolerances. No other 
warranty is given, expressed or implied, 
of the merchantability or fitness of the 
seeds and plants that we sell for any 
particular purpose, or against loss due 
to any cause . We cannot accept any 
responsibility for the many growing and 
climactic conditions beyond our control 
(i.e. soil preparation, fertilization, weed 
and pest control, temperature control, 
irrigation, etc) that must be met to 
ensure the success of your crop(s) or 
plant(s). In no event shall we be liable 
for any direct or indirect damages or 
consequential losses arising out of the 
use or inability to use the seeds and 
plants that we sell, notwithstanding 
the failure of the essential purpose of 
any remedy .

Buy 8 or More  Seed Packs & Get

FREE SHIPPING
On Seed Pack Only Orders*   See page 66 for details

A X-Jumbo 6-Packs
Recycled Sheets of 6 Six-Packs .  
Each cell is 2⅜” x 2⅜” x 2¾” deep. 
GP324  $1.99/Sheet of 6

B Jumbo 6-Packs
Recycled Sheets of 8 Six-Packs .  
Each cell is 1¾” x 2½” x 3½” deep . 
GP323  $1.49/Sheet of 8

C 6–Packs
These lightweight plastic containers.  
Sheet of 12 Six-Packs . Each cell is  
1⅝” x 1¾” x 2¾” deep.
GP322  $2.49/Sheet of 12

Reduce Transplant ShockReduce Transplant Shock
6-packs6-packs

D Square Seed Flats
Provides better drainage than perforated, solid-bottomed trays, but is tight enough to hold soil . 
GP330  17” x 17” x 2”  $1.99

AA

BB

CC

DD
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Moon and Stars
95–100 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
This unique watermelon’s round, dark-
green fruit is splashed with small yellow 
“stars” and usually one larger yellow 
“moon”. Luscious, light-red, juicy flesh. 
The fruit is 8–12” in diameter . This 
famous heirloom matures quickly, but 
only holds for a short time .

SNV8098  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8098B  1 oz  184 seeds  $24.99

All Sweet
90–104 Days. Tender Annual. Yellow-
green rind, with dark-green broken 
stripes. It’s flesh is reddish in color with 
few, small seeds. It grows 17–19” long, 
up to 7” in diameter, and averages 25–28 
lb. This melon stands long in the field 
without becoming overripe.

SNV8095  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8095B  ¼ lb  2,625 seeds  $49.99

Crimson Sweet
88 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
Crimson Sweet has a tough, medium-
thick, light-green rind with small, 
dark-green stripes . Its shape is blocky 
at 12” by 10” and weighing up to 25 lb. 
Its bright, deep-red flesh is high in sugar 
content and has few, small seeds.

SNV8096  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8096B  ¼ lb  2,841 seeds  $19.99

Sugar Baby
76 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom .  
This reliable, somewhat drought-tolerant 
watermelon was developed in 1959.  
The cute, round, 5–6 lb fruits have 
reddish orange flesh underneath a rind 
that is nearly black when ripe. Sugar 
Baby grows to a fridge friendly size and 
is a perfect choice for small gardens .

SNV8418  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8418B  ¼ lb  2,625 seeds  $29.99

Watermelon Seeds

HeirloomHeirloom HeirloomHeirloom HeirloomHeirloom

Starting 
As Low As
$3.19each

Renee’s Garden Seeds
We are proud to offer these quality seeds, selected from  
seed trials performed by Renee’s Garden . All of the seeds  
are non-GMO and includes many heirlooms, hybrids and  
open-pollinated varieties of flowers, herbs, and vegetables.
Over 175 Varieties Available!

Strictly Medicinal Seeds
We also offer seeds from Strictly Medicinal — a highly dependable 
source of rare and unusual medicinal plants and seeds .  
All the seeds are non-GMO and most are certified organic.
Over 75 Varieties Available!

Tendersweet Orange
90 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . Very 
sweet, bright orange flesh makes this a 
favorite watermelon. Oblong fruit grows 
to 35 lb with medium-thick light-green 
rind with dark green stripes. Watermelon 
is low in calories and is very nutritious.  
It is high in lycopene .

SNV8578  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8578B  ¼ lb  1,432 seeds  $34.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Other seed brands we offerOther seed brands we offer
Renee’s Garden & strictly MedicinalRenee’s Garden & strictly Medicinal

$3$39999
PER PACK

On  Brand Seed Packs

Mix & Match Discount

10+ 10%10%   OffOff
25+ 20%20%  OffOff
50+ 25%25%  OffOff
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Basil – Lemon
55–70 Days. Annual Heirloom . The 
pleasant lemon fragrance of this basil 
makes it a great accompaniment for fish. 
It is also excellent in teas, potpourris, 
and dried arrangements . The plant 
bears light-green leaves and small, white 
flowers on 24” stalks.

SNV8001  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8001B  ¼ lb  56,138 seeds  $49.99

Basil – Dark Purple
75–90 Days. Annual . Heirloom . Purple 
Opal’s striking red-purple leaves and 
stems add color to food as either a 
garnish or a seasoning and colors 
vinegar red . Purple Opal’s leaves have a 
sweet, anise-like flavor.

SNV8002  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8002B  1 oz  19,155 seeds  $19.99

Basil – Genovese
65–75 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
This classic Italian basil is most often 
used for making pesto. It has a sweet 
fragrance and is slow to bolt. Its large, 
green leaves average 2” long .

SNV8000  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8000B  ¼ lb  69,999 seeds  $19.99

Basil – Cinnamon
55–70 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
This basil has reddish stems, purple 
flowers, and a small to medium sized 
green leaves. Plants can grow to 3’  
tall . The leaves have a cinnamon taste 
and smell .

SNV8489  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8489B  1 oz  28,928 seeds  $14.99

Basil – Culinary Blend
55–85 Days. Tender Annual . A basil 
lovers delight! Sweet and a bit peppery, 
Genovese is excellent in pesto . Corsican 
has beautiful purple stems and mottled 
green and purple leaves . Lemon lends a 
unique lemony scent and taste to dishes . 
The seeds are not color coded . 

SNV8361  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8361B  ¼ lb  59,062 seeds  $64.99

Basil – Lime
65–75 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
Lime flavor mixed with basil makes this 
an irresistible herb . Use the 2” green 
leaves with chicken, fish, salads, and 
iced tea whenever you want a citrus 
spark . Substitutes for lemongrass in 
Asian recipes . Enjoy fresh all summer 
then dried or frozen in ice cubes . 

SNV8459  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8459B  ¼ lb  80,999 seeds  $49.99

HeirloomHeirloom HeirloomHeirloom HeirloomHeirloom

HeirloomHeirloom HeirloomHeirloom

Basil – Sweet
55–85 Days. Tender Annual. Sweet basil 
is a slow-bolting variety that makes a 
wonderful pesto and is a great choice for 
taking to market . Its dark-green leaves 
are broad and uniform . Basil is rich in 
vitamin K and beta-carotene, natural 
anti-inflammatory ingredients.

SNV8003  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8003B  ¼ lb  79,858 seeds  $44.99

Herbs & Edible Flower Seeds

Basil – Thai
70–80 Days. Tender Annual . Thai basil is 
a key ingredient in Asian cuisine, offering 
a sweet, anise, clove flavor. Green leaves 
on purple stems with purple flowers. 
Grows well in containers.

SNV8419  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8419B  1 oz  30,815 seeds  $19.99

Buy 8 or More  Seed Packs & Get

FREE SHIPPING
On Seed Pack Only Orders*   See page 66 for details
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Dill – Bouquet
55–70 Days. Annual . Earlier blooming 
than Mammoth dill, Bouquet dill has 
large seed umbels and dark-green 
foliage. Dill provides a great beneficial-
insect habitat in the garden and can 
reseed prolifically. 

SNV8052  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8052B  ¼ lb  92,949 seeds  $14.99

Cilantro
30–65 Days. Annual . Similar in 
appearance to parsley, cilantro is a 
staple in Mexican, Indian and Asian 
cuisines . This bolt-resistant variety 
produces lush growth. The seeds of  
the plant can be harvested and are  
called coriander . 

SNV8035  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99
SNV8035B  ¼ lb  9,692 seeds  $14.99

Dill – Mammoth
40–55 Days. Biennial . This large dill has 
aromatic flowers, seeds, and foliage. 
Mammoth dill’s very large flower heads 
can produce almost a cup of seed per 
head! This tasty herb is also a wonderful 
garden companion as it is highly 
attractive to many beneficial insects.

SNV8389  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8389B  ¼ lb  76,620 seeds  $14.99

NEW Dill – Mt. Adams
35 Days. Annual . A must have in any 
garden, Mt . Adams dill is a great early-to-
flower variety perfect for seed and flower 
production . It is also a good producer of 
dill leaf but not as prolific as Mammoth.  
In Washington state dill is a commercial 
crop, where many acres are produced 
for distilling into essential oil, as a seed 
crop, and for fresh markets .

SNV8608  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99

NEW Dill – Greensleeves
45 Days. Annual . A compact, high 
yielding dill for leaf production . Dark 
green leaves are aromatic and pleasingly 
sweet eaten fresh or dried. Slow to 
bolt and a good container variety . This 
tasty herb is also a wonderful garden 
companion as it is highly attractive to 
many beneficial insects.

SNV8607  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99

Chives
90–100 Days. Hardy Perennial . 
The thin, round leaves of chives are 
commonly used in soups and sauces . 
The plant grows in clumps up to 12” 
high and produces lavender flowers 
in midsummer . Chives are useful as a 
companion plant throughout the garden . 

SNV8034  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99
SNV8034B  ¼ lb  103,089 seeds  $39.99

Calendula – Orange
40–50 Days. Annual . These orange 
flowers tolerate heat and bloom from 
early summer through light frosts and 
light snow in autumn. Use as a coloring 
substitute for saffron in cooking, as an 
edible flower with a nutty flavor, or as an 
ingredient in skin creams .

SNV8424  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99
SNV8424B  1 oz  1,739 seeds  $34.99

Catnip
75–80 Days. Hardy Perennial . Catnip is 
a member of the mint family . It spreads 
rapidly and produces lavender flowers. 
The lemon-mint flavor and fragrance 
of its leaves make a relaxing tea for 
humans . Of course, cats love it, too!

SNV8030 Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8030B  1 oz  52,499 seeds  $24.99

Borage – Starflower
50–70 Days. Hardy Annual . Borage is 
a fascinating herb native to Syria with 
wrinkled, hairy leaves and a cucumber-
like taste . Edible, bright blue, star-shaped 
flowers with prominent black anthers 
have a sweet flavor and are perfect 
garnishes for desserts .

SNV8202  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99
SNV8202B  ¼ lb  5,815 seeds  $34.99

Herb Seeds (Continued)

Chervil – Fine Curled
10–14 Days. Nice addition to salads, 
giving a mild, sweet anise flavor. 
Vigorous, slow-bolting plants can be 
planted in the spring or fall . This variety  
is also called French parsley .

SNV8579  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99
SNV8579B  ¼ lb  72,500 seeds  $49.99

Chives – Garlic
90–100 Days. Hardy Perennial . Also 
called Chinese leeks, garlic chives 
resemble regular chives except that their 
leaves are shiny and flat. The plant bears 
beautiful, white flower heads.

SNV8033  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99
SNV8033B  1 oz  8,338 seeds  $19.99

Chamomile
60–70 Days. Annual . An attractive herb 
with small white, daisy-like flowers with 
yellow centers and finely-cut foliage. The 
flowers are fragrant with an apple-like 
scent and attract bees, butterflies and 
birds as well as being a source for herbal 
tea and medicinal qualities . 

SNV8384  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99
SNV8384B  1 oz  202,496 seeds  $79.99
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Lemon Balm
70 Days. Perennial . Lemon Balm is a 
member of the mint family and has 
fragrant, lemon-scented leaves and 
clusters of small, white flowers that  
are attractive to bees . The leaves  
can be used for flavoring teas,  
ice cream, fruit, or in pesto and also  
have medicinal qualities . 

SNV8394  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99
SNV8394B  1 oz  40,499 seeds  $24.99

Fennel – Florence
65–100 Days. Annual . Heirloom . 
Called finocchio in Italy, fennel’s licorice 
flavored, overlapping leaves form a 
bulb-like enlargement at the base of the 
celery-like stalks . The bulb is great in 
stir-fry dishes, soups, and raw in salads. 
Fennel also grows well in containers.

SNV8057  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99
SNV8057B  ¼ lb  29,226 seeds  $54.99

Lavender – English-Vera
90–120 Days. Perennial . Heirloom 
Compact plants growing 1–3 feet have 
dark lavender-blue flower spikes. Vera 
is a very cold hardy variety of English 
lavender. Use as a cut flower, for 
sachets, oil production, or as an edible 
flower. 

SNV8565  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8565B  1 oz  26,745 seeds  $49.99

Marjoram – Sweet
85 Days. Perennial . Its leaves are  
used in vinegar, soups, salads,  
dressings, roast lamb, and with  
tomatoes. Marjoram will not survive 
harsh northern winters outdoors. 

SNV8094  Pack  500 seeds  $3.99
SNV8094B  1 oz  208,452 seeds  $49.99

Herb Seeds (Continued)

HeirloomHeirloom

HeirloomHeirloom

Lovage
10–14 Days. Perennial . Young leaves 
taste like celery and are used in spring 
salads and with potato, rice, and poultry 
dishes . Roots and young stems are also 
edible . Young stems can be cut, peeled, 
and used in salads . Stems are smooth, 
hollow, and thick.

SNV8587  Pack  500 seeds  $3.99
SNV8587B  1 oz  8,900 seeds  $29.99

Fennel – Bronze
50–60 Days. Tender Perennial grown 
as an annual . Heirloom . Non-bulbing 
fennel grown for bronze, flavorful leaves 
and seeds . Leaves have a springy, anise 
taste; seeds are used in Italian sausage, 
Middle Eastern, and Indian cuisine . Self-
sows readily.

SNV8430  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99
SNV8430B  1 oz  9,265 seeds  $29.99

HeirloomHeirloom

a home for your plantsa home for your plants
Raised bedsRaised beds

Instabrace® Pack of 4
The Instabrace® is right at home in veggie gardens and the  
perfect complement for patios and decks. Stack any 2” wood  
into the patented brace to create the raised bed that is just right 
for your needs. The brace is about 10” tall and will make a raised  
bed about 12–13”, depending on the wood you choose. As always, 
made in the USA, from recycled metal! Sold in sets of four .  
*Does NOT include wood. This product has a CA Prop 65 warning.

GP1550  Sun  $91.99 GP1551  Dragonfly  $104.99

Smart Pot Big Bag Beds
The patented Smart Pot is a soft-sided, fabric aeration container 
that has the rigidity to hold its shape. It is foldable and made with 
a UV stabilizer. It will last from 3–5 years, depending on location. 
Its enclosed bottom discourages moles and gophers . Smart Pots 
let the roots grow out to the side of the pot where they come in 
contact with air. The root tips then dry out and cause the plant to 
create more roots laterally, filling the container with more roots. 
Even though the Smart Pot is completely porous, it can be used with 
any medium without worrying about particles leaching out. They 
warm quickly in the spring. The aeration also releases heat, up to 
30 degrees more than traditional plastic . With a cooler container, 
roots will grow even in hotter temperatures as well as keeping 
microorganism life alive and working.

GP2570  Long, 6 feet, 16” W x 6’ L x 16” H  $70.49  (pictured)
GP2551  Large, 100 gallon, 50” Diameter x 12” H  $46.49
GP2548  Mini, 15 gallon, 24” Diameter x 8” H  $17.49
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Tarragon – Mexican
90–100 Days. Tender Perennial grown 
as Annual . Heirloom . Long leaves 
are even more flavorful than French 
Tarragon, with more anise. Grows well 
in hot climates where French Tarragon 
does not survive .

SNV8445  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99
SNV8445B  1 oz  33,749 seeds  $64.99

Herb Seeds (Continued)

Sage
80–90 Days. Perennial . This is a 
culinary, large-leaved sage variety . Used 
both dried and fresh, sage leaves are 
a popular poultry and meat seasoning . 
Sage also makes a soothing tea .

SNV8148  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8148B  1 oz  3,672 seeds  $29.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Summer Savory
60–70 Days. Tender Annual . Heirloom . 
Its tiny leaves will add big peppery 
accents to your bean, cabbage and meat 
dishes. This annual has a flavor similar 
to thyme and is part of a Bouquet Garnis . 
Use the tender stalks as well as the 
leaves early in the summer and later in 
the summer use only the leaves . 

SNV8482  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99
SNV8482B  1 oz  45,725 seeds  $9.99

Thyme – German Winter
90–100 Days. Hardy Perennial . Short, 
compact, aromatic herb. This winter 
hardy variety has attractive tiny lavender 
flowers. Thyme is known to deter 
cabbage worms. It’s aromatic leaves are 
used in sauces, soups, and stews.

SNV8263  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99
SN8263B  1 oz  72,691 seeds  $34.99

Thyme – English
90–100 Days. Hardy Perennial . A short, 
compact, aromatic herb, thyme is a 
classic in any garden . It forms attractive, 
tiny lavender flowers which attract bees. 

SNV8167  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99
SNV8167B  1 oz  149,208 seeds  $44.99

Tulsi Basil – Kapoor
60 Days. Unique, mild spicy aroma  
with hints of coffee and chocolate. 
Compact but very full, attractive 
plants. Its purple flowers make it a nice 
beneficial and/or ornamental plant. For 
teas, culinary, and medicinal use . Also 
known as “Spice Basil” or “Holy Basil.”

SNV8596  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8596B  1 oz  45,000 seeds  $49.99

Mix & Match Discount

Buy in Bulk &

SAVE!
10+ 10%  10%  OffOff

25+ 20% 20% OffOff

50+ 25% 25% OffOff

— B R A N D S E E D S —

Oregano – Italian
100 Days. Tender Perennial . Traditional 
Italian Oregano . This is a culinary, large-
leaved variety with white flowers. Use 
oregano leaves dried or fresh in chili, 
tomato sauce, meats, and pizza .

SNV8108  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8108B  1 oz  253,121 seeds  $49.99

Oregano – Greek
>100 Days. Perennial . Heirloom .  
Spicier than the traditional Italian  
variety, the smaller leaves can be 
used fresh or dried . A favorite in 
Mediterranean cuisine . 

SNV8495  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8495B  1 oz  236,246 seeds  $54.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Parsley – Moss Curled
70–80 Days. Biennial . Double curled, 
ruffled leaves adorn 10” stems. Moss 
curled has a milder flavor than the flat-
leaf type . Parsley makes an attractive 
garnish . Eat as a natural breath freshener .

SNV8111  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8111B  ¼ lb  71,771 seeds  $19.99

Parsley – Italian
78–80 Days. Biennial . Italian parsley is  
a glossy flat-leaf variety that is called for 
in many gourmet recipes . It’s excellent  
for seasoning, with a stronger flavor  
than many curly types . It turns bitter 
when it bolts.

SNV8110  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8110B  ¼ lb  42,313 seeds  $14.99

Mint – Korean Licorice
65+ Days. Hardy Perennial . A hardy 
perennial plant with heart-shaped leaves 
and purple flower spikes. The plant 
has a pleasing licorice scent . Does not 
spread like other mints, it actually grows 
in clumps. Leaves and flowers can be 
used in salads, seasoning in cooking, or 
in teas .

SNV8538  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8538B  1 oz  78,749 seeds  $49.99
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Skyscraper
Tender Annual . Full Sun . Height at 
maturity 12 .’ Skyscraper is a big 
sunflower with edible seeds, growing 
to 12’ tall with whopping 14” flowers. 
Stake this towering plant. Skyscraper 
will produce enough seeds to feed you 
and the birds . Ideal as a backdrop on the 
north side of your edible garden .

SNV8483  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8483B  ¼ lb  942 seeds  $14.99

Autumn Beauty
Annual . Full Sun . Height at maturity 
6–7.’ Organically grown. Rich shades of 
orange, yellow, bronze, and red on multi-
branched plants . More colorful than the 
standard yellow sunflower. Plant after 
spring frost . 

SWF8010  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SWF8010B  ¼ lb  3,653 seeds  $38.49

Evening Colors
Annual . Full Sun . Height at maturity 8 .’ 
Open Pollinated. Organically grown.  
Bi-color flowers to solid colors ranging 
from yellow, orange to red with a 
chocolate brown center. Plant has a 
main flower stalk with several side 
branches .

SNV8496  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8496B  ¼ lb  3,868 seeds  $49.99

Sunflower Seeds
O
pe

n 
PollinatedExclusive

Peaceful Valley Brand

Buy 8 or More  Seed Packs & Get

FREE SHIPPING
On Seed Pack Only Orders*   See page 66 for details

Teddy Bear
Annual . Full Sun . Height at maturity  
24”–30 .” F1 Hybrid . Produces multi-
petaled bright golden-yellow flowers 
on a stout dwarf plant. Makes a nice 
cut flower. Plant in containers or in the 
borders of your cutting garden .

SNV8498  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8498B  ¼ lb  5,289 seeds  $49.98

F1 hybridF1 hybrid

Torch – Mexican Sunflower
Annual . Full Sun . Height at maturity 
3–5 .’ A large, spectacular member of the 
aster family with striking orange blooms 
on velvety green stems . It attracts 
butterflies, grows well in the summer  
heat . Plant after last frost .

SWF171  Pack  283 seeds  $3.99
SWF170  ¼ lb  11,340 seeds  $13.49

Zohar Hybrid
F1 Hybrid . Annual . Full Sun . Height 
at maturity 3–4.’ Organically grown. 
Produces a single stem sunflower with 
orange and yellow petals. A sterile 
sunflower that is used as a cut flower. 
Attracts bees, butterflies, and birds. 
Adaptable to various soil types . 

SNV8499  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8499B  1 oz  476 seeds  $49.99

F1 hybridF1 hybrid

growOrganic.comgrowOrganic.com//Blogs/videosBlogs/videos

• Video How to Grow Organic Sunflowers

Organic Gardening 
Resource Center

Growing Guides, Solution Charts & More

Scan Me !Scan Me !
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AA

BB

AA Dramm Water Breaker, Redhead - 1000PL
Provide a gentle shower for your plants. 
Combine with Dramm 16” or 30” wands.
WOT311  $16.99

BB Plastic Shut Off Valve
¾” female hose thread (FHT)  
x ¾” male hose thread (MHT).
IRH320  $2.24

Dramm Watering Wand
The simple, lightweight, easy to 
handle, sturdy aluminum design 
has been a staple for commercial 
growers since it was invented. 

WOT3216  16”  $11.49
WOT3236  36”  $14.99

J Watering Can 8 Liter
Features a sprinkler spout and large reservoir to help you tackle 
the largest of jobs .
WWC290  8 L  $16.99

K Watering Can 5 Liter
The extra long spout is designed to sustain balance decreasing 
water spillage when watering can is full. Made in the USA.
WWC150  5 L  $31.49

L Watering Can 1 Liter
Compact and lightweight, this plastic watering can is your helper 
for small watering jobs, or those times you need a narrow spout.
WWC295  1 L  $5.49

Water is a seed’s best friendWater is a seed’s best friend
Helpful extrasHelpful extras

C
D

Dramm One Touch™ Rain Wand™
One Touch™ Rain Wand™ offers a precise 
control of water with an easy-to-use  
thumb controlled valve. Allows complete 
and total water flow control with one touch 
of your thumb. Made with heavy-duty 
aluminum for lightweight feel.

C  WWW141  16”  $22.99
D  WWW142  30”  $30.49

Interchangeable Dramm Heads
E  WOT311  The 1000PL Redhead water 

breaker has over 1,000 micro holes for a 
soft shower. ABS plastic and stainless steel. 
One year guarantee . Made in U .S .A .  $16.99

F  WOT314  Dramm's Aluminum 400 Water 
Breaker provides fast, full-flow watering 
without damage to your plants or  
disturbing soil . Lifetime guarantee .  
Made in U .S .A .  $20.99

G  WOT337  The Kaleidoscope nine  
pattern nozzle is ideal for all watering 
needs . A quick click dial changes the  
spray pattern . Heavy duty construction .  
Lifetime guarantee .  $8.99

H Dramm Fogg-It Nozzles
Machined, all-brass nozzle breaks  
the water into a fine fog which lays  
a gentle dew on soil and seedlings.
WOT305  Superfine, ½ GPM  $12.49
WOT300  Low Volume, 2 GPM  $12.49
WOT302  Heavy Spray, 4 GPM  $12.49

I Gilmore Bubbler
Screw the Bubbler onto your hose and place 
it near your plants. Water will gently soak 
into the ground with minimal erosion.
WOT570  $9.49

E F G H I

K

J

L
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Baby’s Breath – Covent Garden 
Annual . Full sun . Height at maturity 12–
24 .” Baby’s Breath is a hardy annual that 
is easy to grow and quick to bloom. Dries 
beautifully . ¼ lb covers approximately 
1,000 sq ft if broadcast . Direct seed 1” 
apart then thin to 1’ between plants. 

SWF106  Pack  709 seeds  $3.99
SWF105  ¼ lb  113,398 seeds  $9.99

Bachelor Buttons – Polka Dot Mix
Annual. Full sun/part sun. Height at 
maturity 12–24 .” Blooms in shades of 
blue, crimson, pink, and white that is 
quick and easy to grow. Seeds are not 
color coded .

SWF151  Pack  624 seeds  $3.99
SWF150  ¼ lb  24,948 seeds  $9.99
SWF2010  1 lb  99,790 seeds  $18.99

Baby Blue Eyes
Annual . Shade . Height at maturity 6–12 .” 
A small, low growing wildflower with 
delicate, 1” sky blue flowers that appear 
in spring . Requires little attention, re-
seeds easily . Deer resistant . Pack covers 
approximately 10 sq ft if broadcast . Thin 
to 6” apart .

SWF121  Pack  687 seeds  $3.99
SWF120  ¼ lb  54,998 seeds  $25.49

Bee Balm
Perennial. Full/part sun. Height at Maturity 
3–4 .’ It has a long history of use as a 
medicinal herb and today is used to flavor 
herbal teas . It is enjoyable in the garden 
for its pleasant scent. Grows readily from 
seed. Sow seeds in early fall or in spring 
after danger of last frost has passed . 
Keep soil moist for 6 weeks after planting.

SWF1861  Pack  700 seeds  $3.99

Bird’s Eyes
Annual . Full sun . Height at maturity 2–3 .’ 
Small lavender flowers with yellowish-
white center are quite showy in spring 
and summer. Easy to grow from seed, 
quick to germinate and bloom . Keep soil 
moist for six weeks after planting. Thin 
plants as they become overcrowded. 
Pack covers approximately 10 sq ft .

SWF1816  Pack  3,118 seeds  $3.99

Wildflower Seeds O
pe

n 
PollinatedExclusive

Peaceful Valley Brand

Basil – Flowering Aromatto
Tender Annual . Full sun . Height at 
maturity 20–24.” Aromatto grows as a 
sturdy upright plant with purple stems, 
green/purple leaves, and dark purple 
flowers. Scent is similar to Cinnamon 
basil and has a sweet-tasting leaf. 
Flowers are edible.

SNV8551  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8551B  1 oz  14,613 seeds  $19.99

Amaranth – Elephant Head
Tender Annual . Open Pollinated, 
Heirloom. This deep red flower is large 
and can be 10–12” on a 3–5’ tall plant . 
The seeds are edible and can be popped, 
cooked like a grain or ground into flour. 
Not only are the seeds edible, but the 
young leaves are nutritious greens .

SNV8546  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
SNV8546B  1 oz  182,900 seeds  $54.99

HeirloomHeirloom

Black-Eyed Susan
Biennial. Full/part sun. Height at maturity 
24–36.” Popular wildflower that performs 
well in full sun with little attention. Grown 
as an annual or short-lived perennial, 
blooms first year from seed, deer 
resistant . Pack covers approximately  
10 sq ft if broadcast . Thin to 12” apart .

SWF201  Pack  539 seeds  $3.99
SWF200  ¼ lb  215,457 seeds  $15.49
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Black-Eyed Susan – Sweet
Perennial. Full/part sun. Height at 
maturity 3’–4.’ A perennial wildflower 
with sweetly scented yellow coneflowers 
that adorn the bushy plant from summer 
through fall . Drought tolerant and 
suitable for cut flowers. Pack covers 
approximately 10 sq ft if broadcast . 

SWF1901  Pack  2,301 seeds  $3.99

Chinese Houses – Purple
Annual . Shade . Height at maturity 
18–24.” Lovely native wildflower in 
shades of rose or violet that grows well 
in shade . Common name is derived from 
the appearance of flowers stacked like 
pagodas . Pack covers approximately 10 
sq ft if broadcast . Thin to 9–12” apart . 

SWF746  Pack  256 seeds  $3.99

California Blue Bells
Annual . Full sun . Height at maturity 
8–12 .” The inky blue, bell-shaped 
flowers bloom in summer and are sure 
to attract attention . Foliage is coarsely 
toothed and gray-green in color and 
veined in a contrasting red . Pack covers 
approximately 10 sq ft if broadcast . Thin 
to 8” apart .

SWF709  Pack  2,835 seeds  $3.99

Blanketflower
Perennial Full sun . Drought tolerant 
perennial with bi-color flowers in warm 
shades of red-orange and yellow. 
Blooms from summer through fall and 
make excellent cut flowers. Pack covers 
approximately 10 sq ft if broadcast . Thin 
to 12” apart .

SWF256  Pack  412 seeds  $3.99
SWF255  ¼ lb  32,999 seeds  $18.99

Columbine – McKana’s Giant Mix
Perennial . Shade . Height at maturity 
2–3 .’ Prefers rich soil and partial shade . 
Pack covers approximately 10 sq ft 
if broadcast . Keep the seeds cool 
and moist for 3–4 weeks to improve 
germination rates . Blooms second spring 
from seed . Seeds are not color coded .

SWF176  Pack  227 seeds  $3.99

Wildflower Seeds (Continued)

Celosia – Plume Mix
Annual . Full Sun . Height at maturity 
30–40 .” Large feathery plumes are a 
great textural addition to bouquets . A 
mix of yellow, orange, pink, and red. 
Pinch initial bud to increase branching . 
Do not cover seed as it needs light for 
germination . Display fresh or dried . 

SWF8035  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99

Celosia – Supercrest Mix
Annual . Full Sun . Height at maturity 16–
24.” Mixture of fan shaped flower combs 
in iridescent shades of green, orange, 
pink, red, and yellow. Do not cover seed 
as it needs light for germination . Display 
fresh or dried . Remove bottom foliage to 
extend vase life . 

SWF8036  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99

Coneflower – Clasping
Annual . Full sun . Height at maturity 
12–18 .” Annual Black-eyed Susan 
with drooping yellow petals and 
cone-like center. Very easy to grow in 
hot, dry areas . Keep soil moist for 4 
weeks of after planting. Pack covers 
approximately 10 sq ft if broadcast .

SWF1896  Pack  1,441 seeds  $3.99

Coneflower – Common Purple
Perennial . Full sun . Height at maturity 
2–3.’ The easiest echinacea to grow 
— germinates without stratification. 
Vigorous plants with large, purple-
petaled flowers. Fibrous roots are easy 
to harvest (other species have taproots .) 
Attracts and is a food source for bees . 

SNV8583  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99
SNV8583B  1 oz  7,200 seeds  $14.99

Coneflower – Yellow Prairie
Perennial . Full sun . Height at maturity  
2–3 .’ Drought tolerant perennial  
found along roadsides, meadows, and 
disturbed areas in its native range .  
Can be planted in the garden plot or in a 
naturalized meadow setting. Pack covers 
approximately 10 sq ft if broadcast . 

SWF1886  Pack  769 seeds  $3.99

Coneflower – Purple
Perennial . Full sun . Height at maturity 
2–4 .’ Lavender petals surrounding a 
reddish-orange cone center . Parts of  
this flower have purported medicinal 
benefits. Pack covers approximately  
10 sq ft if broadcast . 

SWF221  Pack  482 seeds  $3.99
SWF220  ¼ lb  38,555 seeds  $17.99
SWF2030  1 lb  154,221 seeds  $48.49

Mix & Match Discount

Buy in Bulk &

SAVE!
10+ 10%  10%  OffOff

25+ 20% 20% OffOff

50+ 25% 25% OffOff

— B R A N D S E E D S —
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Cosmos – Bright Lights Mix
Annual . Full sun . Height at maturity 2–3 .’ 
A colorful mix of semi-double flowers. 
This mix has an extended bloom season . 
A hardy plant that is easy to grow in 
either dry conditions or with moderate 
water. Pack covers approximately 10 sq ft 
if broadcast . Seeds are not color coded .

SWF246  Pack  411 seeds  $3.99
SWF245  ¼ lb  15,762 seeds  $13.49

Daisy – Gloriosa
Perennial . Full sun . Height at maturity 
24–30 .” This tender perennial produces 
large blooms in deep orange, yellow, 
or red that reach 6–8” in diameter! The 
flowers have a long vase life lasting up  
to 2 weeks. Pack covers approximately  
10 sq ft if broadcast .

SWF166  Pack  425 seeds  $3.99
SWF165  ¼ lb  170,097 seeds  $21.99

Cosmos – Sensation Mix
Annual . Full sun . Height at maturity 
2–3.’ A sensational mix of white, rose, 
pink, and crimson flowers. Easy to grow. 
Pack covers approximately 10 sq ft 
if broadcast. Thin to 1–2’ apart when 
plants reach 2” tall . Seeds are not color 
coded .

SWF216  Pack  556 seeds  $3.99
SWF215  ¼ lb  22,226 seeds  $13.49

Cosmos – Yellow
Annual . Full sun . Height at maturity 
2–3.’ Deep yellow semi-double flowers 
seem to glow on bushy plants. Blooms 
for consecutive weeks and makes a 
long lasting cut flower. Pack covers 
approximately 10 sq ft if broadcast . Thin 
to 12” apart when plants reach 2–3” tall.

SWF251  Pack  411 seeds  $3.99

Coreopsis – Dwarf Red Plains
Annual. Full/part sun. Height at maturity 
12–24.” A dwarf variety of Plains 
Coreopsis with abundant mahogany-
red blooms. Small, daisy-like flowers 
grow on slender stems. Use in mass 
plantings or as an accent plant . This 
coreopsis reseeds very well. Pack covers 
approximately 10 sq ft if broadcast . 

SWF666  Pack  875 seeds  $3.99

Coreopsis – Lance-Leaved
Perennial . Part sun . Height at maturity 
2–3.’ Easy to grow perennial with  
brilliant yellow flowers that are 2”  
across on single stems . Soft hairs  
cover the leaves . Pack covers 
approximately 10 sq ft if broadcast .

SWF241  Pack  345 seeds  $3.99
SWF240  ¼ lb  55,225 seeds  $17.49

Daisy – Shasta Alaska
Perennial . Part sun . Height at maturity 
2–4.’ Large, daisy flowers reach 5” wide 
on long, up right stems. Easy to grow 
and long lived . Blooms the second 
summer after planting . Pack covers 
approximately 10 sq ft if broadcast .

SWF441  Pack  532 seeds  $3.99
SWF440  ¼ lb  85,049 seeds  $18.99

Coreopsis – Plains
Annual . Part sun . Height at maturity 
2–4 .’ Cheery bi-color annual in shades of 
yellow and red actually means “cheerful” 
in the language of flowers. Useful as a 
filler in bouquets or as edible flowers, 
to add color to salads . Pack covers 
approximately 10 sq ft if broadcast . 

SWF211  Pack  875 seeds  $3.99
SWF210  ¼ lb  349,947 seeds  $14.49

Wildflower Seeds (Continued)

Cosmos – Seashells
Annual . Full sun . Height at maturity 36” 
Unique fluted petals form tubular shell-
like flowers in shades of carmine, pink, 
rose, and white. The 36” tall plants have 
a 24” spread and airy foliage, making it 
suitable as a stand alone cut, or a fine 
addition in mixed arrangements .

SWF8037  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99
SWF8037B  1 oz  5,563 seeds  $36.49

Daisy – Tricolor
Annual . Full sun . Height at maturity 
12–24 .” Also called Painted Daisy . 
Large tricolored, daisy-like flowers in 
white, pink and yellow are easy to grow 
and are long blooming . Pack covers 
approximately 10 sq ft if broadcast . Thin 
to 12–18” apart .

SWF186  Pack  496 seeds  $3.99
SWF185  ¼ lb  39,689 seeds  $17.49

Dense Blazing Star
Perennial . Full sun . Height at maturity 
2–3.’ Unusual perennial with up right 
spikes of purple flowers. Flowers are 
grown commercially for the cut flower 
trade. Do not plant too deeply; this 
species requires light to germinate . 
Pack covers approximately 10 sq ft if 
broadcast .

SWF1836  Pack  425 seeds  $3.99

Flax – Blue
Perennial. Full/part sun. Height at 
maturity 1–3.’ Grows upright like grass, 
but is covered with sky blue flowers  
in summer . Blooms the second spring  
after planting . Pack covers 
approximately 10 sq ft if broadcast .

SWF271  Pack  514 seeds  $3.99
SWF270  ¼ lb  82,214 seeds  $19.99
SWF2215  1 lb  328,854 seeds  $43.99
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Wildflower Seeds (Continued)

Godetia – Semi-Tall Single Mix
Annual . Part sun . Height at maturity 
12–24.” Tall mix of this classic cut flower 
in shades of pink to magenta . Prefers 
cool weather. Pack covers approximately 
10 sq ft . Seeds are not color coded .

SWF226  Pack  510 seeds  $3.99
SWF225  ¼ lb  204,117 seeds  $20.99

Flax – Scarlet
Annual . Full sun . Height at maturity 1–2 .’ 
Cup shaped flowers in a brilliant and 
glossy shade of red . Once established, 
this plant can tolerate heat and drought . 
Competes well with grasses and self-
sows. Pack covers approximately 10 sq 
ft if broadcast . 

SWF261  Pack  425 seeds  $3.99
SWF260  ¼ lb  34,020 seeds  $17.49

Forget-Me-Not – Chinese
Annual . Part sun . Height at maturity 
12–24 .” A charming annual that blooms 
the first season. Easy to grow under 
normal garden conditions and it will  
re-seed if the seedpods fall on bare 
ground . Pack covers approximately  
10 sq ft if broadcast .

SWF111  Pack  675 seeds  $3.99
SWF110  ¼ lb  26,989 seeds  $10.99

Hollyhock – Indian Springs Mix
Biennial . Full sun . Height at maturity 
6–8.’ Single flower mix. Known as 
‘annual’ hollyhock because of its 
tendency to set bloom the first year. 
Readily self- seeds . For an early season, 
start seed indoors 4 weeks before last 
frost . Seeds are not color coded .

SWF141  Pack  283 seeds  $3.99

Indian Blanket
Annual . Full sun . Height at maturity 
18–24 .” A hardy and drought tolerant 
wildflower that is adaptable to a variety 
of conditions . Deadhead the plants 
to prolong blooming . Pack covers 
approximately 10 sq ft if broadcast .

SWF231  Pack  319 seeds  $3.99
SWF230  ¼ lb  51,029 seeds  $24.49

Larkspur – Mixed Colors
Annual. Full/part sun. Height at maturity 
3–4 .’ A mix in shades of blue, pink, 
lavender, rose and white. The flowers 
make great dry bouquets . Pack covers 
approximately 10 sq ft if broadcast . Thin 
to 1–2’ when plants reach 3” tall.  
All parts of plant are poisonous!

SWF236  Pack  454 seeds  $3.99
SWF235  ¼ lb  72,575 seeds  $15.49

Lupine – Arroyo Blue
Annual . Full sun . Height at maturity 
3–4 .’ This lovely legume thrives naturally 
through much of California . Blue and 
white clusters of blue-violet, pea-like 
flowers occur on 6 spikes above palm-
shaped leaves . 

SWF301  Pack  128 seeds  $3.99
SWF300  ¼ lb  5,103 seeds  $18.99
SWF2050  1 lb  20,412 seeds  $54.99

Lupine – Blue & White
Annual . Full Sun . 14–16” at maturity . 
California native has rich, blue and white 
flower spikes at the end of 8–15” stems. 
Blooms in spring to early summer in 
most soils. Excellent on banks; self-sows 
where there is little competition. Use with 
California Poppies for contrast . 

SWF308  ¼ lb  6,810 seeds  $17.49
SWF2060  1 lb  27,240 seeds  $47.49

Lupine – Russell Mix
Perennial . Full sun . Height at maturity 
3–4.’ Tall flowers bloom in colors 
from purple to pink to yellow to white. 
Beautiful when planted in mass. 
Pack covers approximately 10 sq ft if 
broadcast . Seeds are not color coded .

SWF686  Pack  139 seeds  $3.99
SWF685  ¼ lb  5,557 seeds  $19.99
SWF3010  1 lb  22,226 seeds  $57.49

Marigold, African –   
Crackerjack Mix
Annual . Full sun . Height at maturity 2–3 .’ 
Large flowers in shades of yellow to 
orange add color to borders and flower 
gardens . Seeds are not color coded .

SWF131  Pack  425 seeds  $3.99
SWF130  ¼ lb  34,020 seeds  $10.99
SWF2240  1 lb  136,078 seeds  $25.49

Lupine – Yellow
Annual . Full sun . Height at maturity 2–3 .’ 
This impressive and very hardy California 
native grows 2–3’ with 1’ yellow spikes. 
This plant thrives along banks, slopes 
and roadsides . Is tolerant of drought and 
alkaline soils . Pack covers approximately 
10 sq ft if broadcast .

SWF306  Pack  85 seeds  $3.99

Lupine – Perennial
Perennial . Part sun . 2–3’ at maturity . Blue-
purple blooms in summer . Returns each 
year . A member of the pea family and 
like its cousins lupine fixes atmospheric 
nitrogen into the soil . Pack covers 
approximately 10 sq ft if broadcast .

SWF676  Pack  142 seeds  $3.99
SWF675  ¼ lb  5,670 seeds  $16.49
SWF3005  1 lb  22,680 seeds  $47.49
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Mountain Garland
Annual . Part sun . Height at maturity  
18–24.” 1” pink, rose, purple and white 
flowers on up right, maroon colored 
stems brighten up the meadow or 
flower garden. For use as cut flowers, 
prune when top buds open. Pack covers 
approximately 10 sq ft if broadcast . 

SWF741  Pack  992 seeds  $3.99
SWF740  ¼ lb  396,893 seeds  $18.99

Nasturtium – Dwarf Jewel Mix
Annual . Part sun . Height at maturity 
12–24.” Edible flowers and leaves.  
Seeds are not color coded .

SWF116  Pack  34 seeds  $3.99
SWF115  ¼ lb  907 seeds  $9.99
SWF2230  1 lb  3,629 seeds  $24.49
SNV8509  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8509B  ¼ lb  867 seeds  $49.99

Marigold – Sparky
Annual . Open Pollinated . Blooms 
beautiful flowers with different shades of 
yellow and orange. Flowers are wide and 
rippled making them look more full and 
big. Plant grows to be 6–8” tall and are 
great as borders .

SWF8027  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99
SWF8027B  ¼ lb  39,650 seeds  $41.99

Mexican Hat
Perennial . Full sun . Height at maturity 
12–36.” This drought tolerant wildflower 
is an excellent cut flower for summer 
gardens . Easy to establish from seed 
and naturalizes to create a meadow look. 
Beautiful short grass prairie perennial 
that will expand its clump. Blooms 
second spring from seed .

SWF146  Pack  769 seeds  $3.99

Wildflower Seeds (Continued)

Nasturtium – Kaleidoscope Mix
Annual . Part sun . Height at maturity 
16 .” All the traditional bright colors of a 
nasturtium mix with the added plus of 
marvelous swirled bi-colors. Plants have 
climbing and trailing habit. Also known 
as garden nasturtium or Indian cress .

SNV8588  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99
SNV8588B  ¼ lb  909 seeds  $29.99

NEW Nasturtium –  
Empress of India
Annual Open Pollinated. Scarlet flowers 
stand out amid the dark blue-green 
foliage . An old-fashioned favorite . The 
compact, mounded plant habit makes it 
suitable for containers or edging . Also 
known as garden nasturtium and Indian 
cress. Flowers and leaves are edible.

SWF8041  Pack  25 seeds  $3.99

Seed Packs
―  AND GET ―

FREE
SHIPPING
ON SEED PACK ONLY ORDERS

*See page 66 for  detai ls

Buy 8or more

Penstemon – Rocky Mountain
Perennial . Full sun . Height at  
maturity 12–36 .” Perfectly suited  
for adorning dry areas . Tall, up right 
bluish-purple flowers bloom almost 
all year round . The dark green leaves 
form an attractive mat of foliage and 
turn purplish in winter. Pack covers 
approximately 10 sq ft if broadcast .

SWF715  Pack  370 seeds  $3.99

Poppy – California Golden
Perennial . Full sun . Height at maturity 
8–24.” This brilliant orange wildflower 
is California’s state flower, but it will 
grow in a variety of regions. Pack covers 
approximately 10 sq ft .

SWF401  Pack  461 seeds  $3.99
SWF400  ¼ lb  73,709 seeds  $14.49
SWF2065  1 lb  294,835 seeds  $38.49

Poppy – Corn
Annual . Full sun . Height at maturity 2–3 .’ 
Deep red 3–4” flowers with black centers 
are a trademark for Veteran’s Day . Plant 
this in mass for a stunning display in 
summer . Pack covers approximately  
10 sq ft if broadcast .

SWF266  Pack  5,316 seeds  $3.99
SWF265  ¼ lb  850,486 seeds  $14.49
SWF2205  1 lb  3,401,943 seeds  $43.99

NEW Poppy –  
California Copper Pot
Annual/Tender Perennial. A unique strain 
of California Poppy with satiny petals 
that are mostly dark red on the bottoms 
and deep dark orange on the tops 
(occasionally lighter colors, even white, 
may appear) . Blossoms sit atop feathery 
silver foliage. Will self-sow. 

SNV8628  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99

NEW Poppy –  
Hungarian Blue Breadseed
Annual . Open Pollinated . Light blue 
seeds have a delicious, nutty flavor. 
Stunning dark purple petals . A Hungarian 
heritage variety. Super easy to grow. A 
highly nutritious staple food . Easily hand 
harvest seeds. Use dried pods in floral 
arrangements . Broadcast 10 sq ft .

SNV8629  Pack  250 seeds  $3.99
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Primrose, Evening – Showy
Perennial. Full sun/part shade. Height 
at maturity 12–24 .” This charming 
day-bloomer has mounding gray-green 
foliage . Creates a mat of fragrant pink 
flowers in spring. A good ground cover 
for dry slopes, it does have aggressive 
roots and can be invasive . Pack covers 
approximately 10 sq ft if broadcast .

SWF696  Pack  1,899 seeds  $3.99

Sage – Scarlet
Annual . Part sun . Height at maturity 1–3 .’ 
Can be grown as an annual in colder 
zones . It is irresistible to hummingbirds 
and butterflies. To direct sow, scatter 
seeds lightly on surface in late spring 
and keep moist during germination . 
Pack covers approximately 10 sq ft if 
broadcast .

SWF1911  Pack  1,729 seeds  $3.99

Wildflower Seeds (Continued)

Scabiosa – Dynamic Mix
Hardy annual . Part sun . Height at 
maturity 3–4.’ A favorite cut flower mix 
because they are so prolific, variously 
colorful and bee friendly, long lasting in 
the vase, and so interesting to look at . 
From bear black to pure white with every 
shade of rose through red, purple, blues, 
and pinks .

SWF8039  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99

Scabiosa – Merlot Red
Hardy Annual . Full sun . Height at 
maturity 24–36.” Elegant and whimsical 
cut flower. Productive plants. 1½–2½” 
dark wine-colored blooms stand tall 
on strong, slender stems . A dramatic 
addition to any bouquet or garden . Also 
known as mourning bride.

SWF8040  Pack  50 seeds  $3.99

Zinnia – California Giants
Annual . Heirloom . Height at maturity 
4–5 .’ Open Pollinated . Mix that contains 
Cherry, Orange, Pink, Purple, Scarlet, 
Yellow and White. These flowers are very 
large and can become double flowers. 
Blooming all season .

SWF8032  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99
SWF8032B  1 oz  3,207 seeds  $21.99

Yarrow – White
Perennial . Full sun . Height at maturity 
2–3 .’ This basal foliage tolerates foot 
traffic and is used as an alternative 
lawn. Yarrow has also been used as a 
medicinal herb .

SWF511  Pack  1,843 seeds  $3.99
SWF510  ¼ lb  737,088 seeds  $16.49
SWF2085  1 lb  2,948,350 seeds  $47.49

Viola – Johnny Jump Up
Perennial . Part sun . Height at maturity 
3–6.” A low growing flower with a purple 
and yellow face is attractive in borders or 
pots. Flowers can be seen in early spring 
often appearing soon after the snow has 
melted . Pack covers approximately 10 sq 
ft if broadcast .

SWF156  Pack  567 seeds  $3.99

Tidy Tips
Annual . Full sun . Height at maturity 
8–12.” Small, yellow daisy-like flowers 
have fringed white tips. A low growing 
flower. This flower’s nectar is a favorite 
of the endangered Checkerspot Butterfly. 
Pack covers approximately 10 sq ft if 
broadcast .

SWF707  Pack  340 seeds  $3.99

Sweet William – Tall Single Mix
Perennial . Part sun . Height at maturity 
12–24 .” Fringed red, pink, or purple 
flowers have a distinct carnation scent.  
A great cut flower. Deadhead spent 
flowers to prolong bloom season.  
Blooms second spring from seed .

SWF136  Pack  656 seeds  $3.99
SWF135  ¼ lb  105,007 seeds  $16.49

Sweet Pea – Old Spice Mix
Annual . Full sun . Height at maturity 4–6’ . 
Grows better in warm climates than 
other varieties . An mixture of solid and 
striped flowers with a heavenly scent. 

SWF451  Pack  51 seeds  $3.99
SWF450  ¼ lb  1,361 seeds  $24.49

Spurred Snapdragon –  
Northern Lights Mix
Annual. Full sun/part sun. Height at 
maturity 9–18 .” Vigorous and colorful 
wildflower that grows easily from  
seed and is useful in border plantings  
in a rainbow of colors. Seeds are not 
color coded .

SWF191  Pack  11,340 seeds  $3.99
SWF190  ¼ lb  1,814,370 seeds  $24.49

Mix & Match Discount

Buy in Bulk &

SAVE!
10+ 10%  10%  OffOff

25+ 20% 20% OffOff

50+ 25% 25% OffOff

— B R A N D S E E D S —
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Zinnia – Red Beauty
Annual . Open Pollinated . Red Beauty 
blooms beautiful deep red double 
flowers with golden tips in the center. 
Flowers grows to be 4–5.” Plants are 
3’ tall and are great for cut flowers and 
have long vase life .

SWF8033  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99
SWF8033B  1 oz  4,529 seeds  $38.49

Zinnia – Thumbelina Mix 
Annual . Heirloom Open Pollinated . 
Consist of gorgeous semi-double and 
single 1¼” flowers. Good for planting in 
borders for a splash of rainbow colors. 
Plants are dwarfed to 4–6.” Attracts 
hummingbirds, butterflies and beneficial 
insects . Seeds are not color coded .

SWF8034  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99
SWF8034B  1 oz  6,032 seeds  $31.99

Wildflower Seeds (Continued)

NEW Zinnia – County Fair Blend
Annual . Open Pollinated . Warm-toned 
mix of pink, orange, purple, gold and 
cream blooms. An excellent cut flower 
that blooms until frost; the more you cut 
the more they grow! 2–5” blooms ideal 
for borders and bouquets . Heat and 
disease tolerant .

SWF8042  Pack  100 seeds  $3.99

Give your Blooms a boostGive your Blooms a boost
added Phosphorusadded Phosphorus

Zinnia – Dahlia Flowered 
California Mix
Annual . Full sun . Height at maturity 2–3 .’ 
Very easy to grow and adds a rainbow 
of color to any planting . Deadhead spent 
flowers to prolong bloom season. Seeds 
are not color coded .

SWF126  Pack  451 seeds  $3.99

Organic Bloom & Bud 0-10-10
Our Bloom and Bud fertilizer was 
developed without added nitrogen to 
help transition flowering plants to their 
blooming stage of development and has 
mycorrhizae and beneficial soil bacteria 
to colonize the roots and enhance 
nutrient availability to the plant . 

F5000 4 lb  $9.99
F5005 25 lb  $34.99

Ultra Bloom 0-10-10 
E .B . Stone’s Ultra Bloom is formulated 
without nitrogen to aid in the development 
of flower and fruit buds. Ultra Bloom is 
blended with humic acid and beneficial 
soil microbes including mycorrhizae . 

F300  4 lb  $12.49
F301  15 lb  $31.49

Bone Meal, Steamed 3-15-0 
For quick-acting phosphorus and 
calcium . Popular, natural source 
of phosphorus, calcium, and trace 
elements . Our steamed bone meal is 
ground fine, making the nutrients more 
quickly available. Also certified by CDFA. 

F014  5 lb  $15.99
F150  25 lb  $56.99

Rose, Flower, & Bulb Mix 4-8-4 
Rose and Flower Mix supplies your 
favorite bulbs, annuals and perennials 
with the nutrients they need for 
vigorous growth and sensational 
flowering. It is outstanding for roses, 
blooming bulbs, onions and garlic . 

F093  1 lb  $4.99
F015  5 lb  $10.99
F064  25 lb  $46.49

Organic Rose & Flower 4-6-3
Our premium mix will help all of your 
garden annuals, flowering perennials 
and bulbs bloom more profusely and 
with optimized growth. The boost of 
phosphorus will help increase blooms 
and root growth and therefore also lead 
to more productive vegetables .

F5040  4 lb  $9.99
F5045  25 lb  $34.99

Organic Bone Meal Cooked 3-15-0
A wonderful source of organic 
phosphorus and calcium for all 
flowering plants. Bone Meal is one of 
the indispensable soil amendments 
all organic gardeners should have on 
hand . Use at 250–2,000 lb per acre or  
5 lb per 100 sq ft .

F155  50 lb  $50.49
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California Central Valley
Annuals and Perennials . Contains: 
Arroyo Lupine, Scarlet Flax, Yellow 
Lupine, Blanketflower, Five Spot, Sulphur 
Cosmos, Pygmy-leaf Lupine, California 
Poppy, Moss Verbena, Chinese Houses, 
Goldfields, Tidy Tips, Black-eyed Susan, 
African Daisy, Globe Gilia, California Blue 
Bell, Showy Evening Primrose, Deerhorn 
Clarkia, Mountain Garland, Plains 
Coreopsis and Sweet Alyssum.

SWF711  Pack  2,419 seeds  $3.99
SWF710  ¼ lb  82,778 seeds  $24.49

California Native
Perennials . Contains: Arroyo Lupine, 
Pygmy-leaf Lupine, California Poppy, Five 
Spot, Yellow Lupine, Baby Blue Eyes, Sky 
Lupine, Chinese Houses, Tidy Tips, Godetia, 
Goldfields, Mountain Phlox, California 
Blue Bell, Beach Evening Primrose, 
Mountain Garland, Bird’s Eyes, Blue-eyed 
Grass, Globe Gilia and Pacific Aster.

SWF708  Pack  2,519 seeds  $3.99
SWF705  ¼ lb  121,695 seeds  $25.49
SWF2130  1 lb  486,780 seeds  $73.99

California Brilliant – Native
Annuals and Perennials Contains: Arroyo 
Lupine, Yellow Lupine, Scarlet Flax, Blue 
Flax, California Poppy, Tricolor Daisy, Baby 
Blue Eyes, Dwarf Cornflower, Siberian 
Wallflower, Godetia, Globe Gilia, Tidy 
Tips, Goldfields, California Blue Bell, Blue 
Pimpernel, Mountain Garland, African Daisy, 
Annual Baby’s Breath, Bird’s Eyes, Evening 
Primrose, Corn Poppy and Catchfly.

SWF966  Pack  2,218 seeds  $3.99
SWF965  ¼ lb  88,709 seeds  $17.49
SWF2315  1 lb  354,834 seeds  $49.49

California Low-Growing Native
Annuals and Perennials . Contains: 
Godetia, Chinese Houses, California 
Poppy, Idaho Fescue, Globe Gilia, Bird’s 
Eyes, California Goldfields, Tidy Tips, 
Mountain Phlox, Pygmy-leaf Lupine, Sky 
Lupine, Five Spot, Baby Blue Eyes, Beach 
Evening Primrose, California Blue Bell 
and Blue-eyed Grass .

SWF916  Pack  1,507 seeds  $3.99
SWF915  ¼ lb  120,564 seeds  $25.49
SWF2305  1 lb  482,257 seeds  $74.99

California Coastal Range  
Annuals and Perennials . Contains: 
Arroyo Lupine, Yellow Lupine, Pygmy-
leaf Lupine, Baby Blue Eyes, Chinese 
Houses, Tidy Tips, California Poppy, 
Godetia, Mountain Garland, Bird’s Eyes, 
Goldfields, Mountain Phlox, Beach 
Evening Primrose, Blue-eyed Grass, 
Five Spot, African Daisy, Globe Gilia and 
Sweet Alyssum.

SWF731  Pack  3,009 seeds  $3.99
SWF730  ¼ lb  118,573 seeds  $27.49

California Low-Growing
Annuals and Perennials . Contains: 
Pygmy-leaf Lupine, Sky Lupine, Chinese 
Forget-Me-Not, Dwarf Blanketflower, Baby 
Blue Eyes, California Poppy, Gazania, 
Candytuft - Dwarf Annual, Blue Flax, 
Chinese Houses, African Daisy, Tidy Tips, 
Mountain Phlox, Beach Evening Primrose, 
California Blue Bell, Godetia, Globe Gilia, 
Bird’s Eyes, Clarkia amoena, Coreopsis – 
Dwarf Plains and California Goldfields.

SWF971  Pack  1,205 seeds  $3.99
SWF970  ¼ lb  72,408 seeds  $30.99

California Wildflower Mixes
Exclusive

Peaceful Valley Brand

Open Pollinated

growOrganic.comgrowOrganic.com//Blogs/videosBlogs/videos
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California Native – Blue & Gold
Annuals and Perennials . Contains: Arroyo 
Lupine, Baby Blue Eyes, Yellow Lupine, 
Blue Flax, California Bluebells, Beach 
Evening Primrose and Goldfields.  

SWF541  Pack  1,308 seeds  $3.99
SWF540  ¼ lb  104,606 seeds  $19.99

California Perennial
Annuals and Perennials . Contains: Blue 
Flax, Evergreen Plantain, Mexican Hat, 
Dwarf Blanketflower, Gazania, Moss 
Verbena, Double Dwarf Coreopsis, 
California Poppy, White Evening 
Primrose, Snow-in-Summer, Silver White 
Chrysanthemum, Beach Evening Primrose, 
Showy Evening Primrose and White Yarrow.

SWF976  Pack  2,634 seeds  $3.99
SWF975  ¼ lb  151,645 seeds  $33.99
SWF2317  1 lb  606,580 seeds  $79.99

California Wildflower Mixes (Continued)

California  
Pollinator Blend – Native
Annuals and Biennials . Contains:  
Arroyo Lupine, Baby Blue Eyes, Five Spot, 
Gum Plant, Chinese Houses, California 
Poppy, Globe Gilia, Tansy Phacelia, 
California Blue Bells, Gold Fields and 
Lupine Bi-color .

SWF890  ¼ lb  103,750 seeds  $18.99
SWF2361  1 lb  415,000 seeds  $54.99

Save the BeesSave the Bees
Plant this mix to attract bees and other 
pollinators . As they help pollinate your 
garden you provide bees with a great 
source of nourishment that will help keep 
the bee population strong and thriving .

SWF636  Pack  1,889 seeds  $3.99
SWF635  ¼ lb  151,154 seeds  $16.49

Save the MonarchsSave the Monarchs
Plant this mix to attract and help 
provide food and egg laying habitat to 
Monarch butterflies. Their populations 
are threatened due to the reduction of 
milkweed and nectar producing flowering 
plants found along their migratory routes . 

Be sure to buy your Save the Monarch Wildflower Mix based on your region.

Midwest to Northeast Mix
SWF1700  ⅛ lb  21,492 seeds  $30.99
Northwest Mix
SWF1705  ⅛ lb  9,771 seeds  $25.49
Southeast Mix
SWF1715  ⅛ lb  19,089 seeds  $25.49
Southwest Mix
SWF1720  ⅛ lb  11,598 seeds  $25.49
California Mix
SWF1725  ⅛ lb  21,005 seeds  $25.49
Intermountain Mix
SWF1710  ⅛ lb  20,113 seeds  $25.49

Wildflower MixesWildflower Mixes

Save the Bees

the Monarchs

Seed Packs
―  AND GET ―

FREE
SHIPPING
ON SEED PACK ONLY ORDERS

*See page 66 for  detai ls

Buy 8or more
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Specialty Wildflower Mixes

Deer Proof Mix  
Annuals and Perennials . Contains:   
Arroyo Lupine, Perennial Lupine, 
Yellow Lupine, Mexican Lupine, Zinnia, 
Blanketflower, Lance-leaved Coreopsis, 
Blue Pimpernel, California Poppy, Scarlet 
Sage, Gloriosa Daisy, Blue Sage, Shirley 
Poppy, Sweet Alyssum, White Yarrow, 
Plains Coreopsis and Foxglove .

SWF621  Pack  1,969 seeds  $3.99
SWF620  ¼ lb  57,987 seeds  $17.49
SWF2100  1 lb  231,948 seeds  $48.49

Hummingbird Mix  
Annuals and Perennials . Contains: 
Four O’Clock, Annual Hollyhock, Zinnia, 
Nasturtium, Crimson Clover, Purple 
Coneflower, Giant Imperial Larkspur, 
Scarlet Sage, Purple Prairie Clover, 
Godetia, Rose Mallow, Lemon Mint, 
Milkweed, Cosmos, Foxglove, Jasmine 
Tobacco and New England Aster.

SWF671  Pack  865 seeds  $3.99
SWF670  ¼ lb  56,243 seeds  $19.99
SWF2120  1 lb  224,972 seeds  $57.49

Peaceful Valley  
Flowering Pollinator Mix  
Annuals and Biennials . Contains: 
Arroyo Lupine, Golden Lupine, Chinese 
Houses, Five Spot, California Poppy, 
Lacey Phacelia, Baby Blue Eyes, Dwarf 
Sunflower, White Alyssum, Globe Gilia, 
Tidy Tips, Bird’s Eyes and Primrose .

SWF895  ¼ lb  43,750 seeds  $15.49
SWF2362  1 lb  175,000 seeds  $47.49

Low Growing
Annuals and Perennials . Contains:  
Blue Flax, Dwarf Lance-leaved  
Coreopsis, Chinese Forget-Me-Not, Dwarf 
Blanketflower, Siberian Wallflower, Dwarf 
Annual Candytuft, Baby Blue Eyes, Trailing 
Soapwort, Golden Tuft, Dwarf Cornflower, 
California Poppy, Moss Verbena, Blue 
Pimpernel, Godetia, Forget-Me-Not, African 
Daisy, Spurred Snapdragon, Missouri 
Primrose, Nodding Catchfly, Dwarf Plains 
Coreopsis, Sweet Alyssum, Showy Evening 
Primrose and California Blue Bell .

SWF601  Pack  1,843 seeds  $3.99
SWF600  ¼ lb  138,727 seeds  $21.99

Mediterranean Dryland
Annuals and Perennials . Contains: 
Arroyo Lupine, Blanketflower, Blue 
Flax, Chrysanthemum – Daisy, Sulphur 
Cosmos, California Poppy, Mexican 
Hat, Dwarf Cornflower, Rocky Mountain 
Penstemon, Moss Verbena, Gazania, 
Bird’s Eyes, Tidy Tips, White Evening 
Primrose, California Blue Bell, Plains 
Coreopsis, African Daisy, Showy Evening 
Primrose, Desert Marigold, Blazing Star .

SWF911  Pack  2,406 seeds  $3.99
SWF910  ¼ lb  102,088 seeds  $25.49

Butterfly Mix
Annuals and Perennials . Contains: 
Crimson Clover, Sweet Sultan, Purple 
Coneflower, Mexican Sunflower, 
Tricolor Daisy, Thoroughwax, Sweet 
William, Mexican Lupine, Love-In-A-
Mist, Blanketflower, Calendula, Shasta 
Daisy, Lance-leaved Coreopsis, Indian 
Blanket, Prairie Aster, Sunset Flower, 
Bachelor Button, Cosmos, Yellow Prairie 
Coneflower, Gloriosa Daisy, Moss Verbena, 
Sweet Alyssum, Plains Coreopsis, White 
Yarrow and Queen Anne’s Lace.

SWF631  Pack  2,530 seeds  $3.99
SWF630  ¼ lb  60,014 seeds  $17.49
SWF2105  1 lb  240,056 seeds  $48.49

Fragrant Mix  
Annuals and Perennials . Contains:  
Sweet Pea, Mexican Lupine, Nasturtium, 
Four O’Clock, Sweet William, Lemon 
Mint, Spurred Snapdragon, Night-
Scented Tobacco, Floss Flower, Sweet 
Alyssum, Evening Primrose .

SWF651  Pack  2,027 seeds  $3.99
SWF650  ¼ lb  83,627 seeds  $15.49

Exclusive
Peaceful Valley Brand

Open Pollinated

Clay Soil Native
Annuals and Perennials . Contains: 
Perennial Lupine, Blanketflower, Coneflower, 
Partridge Pea, Lance-leaved Coreopsis, Ox-
eye Sunflower, Illinois Bundleflower, Purple 
Prairie Clover, Pale Coneflower, Rattlesnake 
Master, Maximilian Sunflower, Gayfeather, 
Black-eyed Susan, Grey-headed Coneflower, 
Missouri Primrose, White Beard-Tongue, 
Butterflyweed, New England Aster, Plains 
Coreopsis, Showy Tick-Trefoil, Lavender 
Hyssop, Bee Balm, Sweet Black-eyed 
Susan, Stiff Goldenrod and Ironweed.

SWF956  Pack  747 seeds  $3.99
SWF955  ¼ lb  59,410 seeds  $27.49
SWF2313  1 lb  237,640 seeds  $79.99
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Northeast Native  
Annuals and Perennials . A blend of 
species native to the New England 
region . Contains: Perennial Lupine, 
Partridge Pea, Indian Blanket, Lance-
leaved Coreopsis, Ox-eye Sunflower, 
Dense Blazing Star, Black-eyed Susan, 
Milkweed, Golden Alexanders, New 
England Aster, Bee Balm, Evening 
Primrose, White Beard-Tongue, Red 
Milkweed, Brown-eyed Susan and Stiff 
Goldenrod .

SWF931  Pack  666 seeds  $3.99
SWF930  ¼ lb  51,822 seeds  $36.49

Northwest  
Annuals and Perennials . A stunning mix 
of flowers that flourish in the Pacific 
Northwest. Columbine, Cornflower, 
Maximilian Sunflower, Semi-Dwarf 
Godetia, Mountain Garland, Chinese 
House, Lance-leaved Coreopsis, 
California Poppy, Globe Gilia, Bird’s Eyes, 
Tidy Tips, Scarlet Flax, Perennial Flax, 
Yellow Lupine, Russell Lupine, Arroyo 
Lupine, Baby Blue Eyes, Corn Poppy, 
California Bluebell and Black-eyed Susan .

SWF812  Pack  2,133 seeds  $3.99
SWF810  ¼ lb  73,632 seeds  $19.99
SWF2160  1 lb  294,528 seeds  $54.99

North American Shade
Annuals and Perennials . Contains: 
Coneflower, Dwarf Annual Candytuft, 
Baby Blue Eyes, Lance-leaved Coreopsis, 
Chinese Forget-Me-Not, Sweet 
William, Siberian Wallflower, Daisy 
Chrysanthemum, Chinese Houses, 
Pimpernel, Columbine, Forget-Me-
Not, Johnny-Jump-Up Violet, Godetia, 
Foxglove, Annual Baby’s Breath, Spurred 
Snapdragon and Corn Poppy .

SWF681  Pack  2,844 seeds  $3.99
SWF680  ¼ lb  127,938 seeds  $14.49
SWF2125  1 lb  511,752 seeds  $43.99

Northwest Native  
Annuals and Perennials . Contains: 
Godetia, Mountain Garland, Chinese 
Houses, California Poppy, Globe Gilia, 
Bird’s Eyes, Tidy Tips, Mountain Phlox, 
Sickelkeel Lupine, Russell Lupine, Five 
Spot, Baby Blue Eyes, Western Evening 
Primrose, California Blue Bell and Blue-
eyed Grass .

SWF936  Pack  1,706 seeds  $3.99
SWF935  ¼ lb  67,813 seeds  $30.99

Southwest Native  
Annuals and Perennials . Contains: 
Arroyo Lupine, Indian Blanket, Five Spot, 
California Poppy, Tidy Tips, Prairie Aster, 
White Evening Primrose and more .

SWF946  Pack  1,348 seeds  $3.99
SWF945  ¼ lb  87,795 seeds  $30.99

Southwest   
Annuals and Perennials . Contains:  
Arroyo Lupine, Five Spot, Indian Blanket, 
Blue Flax, California Poppy, Moss 
Verbena, Tidy Tips, White Evening 
Primrose, Mountain Garland, Globe 
Gilia, California Blue Bell,  Mexican Hat, 
African Daisy, Bird’s Eyes, Dwarf Plains 
Coreopsis, Showy Evening Primrose and 
Desert Marigold .

SWF851  Pack  2,720 seeds  $3.99
SWF850  ¼ lb  111,089 seeds  $26.49

North American Native Perennial
Perennials . Contains: Perennial Lupine, 
Lance-Leaved Coreopsis, Coneflower, 
Blanketflower, Blue Flax, Black-eyed 
Susan, Prairie Coneflower, Mexican Hat, 
Pale Coneflower, Gayfeather, Rocky 
Mountain Penstemon, Standing Cypress, 
Missouri Primrose, Showy Evening 
Primrose, Grey-Headed Coneflower, 
Sweet Black-eyed Susan, Ox-eye 
Sunflower, Milkweed, New England Aster, 
Bee Balm and Stiff Goldenrod .

SWF961  Pack  1,221 seeds  $3.99
SWF960  ¼ lb  97,552 seeds  $24.49
SWF2314  1 lb  390,208 seeds  $65.99

North American Perennial  
Perennials . Contains: Lupine, 
Blanketflower, Blue Flax, Russell Lupine, 
Purple Coneflower, Lance-leaved 
Coreopsis, Shasta Daisy, Standing 
Cypress, Black-eyed Susan, Purple Praire 
Coneflower, Rocky Mountain Penstemon, 
Mexican Hat, Pale Purple Coneflower, 
Dense Blazing Star, Missouri Primrose, 
Showy Evening Primrose, Grey-Headed 
Coneflower and Maximilian Sunflower.

SWF986  Pack  2,447 seeds  $3.99
SWF985  ¼ lb  97,792 seeds  $19.99
SWF2319  1 lb  391,168 seeds  $54.99

North American & Regional Mixes
Exclusive

Peaceful Valley Brand

Open Pollinated
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Organic Potting Soil
Simply the best for 

container gardening . 
Contains true organic 
ingredients . Has the 

benefits of coco fiber, 
and contains beneficial 

mycorrhizae fungi . 

PSO254  1 Cu Ft  $11.99
PSO253  54 Cu Ft  $399.99

Organic Soil Conditioner 
Use this product when your 
soil needs the addition of 

organic matter, as a mulch, 
or as a component of 

homemade planting mixes . 
It is made with the addition 
of the proper proportion of 
the highest quality biochar .

PSO265  1 Cu Ft  $8.99

Organic Compost
Tested, trusted and 

high quality . Adds the 
fertility most gardens 
need . Encourages the 

presence of earthworms 
and beneficial soil 
microorganisms .

F620  1 Cu Ft  $8.99  $7.49
F621  54 Cu Ft  $345.49

Orchard & Vine 6-4-3
Formulated specifically to 
supply organic fruit trees, 

vines, and canes with 
essential nutrients so 

they produce bounteous 
and sweet fruit. Slow-
release nitrogen slows 

growth for stronger 
branches . Phosphorus to 
develop strong roots and 

abundant blooms .

F5030  4 lb  $9.99
F5035  25 lb  $34.99

Myco Marine 5-5-4
A high quality all-purpose 

fertilizer enriched 
with mycorrhizae and 
beneficial fungi — key 

components in vigorous 
soils . Ocean-based 

ingredients stimulate the 
biology in your soil and 

increase nutrient uptake, 
leading to bigger, more 

lush plants .

F5010  4 lb  $9.99
F5015  25 lb  $39.99

Bloom & Bud 0-10-10
Developed without added 
nitrogen to help transition 

flowering plants to 
their blooming stage 

of development . Made 
without added nitrogen 

and has mycorrhizae and 
beneficial soil bacteria 
to colonize the roots 
and enhance nutrient 

availability to the plant . 

F5000  4 lb  $9.99
F5005  25 lb  $34.99

Acidic Loving 4-3-3
Developed for plants that 

love low pH soils, such 
as blueberries, potatoes, 

camellias, rhododendrons, 
azaleas, evergreens and 
shrubs, and more . Added 

mycorrhizae and beneficial 
soil bacteria enhance the 
fertilizer’s acidifying and 

nurturing properties .

F5020  4 lb  $9.99
F5025  25 lb  $34.99

Organic Quickroot 
A soil-less germination 
mix. Our own specially 

formulated, organic 
blend was originally 
developed for use in 
seed starting trays,  

and 6-packs .

PSO309  2 Gal  $5.49
PSO310  1 Cu Ft  $17.49

Rose & Flower 4-6-3
Help all of your garden 

annuals, flowering 
perennials and bulbs 

bloom more profusely 
and with optimized 

growth. The boost of 
phosphorus will help 

increase blooms and root 
growth and therefore 

also lead to more 
productive vegetables .

F5040  4 lb  $9.99
F5045  25 lb  $34.99
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Liquid Fish 2-3-0.5 
A Liquid Fertilizer for Foliar or Soil Feeding.  

All-purpose, water-soluble, liquid 
concentrate fertilizer that can be used  

as a soil amendment or foliar feed .

F1343  1 pint  $6.49
F1344  1 quart  $9.49

F1345  1 Gallon  $19.49
F1346  5 Gallons  $64.49

F1347  55 Gallons  $499.99

Liquid Kelp 
Cold-Processed Liquid Kelp.  

Enzymatically digested, concentrated liquid 
extract of California Bull Kelp . Excellent for 

seedlings or established plants .

F1318  1 pint  $8.49
F1330  1 quart  $12.49
F1331  1 Gallon  $31.99
F1332  5 Gallons  $96.49

F1333  55 Gallons  $817.99

Liquid All Purpose 3.7-2.7-3.7 
Grow Happier, More Vigorous Plants.  

Suitable for all stages of plant growth, from 
seedlings with their first true leaves to your 

established orchard or vineyard .

F4006  1 pint  $7.49
F4000  1 quart  $10.99
F4001  1 Gallon  $26.99
F4002  5 Gallons  $89.99

F4003  55 Gallons  $574.99

Organic Composted  
Chicken Manure 3-2-2

Weed-free and stable 
composted chicken manure . 

Increase organic matter, 
loosen and aerate soil, and 
encourage earthworms and 

beneficial soil organisms, while 
also adding essential NPK .

F451 25 lb  $12.99  $7.99

Organic All Purpose 
Pelleted Fertilizer 4-3-2

Efficient, economical and 
formulated with essential NPK. 
Perfect for perennial and annual 
gardens of all soil types . Pellets 
allow for amending soil prior to 
planting as well as top dressing 

throughout the season .

F450 50 lb  $17.99  $9.49

Organic Premium  
Worm Castings

Nature’s finest source of plant 
nutrition that will not burn 
plants . Dirt-free and 100% 

pure . Ideal for all soil types to 
revitalize depleted soil biology .

F901  2 Gal  $9.99
F900  1 Cu Ft  $24.99

F907  27 Cu Ft  $399.99

Organic Dairy Cow  
Manure Compost

An all-organic, weed-free 
soil conditioner . Use this 
amendment to increase 

organic matter, improve soil 
texture, and encourage the 

presence of earthworms and 
beneficial soil organisms.

F605  1 Cu Ft  $6.49
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Fine Print
Catalog Pricing
Although we do our best to maintain published prices for an entire 
catalog term, product prices and bulk seed increments may change 
without notice. Let us know if you see something funky and we will 
make it right .

Shipping Information
Simply put, we are always looking for the cheapest and safest 
method of shipping available for your order . Most items ship via 
standard FedEx or USPS by weight and zone method. Our call center 
or website can calculate your shipping. To get a rate quote for items 
listed with a ship method “Truck” or “Drop Ship,” give us a call and 
we will find you the cheapest freight.

Drop Ships
Items shipping directly from the vendor are noted as such . Drop ship 
orders will often be delivered within 2 weeks of ordering, but in some 
cases these orders can take longer due to product availability and 
weather delays. Once an order has shipped, it cannot be canceled.

Free Shipping on Peaceful Valley Brand Seed Packs
Free Shipping (via USPS) on your order of seed packs when you 
purchase 8 or more Peaceful Valley brand seed packs . Offer applies 
only to orders containing seed packs and no other items . Offer may 
end at anytime without notice.

Shipping to Hawaii, Guam, Alaska, Puerto Rico  
and the US Virgin Islands
Items generally ship to these locations via USPS Priority Mail . 
USPS does not guarantee transit time and Parcel Post can take up 
to several weeks to AK, HI, and PR. Boat and Barge shipments for 
palletized orders are available . Call for a quote . Perishable items and 
beneficial insects cannot ship to these locations.

Turnaround Time and Back Orders
Orders where all items are in-stock typically ship within 1–2 business 
days, but turnaround time does vary by season . Expedited shipping 
options are available upon request . 

Product Limitation of Liability 
Peaceful Valley Holdings, Inc.’s liability, with regards to the 
purchase and/or use of any products sold, is strictly limited to 
the replacement (or refund of the purchase price) of the product . 
Peaceful Valley Holdings, Inc. disclaims all implied warranties of 
merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. In no event 
shall Peaceful Valley Holdings, Inc . be liable for any direct or indirect 
damages or consequential losses arising out of the use or inability 
to use the products, notwithstanding the failure of the essential 
purpose of any remedy .

Return Policy
Here at Peaceful Valley Farm & Garden Supply, we want you to 
be happy with your purchase. That’s why we are committed to 
providing you with the highest quality products at the fairest prices. 
However, we do understand that sometimes things happen and you 
may want to return an item. Because we still have not been able to 
locate an organic money-growing tree, we do have to set in place 
some guidelines on what can and cannot be returned. Please take 
a minute to read through our Return Policy and contact us toll-free 
at (888) 784-1722, ext 125, if you have any questions or need for 
clarification — we’ll be happy to answer them!

You may return your unused, like-new, non-perishable item in its 
intact original packaging within 30 days of the purchase date (or 
delivery date) with your receipt for a refund of the purchase price 
of that item (excluding any shipping costs) . If you do not have your 
receipt, we will search your customer record for the related invoice. 
Unfortunately, we are not able to accept returns of items that were 
used, as we are not able to resell them as new, or send them back to 
vendors, simply because the item did not meet your expectations . 
If you’re returning an item that you bought via mail order, please 
contact our customer service department via phone at (888) 784-
1722 or email (helpdesk@groworganic.com) and we’ll assist you in 
processing your return .

Due to the variety of different items that we sell, there are some 
restrictions we must place on specific types of items that you may 
want to return. Please check below to see if the item you’d like to 
return falls under any of the following categories:  

Non-Returnable Items
Special orders, items shipped directly from the manufacturer 
(unless the return is pre-approved by the vendor), custom mixes, 
custom cuts (i .e . greenhouse poly, shade cloth, etc .), nursery plants, 
bargain items, broken bag items, and beneficial insects are not 
returnable under any circumstances due to our inability to resell 
them, or to receive credit from the manufacturer .

Missing or Damaged Items
If something arrives damaged, defective, or dead, please contact us 
immediately . If something is missing from your shipment, be sure 
to check the package thoroughly as small products can often be 
hidden in packing material . Also, remember that many shipments 
come in multiple boxes and that boxes can get separated in transit .

Defective Items
Items that are not covered under any warranty but that you deem 
“defective,” i.e. stopped working and/or broke after a short while, 
will be dealt with on a case-by-case basis in collaboration with 
the corresponding supplier . Please note that defective units may 
be repaired or replaced at the manufacturer’s discretion, and that 
this process generally takes a few days. All defective items being 
returned must be complete, clean and soil-free . Sprayers must be 
rinsed, drained, dry and free of chemical smell .

Items Covered Under Manufacturer’s Warranty
For products covered under Manufacturer’s Warranty, replacement 
(or credit) will be issued once the manufacturer has reviewed the 
claim and agreed that it is covered under their warranty. Please note 
that this process generally takes a few days, and some vendors 
may require that you ship the item back directly to them (for their 
examination), so please always call us first before returning the item. 

Food Processing Items
Due to hygiene concerns, any food processing item that has been 
opened, even if it has not been used, will be subject to a 15% 
restocking fee as we will resell the item at an “open box” discount.

Perishable Items (3-Day Return Policy)
We guarantee the perishable items we sell to be in good, viable 
condition when we sell them. Perishable items include, but are not 
limited to, garlic bulbs, flower bulbs, seed potatoes, onion sets and 
transplants, bare-root trees, vegetable crowns … etc. If your perishable 
item arrives in substandard condition, take photographs and please 
contact us within 3 days of the purchase date (or delivery date) and 
we will provide you with a refund of the purchase price (excluding 
shipping costs), or a replacement. Accordingly, we urge you to open 
any boxes marked as “Perishable” immediately upon receiving them 
and inspect the shipment thoroughly (do not crack open heads of 
garlic, we do not accept claims on cracked garlic). Because some 
perishable items can deteriorate very quickly, we cannot accept any 
claims beyond the 3-day time frame as it becomes too difficult to 
determine if these items were delivered in substandard condition, or if 
they turned into such substandard condition because of having been 
improperly cared for or stored once delivered .

Limited Product Guarantees
Peaceful Valley Brand Seed Packs
Peaceful Valley Farm & Garden Supply brand vegetable seeds from 
packs are guaranteed to germinate within the year they are packed 
for, as indicated on the seed pack, and grow true to name and color. 
If a significant amount of your seeds did not germinate, please 
contact us and we’ll be happy to send you a replacement seed pack. 
Once the seeds have sprouted, please understand that Peaceful 
Valley cannot be held responsible for the many uncontrollable 
growing and climatic conditions that must be met to ensure the 
success of your crop(s) .

Seed & Plant Limitation of Remedy
We warrant, to the extent of the purchase price only, that the seeds 
and plants we sell are as described in our catalogs, website and/
or labels within recognized tolerances. No other warranty is given, 
expressed or implied, of the merchantability or fitness of the seeds 
and plants that we sell for any particular purpose, or against loss 
due to any cause . We cannot accept any responsibility for the 
many growing and climactic conditions beyond our control (i.e. 
soil preparation, fertilization, weed and pest control, temperature 
control, irrigation, etc) that must be met to ensure the success of 
your crop(s) or plant(s). In no event shall we be liable for any direct 
or indirect damages or consequential losses arising out of the use 
or inability to use the seeds and plants that we sell, notwithstanding 
the failure of the essential purpose of any remedy .

Dormant Trees & Plants Limited Warranty
Claim Deadline is June 1st. (Claims placed after June 1st will  
be denied .)

Please note: Our trees will arrive to you topped off at approximately 
4 feet in height to put the tree’s stored energy into root development 
vs . foliage production .

What We Guarantee: Our only guarantee is that your dormant tree/
plant will arrive in good, viable condition and will leaf out by May 15th 

(historically 98% of our trees do) . This guarantee is only available to 
customers who purchased their tree/plant directly from us.

What We Cannot Guarantee: We cannot guarantee that your tree/plant 
remains alive and healthy, or bears fruit, as there are too many 
variables beyond our control in order to do so (i .e . soil preparation, 
planting, fertilization, weed and pest control, adequate irrigation 
and/or drainage, chill hours, compatible hardiness for your zone, 
proper choice of pollinator, etc) .

How to Request a Credit: If your tree/plant does not leaf out by May 
15th, please contact us as soon as possible (but no later than June 
1st) and we will issue you a credit (not a refund) for the purchase 
price of your tree/plant (excluding shipping).*Please watch our video 
titled Bare Root (Dormant) Warranty for more information .
*We reserve the right to not issue credit for items already replaced. We also reserve 
the right to require photographic evidence. The scratch test consists of checking 
for green under the bark a few inches over the graft (please watch our video titled 
Bare Root (Dormant) Warranty for more information on this simple procedure).  
If the scratch test reveals a brown cambium, the tree/plant is dead or dying. 

Product Notices
 Warning

Items marked with  have a California Proposition 65 Warning .  
The product or its packaging contain chemicals known to the State 
of California to cause cancer, birth defects, or other reproductive 
harm. For more information go to www.p65warnings.ca.gov

Flat Rate Shipping
Our online shopping cart will calculate the weight of your items and 
number of boxes before you place your order!

Our shipping method will be as follows:
If your box weighs 9 lb or less your have the option to ship selected 
items via USPS Priority Mail for $7 .99 . Seasonal and living Items 
like garlic, potatoes, plants, trees, berries, crowns, and vines are not 
eligible for this shipping option . Once your order ships, delivery may 
take up to 3–5 business days . You MUST receive mail via USPS to 
use this shipping method . Only available to the contiguous 48 states .

If your box weighs 40 lb or less you will have the option of shipping 
FedEx Ground/Home Delivery for $14.99 per box. Once your order 
ships, it can take up to 1–5 business days for delivery, Tuesday-
Saturday . We can not ship to P .O . boxes via this method .

Some items (i.e. bare root trees, large tools, etc) may not be eligible for  
the standard USPS and FedEx Home/Ground Flat Rate Shipping offer.  
Please contact us at (888) 784-1722 for more clarification.

Bare Root Trees — Ship up to 10 Trees for $29.99!
We ship our bare root trees on a first-come, first-served basis 
beginning in late December . We are unable to delay shipping due 
to many factors, most importantly limited storage and our warm 
California climate which causes bare root trees to break dormancy 
much sooner than in colder areas (bare root trees must be dormant 
to best survive shipping) . If you are unable to plant your tree(s) 
right away, read our instructions on heeling in trees (https://www.
groworganic.com/bareroot-tree-terms.html). All of our bare root 
trees are professionally pruned to put the tree’s stored energy first 
into root growth rather than leaf production. Our bare root trees ship 
in special boxes with their roots bagged in moist sawdust to help 
ensure their survival during transit. Up to 10 trees can fit in a box 
(due to their size, nut and multi-graft trees count as 2) . Each box 
ships for $29 .99 via FedEx Ground (or FedEx Home Delivery) to the 
lower 48 states. Bare root trees cannot ship via USPS, and cannot 
be shipped to P .O . boxes . We are unable to ship our bare root trees 
to Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands, and Guam. Bare 
root trees cannot be combined with potted trees .

Potted Trees — Ship up to 9 Trees for $19.99!
Our potted tree varieties include Almonds, Figs, Pomegranates, 
Olives, Kiwis and Gojis. Up to 9 potted trees can ship together in one 
master box. Potted tree boxes ship for $19.99 to the lower 48 states 
via FedEx Ground (or FedEx Home Delivery) . Potted trees cannot ship 
via USPS, and cannot be shipped to P .O . boxes . We are unable to ship 
our potted trees to Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands, 
and Guam . Potted trees cannot be combined with bare root trees . 

Planning A Large Order?
Call (888) 784-1722 for a 
Custom Truck Quote.
Pallets up to 3,000 lb .  
Pallet dimensions are  
48”x 40”x 72 .” Please select 
“custom freight quote” during 
checkout and we’ll contact you 
with a precise freight quote. 
Shipping as low as $130 per 
pallet to most of California .
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Cherries
12 Varieties

Jujube
6 Varieties

Goji Berries
Potted & Bare Root

Potted
Pomegranates

6 Varieties

Potted
Figs
7 Varieties

Potted
Almond

Nut 
Trees
4 Varieties of Walnut
2 Varieties of Chestnut

Potted
Olives
17 Varieties

Pears
13 Varieties

Persimmons
2 Varieties

Plums
12 Varieties

Pluots
7 Varieties

BY MAY 15TH, WHEN PLANTED BY APRIL 1ST!
GUARANTEED TO LEAF OUT
All Our Dormant Trees & Plants are

Call Toll Free (888) 784-1722 or Go Online to
Order Your’s Today!

& Potted Trees& Potted Trees

Bare Root & Potted Trees are In! 

Peaches
25 Varieties

Apples
25 Varieties

Nectarines
9 Varieties

Potted
Kiwi vines

3 Varieties

Apricots
10 Varieties
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Supporting CommunitiesSupporting Communities

We are proud to give within our customers’ 
communities by donating thousands of seeds 
and other supplies to support education, 
wellness, and disaster relief across the country. 

To submit an application please visit  
our Community Support page at  
www.groworganic.com/pages/community-support

Sierra Harvest
Peaceful Valley Farm & Garden 
Supply supports Sierra Harvest 
and farmers in the Sierra Nevada 
Foothills Region of California 
supplying them with the tools 
and resources they need to 
grow organically. Working with 
community partners, Sierra Harvest strives to put 
local organic food onto everyone’s plate creating 
abundance for this generation and the next. They 
deliver a robust Farm to School program, farmer 
education and training through their Farm Institute, 
and create equitable access to local foods through 
gardening and gleaning opportunities.

Interested in supporting Sierra Harvest? 
Help get 10,000 kids scratch cooked meals 
featuring farm fresh food. Donate to the Foothills 
Fresh Scratch Cooked School Meals for All 
program at sierraharvest.org

Peaceful Valley is proud to source organic produce 
from local farmers, including Jeremy Mineau (owner 
of Super Tuber Farm). PHOTO BY CRYSTAL DOSSMAN

Sierra Harvest’s Food Love Farm is an educational 
farm devoted to promoting nutrition education, food 
security and community involvement.  
PHOTO BY SANDRA BOYD


